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Abstract

This thesis is the cytogenetic study of three patient groups with different reproductive 

problems.

The first patient group consisted of couples suffering from three or more miscarriages, 

who had previously been diagnosed as cytogenetically normal by a diagnostic 

laboratory. The group was analysed in greater depth, alongside fertile controls, for the 

presence of a low level mosaic 45,X cell line. Forty metaphase cells were analysed by 

G banding, and 450 interphase cells were analysed by FISH using a biotinylated 

chromosome X specific centromeric probe. The patient group consisted of thirteen 

couples and seven females, and the control group of fifteen couples. G-band analysis 

revealed more cells with sex chromosome aneuploidy from the females in the patient 

group than the females in the control group (weakly significant p<0.1). FISH analysis 

revealed a much stronger correlation between the patient group and XO mosaicism 

(p<0.05). When patients and controls were directly compared in a paired manner, 6 

patients were identified as being XO mosaics. If this selection was graphically based 

(figure 5) the number of mosaic patients increased to nine. The percentages of XO 

cells from the patient group did not correlate with age, whereas there was an age 

dependant correlation in the control group.

The second study was on patients who have had three or more failed I VF. attempts 

Cultured peripheral lymphocytes were analysed from the patient group (twenty two 

couples and twenty one females) and the control group (ten couples and five females). 

There were no constitutional abnormalities found, however three patients were found 

to be mosaic for three different abnormal cell lines (45,X, 47,XX+11 and 47,XX+ 18). 

Forty six preimplantation embryos (4 to 8 cell stage) obtained from the patient group 

were analysed, by FISH, using DNA probes for chromosomes 1, X and Y. 62.5% of 

these embryos were abnormal, with no embryos with constitutional abnormalities 

observed.



The third study consisted of three couples carrying different balanced translocations. 

Probes were sought and evaluated for the possibility of preimplantation diagnosis 

using FISH. Suitable probes were found for two of the couples. Analysis of spare 

preimplantation embryos from one of the couples using the appropriate probes 

revealed all embryos to be chaotic.
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1.1. Reproductive failure

1.1.1. The cytogenetics of reproductive success in normal couples.

Abnormal fetuses may arise from chromosomal abnormalities occurring during 

gametogenesis, fertilisation or subsequent cell proliferation and replication. However, 

strong selection against such fetuses results in only 0.1% of new-boms being 

chromosomally abnormal (Chandley, 1981, Plachot eta l 1987).

The number of chromosomally abnormal gametes is high, approximately 30% 

(Plachot et a l 1987, Martin et a l 1986) of oocytes and 8% of sperm (Martin et a l 

1983). Further errors can occur during fertilisation and subsequent cell proliferation. 

All of these errors reduce the number of embryos formed and the ability of the 

embryos to survive. Opitz et a l (1979) estimated that the level of prenatal loss is 

68.5% in couples without a history of infertility or multiple miscarriage.

It is now possible to detect the implantation of the embryo before the pregnancy is 

clinically recognisable i.e. before the first missed period, by the assay of p- human 

chorionic gonadotrophin levels. From this it has been estimated that 50-60% of 

pregnancies abort before clinical recognition (Regan, 1992). After recognition 15% of 

pregnancies spontaneously abort (Huisjes, 1984). These two figures concur with the 

Opitz estimate of pre-natal loss.

The low figures for successful conception coupled with high pre-natal loss in normal 

couples has made the identification of couples with reproductive problems difficult. It 

has also hindered scientific and medical understanding of these problems, and as a 

result for many couples with infertility or recurrent miscarriage, there is, as yet, no 

explanation.
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1.1.2. Infertility- incidence and causes.

A couple are described as infertile if after one year of trying for a child they have not 

conceived. One in six couples in Britain are thought to be affected at some time in 

their life (Hull et al. 1985), although there have been few independent population 

studies. This was h igh ligh ted  in 1984 w hen the W arnock report on in vitro  

fertilisation (IVF) and embryology, criticised the lack of statistics on infertility.

Hull et al. published a population study in 1985 of 708 couples attending an infertility 

clinic in England. It is apparent from this that couples can have 'episodes' of infertility 

at different points in their reproductive lifetimes. These could be brought on by a 

num ber o f causes from  tubal damage from a previous pregnancy to physical or 

psychological traum a from  a therapeutic abortion. At the time of writing it was 

thought that IVF could benefit 80% of tubal damage cases and 25% of the 

unexplained infertility cases, totalling 18% of all cases. This figure would now 

increase due to new techniques such as intra cytoplasm ic sperm injection (ICSI) 

which can benefit patients with oligospermia or sperm motility problems (Palmero et 

al. 1992). Oocyte donation could bypass any ovulatory problems.

Table 1: Numerical evaluation of the causes of infertility (Hull etal. 1985).

_ Cause of Infertility % of Infertile Couples

Unexplained 31%

Sperm problem 21%

Ovulatory failure 18%

Tubal damage 14%

Endometriosis 6%

Coital problems 5%

Cervical mucus 3%

Other male problems 2%
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1.1.3. In Vitro Fertilisation (IVF)

The first successful human IVF birth was announced by Steptoe and Edwards in 

1978. Although the technique was primarily proposed to overcome fallopian tube 

disorders, IVF is now regularly being used for male factor infertility, immunity 

related infertility and for cases with no obvious aetiology (Barlow, 1988).

Since 1978 the success of IVF has been increased by the use of superovulation 

methods which cause the maturation of several follicles per cycle, allowing the 

collection of larger number of eggs (Wood et a l 1985). Additionally, any interference 

of this regime from the patients endogenous gonadotrophin has been eliminated by 

the use of gonadotrophin releasing hormone agonists such as Buserelin (Barlow et a l 

1988). Males with very low sperm counts, or poor sperm motility, are now being 

aided by the direct injection of sperm into the cytoplasm of the egg (Palmero et a l 

1992). This treatment is becoming more common although there are still questions on 

whether this can damage the egg and whether the cause of sperm dysfunction is due 

to chromosome or genetic abnormality (In’t Veld eta l 1995).

Success rates for IVF vary, Lopata (1983) estimated that 90% of in vitro fertilised 

oocytes will become cleavage stage embryos. Embryos are routinely transferred to the 

mother at the early cleavage stage, 20% of which implant and 26% of these will 

spontaneously abort (Roesler et a l 1989). This results in a success rate of original 

fertilised oocytes of 20% per IVF cycle, which is similar to the success rate of normal 

women in any one ovulatory cycle (18 to 25% Speroff et a l 1989). In ICSI patients 

the conception rate is thought to be higher, possibly because the women undergoing 

this technique tend to be younger.
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1.1.4 . Spontaneous Abortion- incidence and causes.

Spontaneous abortion (SAB) is, as has already been mentioned, a common event. 

There is also some overlap between infertility and SAB. Infertility covers 

gametogenesis dysfunction, fertilisation failure, implantation failure and sub clinical 

abortion. The last two could arguably be termed early spontaneous abortion and 

probably have similar causes.

A miscarriage (SAB) was defined in 1977 by the World Health Organisation as the 

expulsion of an embryo or fetus weighing 500g or less, which is the size expected of a 

fetus up to 20 to 22 weeks gestation. SAB includes four types of pregnancy failure; 

biochemical pregnancy (sub-clinical), anembryonic pregnancy- when the sac forms 

but no fetal parts are present, missed abortion when a sac and fetus has formed but 

there is no heart beat, and finally embryonic pregnancy with sac, fetus and heartbeat 

detected and then lost (Regan, 1992).

Most SAB will happen before 12 weeks and at least half of them are cytogenetically 

abnormal (Hassold, 1986). Interestingly if the products of conception (POC) are 

found to be cytogenetically abnormal the chance of the next pregnancy failing is 

reduced (Regan, 1992; Huisjes, 1984). Another cause of SAB is persistent alcohol 

intake or smoking during the pre-conception period and pregnancy. SAB may be 

caused by microbiological infections from the bacteria Listeria monocytogenes, the 

parasite Toxoplasma gondii and severe viral infections of influenza, rubella, 

cytomegalovirus and parvovirus (Regan, 1992).
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1.1.5. Multiple miscarriage incidence and causes.

Due to the common occurrence of pre-natal loss, it is very difficult to ascertain how 

many women are affected by multiple miscarriage. It is generally assumed that if a 

woman has m iscarried 3 times, then she suffers from recurrent miscarriage and must 

be investigated. Huisjes (1984) proposed that 1 woman in 300 is affected, whereas 

Regan (1992) suggests that the incidence cannot yet been determined.

Regan et a l  proposed in 1989 that past reproductive history is a good indication of 

future pregnancy success or failure (table 2).

Even after 3 m iscarriages, there is more chance of a successful pregnancy than of 

failure, consequently many women suffering from multiple miscarriage may be doing 

so due to chance. This may be an explanation of why the cause of m ultiple 

miscarriage is unknown in over 50% of cases.

Table: 2 Risk of miscarriage based on previous history 

(Regan e ta l  1989)

History Risk %

3 miscarriages or more 43

2 miscarriages 28

1 miscarriage 20

Primagravidae 5

There has been a considerable scientific and medical effort to understand recurrent 

m iscarriage. Endocrinological studies have shown that high levels of luteinising 

hormone (LH) correlate with miscarriage. High LH levels are commonly caused by 

polycystic ovaries, a syndrome which is present in 80% of habitual aborters (Regan et 

a/. 1990).
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Immunological studies have shown that in women with connective tissue autoimmune 

disease, such as Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) miscarriage is of the order of 

70%. In particular the two antiphospholipid autoantibodies (anticardiolipin and lupus 

anticoagulant) are thought to have the most effect on fetal loss. Women have now 

been identified who do not appear to have SLE and yet do have the antibodies (Rai et 

al. 1995). It has also been suggested that the normal immunological state of feto- 

tolerance in the uterus may be at fault in some women. As the fetus expresses paternal 

antigens these women would mount rejection response (Regan, 1992).

There have been numerous studies on the chromosomes of affected couples. This has 

lead to an estimate that in 5% of affected couples one partner will be a carrier of a 

chromosome abnormality (de Braekeleer and Dao, 1990).
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1.2. Cytogenetics of Reproductive Failure.

1.2.1. Cytogenetic Techniques.

1.2.1.1. Culture and metaphase spreads.

Chromosomes have been studied since the development of microscopes. Initially 

many of the studies were on plants or insects and human analysis lagged behind. The 

first methods used thin slices of paraffin embedded samples, which often resulted in 

the chromosomes being sliced. Consequently it was very difficult to obtain a full 

metaphase plate (From Hsu, 1979).

Belling (1921) proposed an alternative method using pollen cells. These were 

squashed onto slides and full metaphase plates could be observed. Painter (1923) 

applied this technique to the tissue of choice for the 1920’s human cytogeneticists 

which was testicular material. He obtained reproducible counts of 48 human 

chromosomes, and additionally noticed that males and females differed by a 

chromosome. This lead him to suggest males were XY and females XX. These early 

metaphase plates were scarce in many tissues, tightly clumped and unbanded, making 

any numerical evaluation difficult.

The problem of the scarcity of metaphase cells in samples was solved by a method 

developed in plants which used colchicine to arrest cells in metaphase (Blakeslee and 

Avery, 1937). The colchicine was initially and erroneously thought to induce 

chromosome replication. This method was not commonly employed in human 

cytogenetics until the 1950’s. Although it was now possible to increase the number of 

divisions, there was still the considerable problem of overlapping chromosomes. This 

was diminished due to a serendipitous error by a technician in Hsu’s laboratory in 

1953. The result was a hypotonic solution which could swell cells, allowing greater 

separation of metaphase chromosomes. In 1955 Tijo and Levan employed both of 

these techniques to cells cultured in vitro and announced that the diploid number for 

humans was in fact 46.
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After reading Tijo and Levans paper, Lejeune et a l (1959) decided to employ their 

techniques on fibroblast cultures from a number of mongoloid, or as it now known 

Down Syndrome children. He found there was an extra G group chromosome in all 

somatic cells. There followed a rush of investigations into dysmorphic patients. Ford 

et a l (1959) discovered in bone marrow samples from Turner syndrome patients that 

they were monosomie for an X chromosome. Another two trisomie syndromes, for a 

D group chromosome (Patau et a l 1960) and an E group chromosome (Edward et a l 

1960 ) were announced in 1960.

In vitro culture of cells allowed the hypotonic and colchicine treatments to work far 

more efficiently than in slices of tissues. Cell culture was a new and expensive 

technique and consequently was not widely available. Nowell (1960) described a 

culture technique which was quick, technically undemanding and inexpensive. 

Peripheral lymphocytes were stimulated by phytohaemagglutinin, trapped in 

metaphase with colchicine and swelled with hypotonic solution. As lymphocytes were 

being used, the obvious choice of stain was Giemsa’s blood stain, devised in the early 

1900’s for detection of malaria. The Giemsa staining produced a solid staining, which 

allowed chromosomes 1,2,3, and 16 to be identified. Although the other 

chromosomes could not be individually differentiated they could be divided into 

seven groups, labelled A to G.

I.2.I.2. Chromosome Banding

It was very desirable to be able to identify individual chromosomes. Professor 

Caspersson, an expert on fluorometry working as a consultant for the Children's 

Cancer Research Foundation, hypothesised that alkylating agents should attach to 

guanines in the genome. If a fluorescent group were to be attached to the alkylating 

agent then any non-random distribution in the genome of guanine would give a 

pattern. The resulting compound, quinacrine mustard was produced by Modest, an 

organic chemist.
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Quinacrine mustard was first tested on plant chromosomes and gave the desired 

fluorescent bands (Caspersson et a l  1969). When tested on human chromosomes, 

there was also a banding pattern which could distinguish all the pairs of chromosomes 

(Caspersson et a l 1970). Interestingly, it was the fluorescent moiety (Atebrin) of the 

compound that gave the banding pattern. The atebrin had affinity to AT rich areas to 

give brightly fluorescent bands (Weisblum and de Haseth, 1972).

The Fourth Human Chromosome Standardisation Conference was held in Paris in 

1971. From this, the banding patterns of the chromosome pairs were standardised and 

a nomenclature established, which also included structural abnormalities. Before 

Quinacrine mustard banding, (Q banding), only structural abnormalities that 

significantly altered the morphology of the chromosomes could be identified. With 

the new banding technique much more subtle abnormalities could be observed. The Q 

banding did have a major disadvantage, the atebrin was only fluorescent for short 

periods of time. Consequently good metaphase spreads had to be immediately 

photographed and it was the photographs that were analysed, which meant less 

resolution than direct analysis using the microscope.

The origins of a non-fluorescent banding technique came from the solid Giemsa 

staining practised by Nowell. A number of investigators (Pardue and Gall, 1970, 

Arrighi and Hsu ,1971, Chen and Ruddle, 1971 and Yunis and Yasmineh, 1971) 

produced a particular pattern with Giemsa staining after either heat dénaturation and 

renaturation or alkaline dénaturation and SSC incubation. In contrast to typical solid 

Giemsa staining the majority of the genome is unstained, only facultative 

heterochromatin is stained. These include centromeric regions and polymorphic 

regions on chromosomes 1,9, 16 and Y.

This, although exciting in its own right, was overshadowed by the observation of 

cross banding in flame dried preparations (Sumner et a l 1971, Patil et a l 1971, Drets 

and Shaw, 1971). During the Paris Conference these G-bands were compared to Q- 

bands and found to be very similar. A more reproducible method was developed by
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Seabright (1971) who used trypsin treatment to produce the bands. Banding with 

Giemsa was more permanent and used standard microscopes as opposed to Q banding 

which is transitory and required fluorescence microscopes. Consequently G banding 

is now commonly used. It has allowed analysis of amniotic and chorionic villi 

cultures when there is a risk of chromosome abnormality in the unborn child (prenatal 

diagnosis). An ideogram of the bands produced in human chromosomes is shown in 

figure 1.
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Fig: 1 An ideogram of human G-banded chromosomes.
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12.1.3. Molecular Cytogenetics 

1.2.1.31. History

Before banding techniques were available, radioactive in situ hybridisation techniques 

were used in conjunction with DNA probes (Gall et a l ,1969; John et a l 1969) to 

identify chromosomes, with some success. The advent of the polymerase chain 

reaction and the development of bacterial and yeast vectors has lead to considerable 

progress in the generation and specificity of DNA probes. This coupled with a 

fluorescent detection system (Pinkel et a l  1986) has revolutionised in situ 

hybridisation. The subsequent fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) is now faster, 

safer, cheaper and the results more easily understood than its radioactive predecessor.

I.2.I.3.2. Fluorescent detection system.

There are two approaches to detect the DNA probes. Either the probe can be labelled 

with a reporter molecule such as biotin or digoxigenin or it can be labelled directly 

with fluorescent nucleotides. Both approaches use nick translation (Rigby et a l 

1977), the cutting of DNA into fragments using DNase 1. These fragments are then 

partially repaired with a supply of nucleotides and Polymerase 1. This allows labelled 

dUTP to be substituted for dTTP. The resulting fragments should be between 200 and 

500 base pairs in length for optimal penetration into the nucleus. The dUTP can be 

labelled directly with fluorescent molecules such as fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) 

and tetramethyl rhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) or the dUTP can be labelled 

indirectly with reporter molecules. The reporter molecules are detected by a layering 

of chemicals, which leads to a longer procedure, but with considerable amplification 

of the signal.
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I.2.I.3.3. DNA Probes and their applications.

Simply, the DNA probes suitable for FISH are DNA inserts carried in a vector for 

amplification in a microbiological host. The DNA is normally genomic, although 

cDNA can be used. The size of the insert can vary from under lOkb to over lOOOkb 

depending on the vector.

Plasmids have the smallest insert carrying capacity, of up to 15kb and are mainly used 

to carry DNA inserts which will probe areas of repetitive chromosomal DNA, such as 

a-satellite DNA. These small probes will produce the strongest signal due to the 

repetitive nature of their target. As they are so bright they can be easily seen when 

directly labelled, a-satellite probes are used extensively in FISH on interphase cells 

and it is possible to ascertain the chromosome copy number of all but a few 

chromosomes. Chromosomes 13 and 21 have similar DNA repeats at the centromere, 

consequently an a-satellite probe will hybridise to both chromosomes. This is also the 

situation with (14 and 22) and (5 and 19).

Phages carry a slightly bigger insert of up to 24kb and cosmids up to 50kb. With 

larger insert sizes it is easier to visualise probes which bind to non repetitive DNA.

It is possible to construct a yeast vector which can carry inserts of up to 1000 kb. 

These yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) can bind to a non repetitive target, and 

due to their size give bright fluorescent signals. Consequently many YACs can be 

used for interphase work.

YACs and cosmids have been invaluable in mapping the genes of different 

organisms, including humans. With FISH, it has been possible to link the physical 

map created by molecular techniques with a cytogenetic map.

Although it is more common to use a vector, it is possible to hybridise free DNA on 

to the chromosomes. The best example is a chromosome paint. This is the 

hybridisation of sequences from all over a particular chromosome on to a metaphase
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spread. The desired chromosome will easily be distinguished and so paint probes have 

been very useful in identifying translocations.

1.2.1.3.4, Applications of FISH technology.

1.2.1.3.4.1, Interphase FISH.

The applications of FISH are dependent on the type of probe used. These applications 

can be broken down into metaphase and interphase FISH. Interphase FISH has 

allowed greater analysis of tissues for which it is technically difficult to produce 

metaphase preparations. This may be due to scarcity of metaphases e.g. 

preimplantation embryos, or poor morphology of the chromosomes e.g. in tumour 

cells or oocytes. It may be advantageous to use interphase FISH when large numbers 

of cells must be screened or when it is necessary to get a result from primary cells 

rather than waiting for a culture to produce metaphase cells e.g. chorionic villus cells 

in prenatal diagnosis.

Due to the less condensed chromatin structure of interphase cells better results are 

achieved with larger probes or target areas. OC-satellite probes are frequently used to 

estimate copy number, but this only gives information on the centromere. YACs and 

cosmids can be used with for screening of specific chromosomes locations. There are 

however limits to the resolution as probes under 50kb will not give good interphase 

signals although they can easily be observed in metaphase cells.

The number of chromosomes that can be screened by interphase FISH is limited by 

the number of fluorescent dyes or colours available. At present two colour direct 

FISH is easily attainable using the two common fluorescent dyes, FITC and TRITC.

It is possible to obtain 3 colours by hybridising both FITC and TRITC labelled probe 

on to the same target site in a ratio of 50:50. It is feasible to be able to produce 5 or 

more colours using this ratio labelling and modern cooled CCD based capture 

systems. In practice it is very difficult to get reproducible results. This has prompted 

companies such as Amersham to develop more fluorescent dyes. Speicher (1996) has
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hybridised and can distinguish 27 probes simultaneously using a mix of 6 

fluorochromes and an impressive array of filters.

The use of 27 probes in an interphase cell may be impractical. It would be extremely 

difficult to resolve each signal as there would be a very good chance of overlapping 

signals. This number of probes could give copy number information on each 

chromosome, but would not give information on structural rearrangements. 

Kallionemi et al. (1993) has developed a technique for visualising chromosome 

rearrangements in non-dividing cells, Comparative Genomic Hybridisation. DNA is 

extracted from the sample of interest and labelled with FITC and a normal sample of 

DNA is labelled with TRITC. The two "probes" are hybridised onto normal 

metaphases. There is competition between the two probes, if the sample DNA has a 

loss of chromosome material then extra 'red' will show in that area. If the sample 

DNA has extra chromosomal material then there will be extra 'green'. It is necessary 

to have an advanced image capture system to accurately measure these areas.

This technique also requires nanograms of DNA and is not yet routinely available for 

single cell samples. Work by Wells (personal communication) on whole genome 

amplification by DOP-PCR may alleviate this, allowing single cells from 

preimplantation embryos to be biopsied and analysed for chromosomal disorders.

I.2.I.3.4.2. Metaphase FISH.

The use of metaphase FISH has helped greatly in characterising chromosomal 

rearrangements from large translocations to small microdeletions and inversions. 

Chromosome specific libraries can be used to paint any chromosome suspected of 

being involved in a translocation. The results can be striking, immediately confirming 

whether there is material from another chromosome inserted or attached to the 

labelled chromosome. Additionally, specific probes can be used to screen for 

microdeletion syndromes such as DiGeorge syndrome on chromosome 22q.
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In addition to characterising chromosomal rearrangements, metaphase FISH has 

provided a bridge between physical mapping and the cytogenetic map. Vectors 

carrying DNA inserts thought to contain genes can be used as probes to ascertain their 

chromosomal location. The DNA inserts can be as small as 10 kb for a unique probe, 

which is a resolution not possible in interphase cells.

I.2.I.3.4.3. Mapping and Fibre FISH

FISH has aided in the positional cloning of genes. The section of the genome thought 

to contain the gene of interest is cloned into a number of YACs or cosmids. The 

chromosomal location of these DNA fragments can be ascertained by metaphase 

FISH. It is then necessary to order the YACs or cosmids along the chromosomes and 

to check whether there are gaps, confirming whether the coverage is contiguous.

If DNA probes are closer than lOOkb then it is probable in metaphase cells that they 

will appear as overlapping. Due to its more relaxed chromatin structure interphase 

cells allow probes 50kb apart or even slightly less to be visualised as separate signals. 

If the chromatin is stretched on a slide then it is possible to distinguish probes Ikb 

apart. The most reproducible method of stretching is molecular combing (Weier et al 

, 1995). The stretching is due to a receding meniscus of liquid which combs the DNA 

along a silane coated slide at an even and reproducible rate. The results are consistent 

enough to calculate the distance between signals. Initially this was used to order 

plasmids on a Y AC and it has now successfully been attempted on genomic DNA 

(Michalet e ta l 1997).
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1.2.2. Cytogenetic abnormalities.

X.2.2.1. Aneuploidy

Aneuploidy describes cells which have a loss or gain of chromosomal material, 

resulting in an unbalanced genetic complement. This can occur in all cells or can be 

mosaic for example, an individual may have predominantly normal cells with a subset 

of aneuploid cells. Aneuploidy can involve whole chromosomes (trisomy/ 

monosomy) or segments of chromosomes (partial monosomy/ trisomy.

It is common for constitutional aneuploidy to have a lethal effect. Only trisomy for 

chromosomes 13, 18, 21 and X are viable. Individuals with trisomy 13 and 18 

commonly die in early childhood and do not reach reproductive age. The ovaries from 

infants with trisomy 13 and 18 were studied at autopsy by Cunniff et a l (1991). He 

found a complete absence of primary oocytes, which means that even if affected 

individuals were to reach reproductive age they would be infertile. Female trisomy 21 

patients can be fertile although their mental retardation may stop them from 

reproducing. Autosomal monosomy is incompatible with life.

X chromosome monosomy is compatible with life and is not associated with mental 

retardation. This is presumably due to X chromosome inactivation. In normal 46,XX 

females one of the X chromosomes in every cell is randomly inactivated on the 12 th 

day of embryonic life (Lyon, 1961). The inactivated chromosome carries some 

essential genes which are not inactivated. Additionally, the chromosome is 

reactivated during fetal gametogenesis. This may explain why females with 47,XXX 

are viable, generally show no evidence of mental retardation and can be fertile. 

Whereas the majority of fetuses exhibiting monosomy for chromosome X (Turner 

syndrome) are spontaneously aborted. There have been many cases of constitutional 

45,X women reported in the literature, who are characteristically infertile.
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1.2.2.1.1, Turner syndrome (45,X)

I.2.2.I.I.2. History

Turner first described this syndrome in 1938. It is characterised by a distinct 

phenotype i.e. sexual infantilism, short stature, shield like chest, cubitus valgus 

(abnormal angle of elbow) and webbed neck.

In 1954 Polani et a l used the skin biopsy sexing technique of Moore et a l (1953) to 

show that Turner syndrome women are sex chromatin negative. He also collected 

evidence from nuclear sexing and colour blindness inheritance to suggest Turner 

women have a 45,X constitution. Additionally, this study suggested that the presence 

of a Y chromosome denotes males rather than the absence of an X chromosome. This 

was confirmed cytogenetically by Ford in 1959.

Turner syndrome characteristics can also be caused by structural rearrangements 

involving the X chromosome. An individual with an isochromosome Xq will have the 

full Turner phenotype, whereas rearrangements throughout the X chromosome show a 

range of severity. Broad chromosomal locations of putative genes have been 

suggested following investigations of individuals with rearrangements of the X 

chromosome (Therman and Susman 1990, Therman et a l 1990, Ogata and Matsuo 

1995).

Due to the loss of the X chromosome there is an increased risk of Turner syndrome 

patients being affected by X linked recessive disease. For example there has been a 

case of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy reported in a 45,X woman (Baiget et a l 

1991).
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1.2.2.1.3, Mechanism of loss

The precise mechanism behind the loss of the chromosome is not known. It was 

originally thought that meiotic non disjunction was the primary cause, however some 

studies have indicated this is not the case (Warburton eta l 1980, Singh e ta l  1980)

Warburton et a l (1980) suggested a correlation between 45,X and young maternal 

age. Studies on trisomies, which have long been believed to be due to meiotic non 

disjunction, have shown correlation with an increase in age. Additionally, Sanger et 

a l (1977) discovered that in 11% of the 45,X individuals studied it was the paternal 

sex chromosomes that were lost, suggesting that there is little maternal causation. 

From this Chandley (1981) proposed that the loss of an X chromosome is most likely 

to occur shortly after sperm entry into the egg. However, meiotic loss or loss during 

early cleavage cannot be ruled out.

If 45,X was due to a mitotic non-disjunction error then additional 47,XXX and 

possibly 46,XX cell lines would be present. Although these cell lines are seen in some 

individuals exhibiting mosaicism, it is not seen in classic 45,X patients. Due to this, 

Singh e ta l  (1980) and Hassold(1986) concluded that mitotic non disjunction could 

not be the principle cause. However, it is now thought that extra cell lines may be 

present in the fetus for prenatal survival (Held eta l 1992).

1.2.2.1.4. Prenatal survival

The high in utero lethality of the 45,X constitution results in only 1% of 45,X 

conceptions being bom. This has led some authors (Hassold et a l 1985, Hook and 

Warburton, 1983) to suggest that live bom Tumer individuals must be mosaics and 

that additional cell lines have a fetoprotective effect in essential organs. This 

hypothesis was corroborated by Held et a l in 1992 using cytogenetic and molecular 

data.
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Held et al. proposed that more than one tissue should be investigated to find more 

accurate figures for the proportion of 45,X individuals exhibiting mosaicism. After 

analysing both lymphocyte and fibroblast cultures in 87 patients, 58 (66.7%) were 

found to be mosaic, 11 (12.6%) were due to constitutional structural aberrations and 

only 18 (20.7%) were due to constitutional 45,X. Held et a l also found small marker 

chromosomes in certain organs that after molecular analysis were shown to be of Y 

chromosome origin.

It was proposed that these markers may allow normal development of organs or 

convey an advantage in escaping spontaneous abortion. When the markers were 

looked for in passaged cultures they found that there was selection against the 

markers or cells carrying the markers.

Mice can be used as an experimental model for Turner syndrome. The normal 

karyotype of a mouse is 40,XX or XY. 39,X fetuses do not exhibit the same in utero 

lethality as human 45,X fetuses and are not quite as developmentally delayed as 

humans. They do have a reduced number of oocytes and consequently increased 

infertility.

Studies by Boué et a l in (1974) suggested that the loss of 99% of human 45,X 

conceptuses may be due to a reproductive strategy towards the end of the first 

trimester. In humans, placental steroids become essential towards the end of the first 

trimester, whereas in 39,X mice it is still the maternal ovarian steroids which are 

important. Perhaps normal cell lines may be essential in ensuring the production of 

steroids by the placenta. Burgoyne et a l (1983) used the hypothesis of Boué et a l to 

explain why 39,X mice are not as developmentally delayed as human 45,X fetuses 

through gestation. In essence they suggest that the physiological shock of the near

failure of pregnancy causes the more severe human phenotype to develop.
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I.2.2.I.5. Reproductive Physiology of Turner Syndrome.

Women with apparent constitutional 45,X are infertile and show reduced or absent 

secondary sexual characteristics. Their ovaries have usually been replaced with 

connective tissue to give streak gonads. Singh and Carr (1966) showed that the streak 

gonads were not due to an inability to produce the correct organs but due to a 

degenerative process. They autopsied a number of 45,X fetuses that had 

spontaneously aborted at differing times in gestation. Early abortuses showed ovaries 

comparable to the 46,XX controls, whereas in later SAB's there was an increase in 

connective tissue.

A proliferation of oocyte number followed by a large loss of oocytes by atresia is the 

norm for many species including humans (Beaumont and Mandl, 1962, Baker, 1963, 

loannou, 1964, Baker, 1966). The reduction in oocytes in humans from 7x10^ to 

2x10^ occurs between the fifth month of gestation and birth (Dewhurst, 1978). It was 

proposed by Hamerton (1968) and by Miklos (1974) that the pairing of two X 

chromosomes was needed to control this natural reduction.

Speed (1988) extended this line of thought, proposing that the loss of oocytes was 

attributable to a large number of pairing errors. In 1988 he published the results of a 

study of the ovaries from 3 normal fetuses between 16 and 23 weeks of gestation. He 

claimed that 50% of the oocytes examined using electron microscopy showed 

abnormal pairing. It is possible that oocyte atresia is a major mechanism for the 

eradication of possibly abnormal gametes.

It was originally thought by Baker in 1963 that the reduction of the number of oocytes 

was preceded by a failure of the pre-granulosa cells to surround the germ cells. This 

would prevent the formation of the primary follicles and result in the death of 

oocytes. Burgoyne and Baker (1988) investigated this in 39,X mice. They saw a 

significant loss in oocyte number before the loss of somatic cells. Although this 

contradicts the observations he made in humans, he reconciled this by explaining that
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human 45,X fetuses are very developmentally delayed and consequently very difficult 

to age correctly, whereas mice can be harvested from the mother at known intervals 

and the degeneration with time can be seen.

Further insight into oocyte reduction was given recently by Novak et a l (1995) who 

carried out an interphase FISH study on paraffin embedded ovarian sections from a 

mosaic Tumer woman. Interestingly both lymphocyte and ovarian stromal cells gave 

similar numbers of 45,X cells i.e. 64%. These cell types have the same embryonic 

origin, the intraembryonic mesoderm germ layer. She could not use FISH to analyse 

many primordial follicles due to the shallow nature of the biopsy; the two that were 

analysed were 46,XX. This agreed with the FISH analysis of the Buccal cells (which 

have the same embryonic origin as oocytes) and did not exhibit a 45,X cell line.

Her interpretation was that the 45,X cell line in the ovarian stromal cells was enough 

to cause oligomenorrhoea and disrupt the normal cyclic maturation of oocytes, 

agreeing with Baker's hypothesis.

In their 1985 study Burgoyne and Baker (1985) saw that oocytes from 39,X mice 

seemed to be arrested at the diploid preleptotene stage of meiosis. Such cells were 

eradicated 24 hours later by an apparent atretic mechanism i.e. not lysed. This was 

also observed by Speed (1986) who saw that some oocytes did manage to proceed 

through meiosis. Examination of the synaptonemal complexes revealed the oocytes 

were XO, and the acrocentric free lying X chromosome had folded over and 

associated with itself. This seemed enough to allow the cell to proceed through 

meiosis. This has not been seen so far in human ovaries, which may be due to the 

limited number analysed. If more human oocytes were to be analysed it might be 

possible to see X chromosomes associated with themselves or X/autosome 

associations.

The advent of FISH has allowed the X chromosome to be identified with greater 

certainty. Hunt et a l (1995) have combined FISH with immunofluorescent detection 

of the meiotic spindle in intact oocytes from XO mice. This approach does not have
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the resolution to observe X chromosome self folding and association, but has 

provided information on the behaviour of the univalent on the metaphase plate. The 

univalent was observed to either segregate intact to one of the poles or to undergo 

equational division. In contrast to the above mentioned studies they found that the 

majority of the oocytes completed the first meiotic division. Interestingly the 

univalent was found to severely perturb the alignment and segregation of other 

chromosomes.

These observations may explain why 3 to 5 % of apparent 45,X women are not 

completely sterile and can menstruate, and why there are reports of 45,X women 

giving birth (King et a l 1978). Women with mosaic Tumer syndrome show greater 

incidence of fertility, 12 to 21% can menstruate, which suggests a diluting effect of 

other cell lines on Tumer syndrome. It is worth mentioning that some mosaic women 

do not exhibit the characteristic Tumer phenotype, although they are usually short.

I.2.2.I.6. The role of Turner Syndrome in Reproductive Failure

In women with Tumer syndrome who manage to conceive, there is an increased risk 

of SAB or abnormal offspring. X chromosome/autosome association and univalent 

induced alignment/ segregation errors could play a role in producing trisomies. 

Another explanation was provided by Brook et a l (1984), who showed that surgical 

removal of an ovary from normal mice led to an increase in trisomie young. It was 

suggested that the removal of oocytes artificially ages the ovaries and leads to an 

increase in non-disjunction errors.

This experiment was cited by MacDonald et a l  (1994) as supporting evidence for 

Warburtons Depleted Oocyte Hypothesis, put forward to explain why there is an 

increase in the number of ovulated oocytes with non-disjunction errors later in 

reproductive life. It is based on the observation that there are less antral stage follicles 

per cycle with increasing age, and therefore sub optimal oocytes are released with 

increasing age.
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The experiment of Brook and colleagues could also be used to support another 

hypothesis for the increase in non-disjunction errors with age, Henderson and 

Edward's Production Line Hypothesis (MacDonald et al. 1994). This supposes that 

germ cells go through meiosis I in a sequence and are consequently released in the 

same sequence, but oocytes that go through meiosis later have fewer exchanges and 

apparently an increased chance of univalents and aneuploidy.

There is supporting evidence for the above from Angell (1995), who analysed meiosis 

I oocytes that failed to fertilise during I VF. The results could be divided into two 

groups, those presenting univalents and those with none. The group in which 

univalents were seen had a mean age of 38.33y, whereas those with no univalents had 

a mean age of 30.5y.

This is in line with the work by Lamb et al. who have studied chiasma placement in 

trisomy 21 conceptions. Two hundred and ninety two conceptions and their parents 

were studied with a panel of 45 chromosome 21 markers. These markers were used to 

divide the chromosome into quadrants and gave information on when the meiotic 

non-disjunction occurred and where on the chromosome, if any, chiasmata had 

formed. From this they estimated that one half of meiotic division I (MI) errors were 

achiasmate. The majority of the remaining MI bivalents had exchanges clustered at 

the telomere. The exchanges in Mil bivalents were, in the main, pericentromerically 

clustered. They hypothesise that the location of some exchanges makes the tetrad 

more susceptible to non-disjunction and consequently, that all non-disjunction events 

are initiated during prophase of MI, and are resolved in either MI or Mil. This study 

did not find any age related effect in exchange placement, the authors suggest 

‘additional meiotic agitation’ may be the cause of the age related increase in trisomy 

21 conceptions. This may include the reduced efficiency of the meiotic spindle or 

premature release of sister chromatid adhesion.

The lack of an obvious Tumer phenotype in some mosaic women could mean that 

part of the population of women with reproductive problems consists of Turner
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mosaics who have not been identified. A study on women attending an I VF clinic by 

Lange et al. (1993) showed that of the 72 couples karyotyped, 13 had a chromosomal 

abnormality (18%). Of these 11 (85%) exhibited aneuploidy for chromosome X. 

Studies of live bom infants (Neilson and Sillisen, 1975, Buckton et a l 1980) show a 

total abnormality frequency of 0.6 to 0.73%, the prevalence of Tumer syndrome is 

estimated to be 32 in 100, 000 (Gravholt et a l 1996). Lange et a l have shown there 

to be more X chromosome aneuploidy in the IVF women, by several orders of 

magnitude, than in an unselected population. It would be interesting to determine the 

number of wonien with recurrent IVF failure that are Tumer mosaics.

I.2.2.2. Mosaicism

I.2.2.2.I. Phenotypic effect and uniparental disomy

Somatic mosaicism has already been mentioned in conjunction with Turner 

syndrome, it has also been observed with other chromosomes such as 16, 17 and 18 

(Really et a l  1996, Shaffer et a l 1996, Gersdorf et a l 1990), frequently with 

detrimental effects on reproduction.

The effect of mosaicism is very different in each case. It depends on the chromosome 

involved and the prevalence of the abnormal cell line. This prevalence will change 

throughout the individual's life, complicating our understanding of the effect of 

mosaicism (Shaffer gf aZ. 1996).

Mosaicism for an abnormal cell line is due to mitotic error at some point after 

fertilisation. If the error occurs early in embryogenesis then the abnormal cell line will 

be present in many cell types. If it occurs late in development then the mosaic cell 

line may be present in low numbers (low level mosaicism) and possibly limited to a 

particular organ or cell type. The result of organ specific mosaicism in the 

reproductive organs is gonadal mosaicism. This type of mosaicism is particularly 

difficult to detect as there is no evidence in the lymphocytes. The only manifestation 

is in recurrent abnormal conceptions.
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Gonadal mosaicism underlines the fact that when investigating mosaicism, the 

presence and percentage of cells affected is tissue specific. Consequently, lymphocyte 

cytogenetic analysis may miss the mosaic cell line, or if detected, provides 

quantitative evidence only for cells with the same stem cells as the lymphocytes.

Uniparental disomy (UPD) may have a role to play in the phenotype of mosaic 

patients. UPD is the presence of two homologous chromosomes derived from only 

one parent. It is feasible that a trisomie cell line could be “rescued” by the loss of one 

of the trisomie chromosomes. Consequently a “rescued" cell line can result in 

uniparental disomy. For example, if an extra chromosome in a trisomie fetus is due to 

a maternal meiotic error and that during trisomie rescue the paternally derived 

chromosome is lost then there will be disomy for the maternal chromosomes.

Using haplotype analysis, it is possible to trace the origin of the disomic 

chromosomes to the previous generation. If the UPD chromosomes are both identical 

and are two copies originally from only one of the grandparents then it is iso UPD. If 

the chromosomes are not identical then it is hetero-UPD, shown in figure 2. UPD is 

important as it can unmask recessive disorders. Moreover, mapping of the imprinted 

regions of the genome which are clinically important is underway (Ledbetter and 

Engel, 1995). It can also cause possible abnormalities during development due to 

overexpression of imprinted genes.
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Fig 2 : Diagramatic representation of the somatic chromosome 
complement in the two types of uniparental disomy.

Uniparental disomy (UPD) is when both homologues of a particular chromosome are 
derived from only one parent, which in this example is from the mother. Using 
micro-satellite markers it is possible to identify which of the parental homologues have 
been transmitted. If the mother's maternal and paternal homologues have been inherited 
it is hetero-UPD, if two identical copies of one of the homologues are inherited it is 
iso-UPD.
For clarity only homologues of interest have been shown.

Hetero-uniparental disomy Iso-uniparental disomy

Gametes from 
grandparents
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chromosome 
homologue 
constitution.
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Mosaicism is normally caused by a mitotic error in a chromosomally normal 

individual giving rise to an abnormal cell line. It is possible that the mosaicism could 

be due to a mitotic error of a trisomie embryo, giving rise to UPD. This may help to 

explain the range of severity observed in mosaic patients.

I.2.2.2.3. Low level mosaicism/ single aneuploid cells

There is considerable controversy as to the importance of single or low numbers of 

aneuploid cells seen when analysing lymphocyte cultures by G banding, especially 

when it involves the X chromosome. Some authors believe that only the X 

chromosome is of importance (Hecht et a l 1982, Horsmann et a l 1987) whereas 

others believe that hyperdiploidy, irrespective of the chromosome is important 

(Staessen gf aZ. 1983, Juberg era/. 1985).

Staessen et a l (1983) studied 3 groups of individuals for variations in the length of 

constitutive heterochromatin of chromosomes 1,9, 16 and Y. Additionally 50 cells 

were analysed per individual for the presence of hypo or hyperdiploid cells. The first 

group were parents with a trisomie child, the second, couples suffering from recurrent 

miscarriage and the third, a control group. They found that the number of individuals 

with “abnormal” c-heterochromatin lengths to be similar in all the groups. Levels of 

hypodiploidy differed in the three groups, though not significantly (control group 

0.88%, recurrent abortion group 2.21% and parents of a trisomie child 1.85%) and it 

was suggested this was due to the spreading technique. They did find significantly 

more hyperploid cells in the recurrent abortion group (2.14%) and the parents of a 

trisomie child group (1.74%) than the control group (0.33%) and suggested that this 

mitotic hyperdiploidy is a predisposition to meiotic non-disjunction, possibly due to 

spindle errors. As the authors omitted to include which chromosomes were involved, 

it is not possible to comment on whether there was a chromosome specific bias.

Juberg et a l (1985) conducted a larger study (717 individuals and 72 controls ) and 

also showed an increase in hyperdiploidy and recurrent abortion. The hyperdiploidy
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involved all chromosomes, but, chromosomes X, Y and 21 were the most frequently 

involved.

Additionally, Hecht et a l (1984) found that in 145 couples with 2 or more SAB, 10% 

of the women had at least 2 cells with hypo or hyperdiploidy for the X chromosome. 

There was an age matched control group although the size of it was not mentioned. 

There were 3 women with 2 or more cells with 45,X, however there was a significant 

difference between the patients and the control group (P<0.001).

Horsman et a l (1987) discounted the role of low level sex chromosome mosaicism in 

habitual abortion because 2 to 10 % of X aneuploid cells were observed in 

approximately 16% of both their control and patient groups. The X chromosome 

aneuploidy was further investigated in the patient group by the analysis of a fibroblast 

sample. One hundred fibroblast cells were analysed each from eight of the seventeen 

women patients with lymphocyte X chromosome aneuploidy, without a single X 

chromosome aneuploid cell being observed.

In a normal female control group from a separate study on fragile X expression, it was 

noted that only 0.2% of metaphases exhibited X chromosome aneuploidy. This is in 

contrast to the control group from the habitual abortion study in which 1.2% of 

metaphases had X chromosome aneuploidy. The lymphocytes for the fragile X 

control group were cultured in medium 199 with 15mg/litre of phenol red, whereas 

the lymphocytes of the latter control group were cultured in Dulbecco’s Eagle 

medium with 20 mg/litre of phenol red. They proposed that the differing levels of 

aneuploidy seen by different authors was due to oestrogenic compounds used in pH 

indicators, such as phenol red, in the culture media. Unfortunately Horsman et a l did 

not include data on other chromosomes.
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1.2.3. Structural Abnormalities

Even in the early days of human cytogenetics, it was apparent that chromosomes can 

break and reform incorrectly. However, only abnormalities involving large segments 

of chromosomes could be seen. After the introduction of G banding it was possible to 

identify individual chromosome segments, so that much smaller abnormalities could 

be detected and assigned. Since the advent of FISH it is now possible to identify 

insertion or deletion of small chromosome regions with even greater precision.

There are four main types of structural abnormalities. Each type involves one or more 

chromosome breaks which could affect the function of local genes and may also lead 

to an imbalance in the complement of genes. The effect of abnormalities on 

reproduction depends on the size of this imbalance and the functional importance of 

the genes involved. Unbalanced abnormalities in gamete cells can lead to their 

eradication (e.g. oocyte atresia), or a decrease in their ability to fertilise (e.g. immotile 

sperm). Subsequent abnormalities in the embryo may cause implantation failure and 

developmental problems in the fetus.

I.2.3.I. Deletions

The deletion of part of a chromosome, results in partial monosomy. The severity 

depends on the size and location of the deleted area and whether it has inserted 

elsewhere into the genome. Monosomy for a whole chromosome usually has a lethal 

effect at a very early stage in gestation. Unbalanced partial deletions can be viable, 

however there is usually some physical malformation or mental retardation e.g. Cri du 

Chat syndrome arises due to a partial deletion of chromosome 5p. There are also a 

number of microdeletion syndromes which can cause malformations and can now be 

identified by FISH using locus specific probes e.g. DiGeorge syndrome. Ring 

chromosomes can be formed when there is terminal deletion on both arms of a 

chromosome. These may encounter difficulties during meiosis due to the formation of 

dicentric chromosomes.
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1.2.3.2. Insertions and duplications

Insertions are the integration of chromosomal material into the genome. This material 

may arise from a deletion elsewhere in the genome, in which case it is balanced. 

Balanced insertions/deletions may have little phenotypic effect, although gametes 

from such an individual may be unbalanced causing partial trisomy/monosomy. If the 

extra material is not due to a deletion then there has been a duplication. The 

duplication can be the unbalanced result of the segregation of a translocation or 

inversion, in which case there is partial trisomy. Alternatively, it can be due to 

unequal crossing over in meiosis, the result of which is a tandem or repeat duplication 

(Levitan, 1988).

1.2.3.3. Inversions

Inversions are the result of the repair of two, double stranded breaks in a 

chromosome. The section of chromosome in between the breaks is inserted in the 

incorrect orientation i.e. "upside down'. The inversion is paracentric if it involves 

only one arm of a chromosome and not the centromere. It is called a pericentric 

inversion if the centromere is involved. If there is no gene disruption the carrier can 

be phenotypically normal. However, during meiosis it is likely that unbalanced 

gametes would be produced.

1.2.3.4. Translocations

The forth type of structural abnormality is the translocation. Typically there are two 

or more breaks on two different chromosomes to give a reciprocal translocation. 

During repair the chromosome segments are matched incorrectly. If all the 

chromosome segments are present the translocation is balanced, which can result in a 

normal phenotype. However, meiosis is often problematical resulting in unbalanced 

translocation products or gametes with duplication and/or deficiency (section!.2.3.8.).

Robertsonian translocations occur specifically between acrocentric chromosomes. 

There are two breaks, typically in the short arms, the long arms combine to form a
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translocation chromosome and the short arms may be lost. Depending on the location 

of the breaks the translocation chromosome can have one, or more commonly two 

centromeres, in this case one has to be inactivated to allow normal mitotic division 

(Rooney and Czepulkowski, 1992). These individuals are usually phenotypically 

normal, however some or all of their gametes can be expected to be chromosomally 

unbalanced.

1.2.3 5. Incidence.

Table 3 ; Incidence of structural abnormalities in livebom infants (Buckton etal

1980)

Buckton et al. 
1980 

(G banded study)

Jacobs etal. 1974 
(Solid staining)

Nielsen etal. 1975 
(Review of 7 Solid 
staining studies)

Total population 3 993 11 680 54 749
Total males 2 072 7 849 34 379

Total females 1 921 3 831 20 370
47,XYY+ mosaics 4(0.19) 12(0.15) 35 (0.10)
47,XX Y + mosaics 6 (0.29) 11 (0.14) 39 (0.11)

47,XXX 3(0.16) 5(0.13) 24 (0.12)
45,X 0 0 0

47,+18 1 (0.02) 2 (0.02) 8(0.01)
47 ,+21 3 (0.07) 17(0.14) 63 (0.11)
47,+mar 2 (0.02) 1 (0.01) 17 (0.03)

D/D Robertsonian 
translocations

3( 0.07) 6 (0.05) 43 (0.08)

Reciprocal
translocations

4(0.16) 10 (0.09) 47 (0.08)

Y/Autosome
translocations

1 (0.02) n/a 6(0.01)

Inversions 2 (0.05) 3 (0.03) 7(0.01)
Total

rearrangements
10 (0.25) 26 (0.22) 114(0.21)

Total abnormalities 29 (0.73) 78 (0.67) 330 (0.60)

The above table is based on 9 studies, eight of which used solid staining techniques 

and one G banding. With banding more structural rearrangements were detected, 

causing a higher figure for total abnormalities, i.e. seven newborns in a thousand can 

be expected to have a cytogenetic abnormality.
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1.2.3.6. Mitosis and Meiosis.

In order to explain the effect of structural abnormalities on gametogenesis the process 

of cell division in normal cells must first be introduced. Primordial germ cells 

proliferate by mitosis, and once a population has been established then gametes are 

produced by meiosis. Briefly, the life of all cells can be divided into four cyclical 

phases (Alberts et a l , 1989). The phase in which the cell divides to form daughter 

cells is the M phase. In mitotic cells two daughter cells are formed and in meiosis four 

daughter cells are formed.

There then follows the first gap period G i in which the condensed M phase 

chromosomes become diffuse allowing transcription. The next phase is the synthesis 

phase (S phase) where the chromosomes are duplicated so that each chromosome has 

two chromatids attached at the centromere. There then follows a second gap period 

G2 when transcription again takes place. The length of the gap phases are longer than 

the replication phases allowing the cell to complete its function.

In M phase the chromosomes condense manyfold, allowing visualisation by light 

microscopy. The mitotic M phase is traditionally divided into 6 stages, whereas the 

meiotic M phase is more complex.

I.2.3.6.I. Mitosis.

Prophase gradually arises from G2, the chromosomes condense, the nucleolus 

disperses, the interphase cytoskeleton disassembles and mitotic spindle fibres begin to 

form.

Prometaphase is marked by the abrupt disruption of the nuclear envelope, which 

allows the developing mitotic spindle to reach the chromosomes. The spindle fibres 

begin to attach to the kinetochores, which are part of the centromere. The spindle 

fibres originate from two poles, the centrioles. Spindles from both of the centrioles 

attach to each chromosome. Consequently when torsion is applied, by the gradual
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shortening of the fibres, the chromosomes begin to move in towards the midpoint of 

the two poles.

The alignment of the chromosomes at the midpoint between the poles marks the next 

stage which is metaphase. The midpoint is known as the metaphase plate. The torsion 

increases and the cell enters anaphase when the forces overcome that holding the two 

chromatids together. The chromatids separate and move at l|xm per minute towards 

the spindle poles.

In telophase the chromatids arrive at the poles. The spindle and poles disassemble and 

disappear. Two nuclear membranes begin to form around each group of 

chromosomes, which begin to décondense back into their interphase state. 

Additionally the nucleolus begins to reform. During cvtokinesis. the decondensation 

of the chromosomes and the reforming of the nucleolus continues. The primary event 

is the formation of a contractile ring at the mid point of the cell. This pinches the cell, 

resulting in two daughter cells.

I.2.3.6.2. Meiosis.

In meiosis the prophase I can be divided into 5 stages and completion can take years 

as gametes are ‘stored’ during prophase. The first stage of prophase I is leptotene. The 

chromosomes have replicated in S phase, exactly as in mitotic cells. In contrast to 

mitosis, homologous chromosomes have loosely paired and the chromosomes are 

attached at both ends of their length to the nuclear envelope.

The next stage, zygotene, begins when the homologues begin to pair intimately. The 

ends of the chromosomes are brought together on the nuclear envelope. The 

chromatin of each homologous chromosome begin to intermesh, resulting in the 

formation of the synaptonemal complex. This comprises two proteinaceous cores of 

the homologues having formed a ladder like structure with the chromatin 

intermeshing in between, allowing each gene to come into contact with its 

homologue. This structure is also known as a bivalent.
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The completion of synapsis along the length of the chromosomes marks the entry into 

pachytene. Large recombination nodules form, allowing chromosomal exchange 

between the non sister chromatids. This stage is of particular interest in structural 

abnormalities. All of the homologous chromosomes have come into contact with each 

other. If part of the chromosome has been translocated onto another chromosome then 

four chromosomes come together to form a quadrivalent. It is the segregation of this 

structure which will define whether a gamete is normal or abnormal (further 

mentioned later in the introduction).

Diplotene begins with desynapsis and the dissolution of the synaptonemal complex. 

The homologues begin to pull apart but are held by the products of the recombination 

nodules. The nodules have resulted in chromosomal exchange. These cross over 

points are known as chiasmata. It is in this stage that oocytes are held until they are 

matured for ovulation. Consequently during this stage, RNA stores must be produced 

and laid down, which last the egg until the embryonic genome is switched on in eight 

cell embryos.

Diakenesis slowly develops from diplotene. The RNA synthesis ceases and 

chromosomal condensation occurs allowing visualisation of the two chromatids of 

each chromosome, held by the centromere in addition to the chiasma holding the 

homologous chromosomes. During the extended prophase, other events seen in 

mitosis also occur; the spindle has formed and the nuclear membrane and nucleolus 

have dissolved.

The cells now enter metaphase I and align on the metaphase plate. Anaphase I is 

similar to the mitotic metaphase except the chromatids do not segregate. It is the 

chiasmata which are resolved and the homologous chromosomes are pulled to 

opposite poles. Cvtokinesis divides the cell so that two daughter cells with 23 

chromosomes are produced. In oogenesis the cytokinesis is not equal; one of the cells 

has the majority of the cytoplasm and is the egg. The other cell is residual and forms
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the first polar body, which does not enter meiosis II and is excluded to the surface of 

the egg.

The cells can now enter the second meiotic division, without needing an S phase. This 

division is very similar to mitosis. Prometaphase II is followed by metaphase II where 

the chromatids of the 23 chromosomes are pulled apart. Oocytes are held in 

metaphase II until they are fertilised. Anaphase II and cvtokinesis II follow and again 

the division is unequal in oocytes and a second polar body is formed which is also 

excluded to the surface of the egg. In spermatogenesis four spermatocytes are formed.

I.2.3.7. Effect on Reproduction.

Structural abnormalities can have two effects on reproduction. The ability of an 

individual physically to reproduce can be impaired or the quality and quantity of 

gametes can be reduced. An abnormality that has a large chromosomal imbalance will 

result in malformation, either physically or mentally. This could lead to the former 

scenario and the inability of an individual to attempt reproduction, of course the 

gametes will also be affected, the germ cells may encounter difficulties in mitotic 

proliferation, resulting in a reduction in the number of gametes. Additionally there 

would be a large population of chromosomally abnormal gametes.

Abnormalities which are less severe i.e. the chromosomes are rearranged but there is 

very little or no imbalance in chromosomal material, could result in an apparently 

phenotypically normal individual. They could attempt reproduction but some of the 

gametes would be abnormal and there could be a reduction in numbers.

During synaptonemal complex formation in meiotic prophase, homologous 

chromosomes pair along their lengths. If there has been a balanced structural 

abnormality the chromosomes adopt configurations which will allow this to happen.

In the case of an inversion, in order for homologous genes to come into contact the 

two homologous chromosomes or an inversion loop. This is pulled apart in anaphase 

I, and depending on the position of the crossovers there can be loss of chromosome
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material or the result can be one chromosome with two centromeres and another with 

none. Both of these scenarios will result in abnormal gametes, many of which would 

have difficulties with fertilisation or would abort early in pregnancy.

For all the pairing sites on the chromosomes involved in a translocation to be filled 

then all four chromosomes would have to come together in a structure known as a 

quadrivalent. This is represented diagrammatically in figure 3 and using this the 

possible segregation patterns can be worked out.

1.2.3.8. Pachytene Segregation Patterns

It is useful when trying to understand the various methods of pachytene segregation to 

draw a simplified diagram of the relevant chromosomes, with only one chromatid 

drawn for clarity. Figure two is an example of this, showing two hypothetical 

chromosomes which exhibit a translocation of part of the long arms. The various 

gamete combinations and the names of these segregations are shown in table 4.

Figure 3: Pachytene diagram of hypothetical translocated chromosomes

Normal chromosome Derivative chromosome
(A)

(A)
Derivative chromosome Normal chromosome

There are two main patterns of segregation; 2:2 and 3:1. The first of these refers to an 

equal number of chromosomes being passed onto each gamete. This does not 

necessarily mean that the possible gametes would be balanced, only alternate 2:2 

segregation results in balanced gametes.
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Table 4: The various gametes and segregation types seen during meiosis of the above

translocation.

Segregation Type Possible gametes

2:2 Alternate A&B A'&B'

Adjacent-1 A&B' A'&B

Adjacent-2 A&A' B&B'

3:1 Tertiary
Aneuploidy

A, B, A' B'

A,B,B' A

Interchange
aneuploidy

A', B', A B

A', B', B A

Which particular segregation occurs is dependant on the size and position of the 

translocated segments. It also depends on the position of chiasmata on the meiotic 

chromosomes. Segregation patterns based on size and position of the segments can be 

predicted to a limited degree.

After a study of the literature, Gardener and Sutherland (1989) noticed that the size of 

the translocation and position of the centromere is important. For instance adjacent-1 

is more likely if the translocated segments are small in size. Adjacent-2 usually 

results from a translocation in which the centric segments are small e.g. one involving 

two acrocentrics. Gardener also noticed that there are regions of the genome that 

tolerate imbalance better than would be expected and are compatable with survival to 

term, these are listed in table 5.

If the resolution of the configuration leads to imbalance, the size of the segments 

involved, their chromosomal origin and position are important. For example, 

inversions and duplications in the heterochromatic, C band dark region of 

chromosome 9 do not cause any problems with reproduction Juberg et al (1985).
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Table 5: Areas of tolerance to duplication or deficiency in the genome. (Gardener and

Sutherland, 1989)

Trisomy for ^ '

4p, IQp

part 9q

distal 10q,l Iq

13, 18,21

proximal 22q

Monosomy for

part 4p

distal 4q, 5p

part 13q, ISp

distal ISq, 21q, 22q

Daniel (1979) proposed a way of m easuring the chrom osom al im balance. This 

involved measuring the human haploid karyotype in mm i.e. the haploid autosomal 

length (HAL), and from this calculating the percentage o f the haploid genom e 

involved in the imbalance. For example chromosome 1 constitutes 8.44% of the HAL 

whereas chrom osom e 22, 2.04% of the HAL. He suggested that if an im balance 

involved trisomy for less than 1% (one to two bands) the result would be viable, if the 

excess was greater than 2% (6 bands or more) then the embryo would not be viable.

Cohen (1992) used this, refining it with cases described in the literature to create a 

com puter database which is able to predict all segregation possibilities, including 

which are lethal and which is most likely. This service is freely available, but there 

are doubts as to its accuracy.
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1.2.3.9. The role of structural rearrangements in reproductive failure.

The effect of translocations on the viability of conceptions has already been 

mentioned. If one partner of a couple has a translocation and the gametes of that 

person are predominantly unbalanced then that couple may suffer from recurrent 

abortion. Cases in which the translocation has interfered with gametogenesis and even 

caused gonadal dysgenesis have been reported.

As mentioned earlier Cunniff et a l (1991) studied ovaries obtained at autopsy. He 

reported three infants and one 21 year old with unbalanced translocations showing 

various levels of oocyte depletion. In the case of a 33 week old individual, who's 

parents presumably had a t(l;4) (q32;pl4) translocation, she was 46,XX and had a 

derivative 4 chromosome. On analysis of the ovaries there was a complete absence of 

oocytes. The 3 other cases all had a derivative chromosome from a translocation, 

involving a range of different chromosomes. It is possible for the genes controlling 

oocyte atresia to be scattered on different chromosomes, but it is more probable that 

the oocyte reduction is due to pairing failure.

A recent mitotic experiment in mantids may give some explanation as to how pairing 

success is monitored. Li and Nicklas (1995) used mantids on account of their odd 

number of sex chromosomes. They should form a trivalent of XXY but occasionally 

there is a free lying X. In this case the entry into mitosis is delayed. This can be 

reversed by applying tension to the free spindle via a micromanipulator's needle. The 

authors suggest that this is a mitotic cell checkpoint. It is possible that there is a 

similar strategy employed in humans to monitor pairing in oocytes.

There have only been two cases in the literature of balanced autosomal translocations 

causing gonadal dysgenesis, both of which were reported by Tupler et a l (1994). One 

involved 46,XX t(6;15)(p21.3;ql5) with primary amenorrhoea and an absence of 

secondary sexual characteristics. The other was investigated due to secondary 

amenorrhoea at the age of 16 and was 46,XX t(8;9)(pl 1.2;ql2). The authors admit 

that the dysgenesis may be incidental. If it is not then the dysgenesis is due to some as 

yet unidentified consequence of the translocation.
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Mittwoch and Mahadevaiah (1992) reported that reciprocal translocations in mice can 

cause depletion in the number of oocytes and spermatogonia and suggest that a 

number of pairing sites have to be filled. Perhaps the translocations reported by 

Tupler do not fill these and so the oocytes are eradicated.

Structural abnormalities are thought to disrupt male gametogenesis more severely 

than female gametogenesis. The major evidence for this is from cytogenetic studies 

on men with low sperm counts i.e. < 10 x lO^/ml. This includes men with 

azoospermia and oligospermia. In one such study Bourrouillou et al. (1985) analysed 

952 men cytogenetically using lymphocyte culture and found 10.3% to have a 

chromosomal abnormality. Of the 98 individuals with an abnormality, 65 (66%) had 

either a numerical or structural abnormality of the sex chromosomes. Thirty three had 

structural abnormalities of the autosomes (34%). This would suggest that 

chromosomal abnormalities in men can often disrupt gametogenesis. It is obviously 

not as easy to evaluate disruption of gametogenesis in women with chromosomal 

abnormalities, unless there are very low numbers of oocytes which would cause 

primary or secondary amenorrhoea .

The second line of evidence comes from studies on oocyte and sperm chromosome 

constitution. Pellestor (1991) reviewed 14 studies pooling together the chromosome 

complements of 1500 unfertilised oocytes. This showed that 24% of mature oocytes 

were chromosomally abnormal, whereas in men with proven fertility the number of 

abnormal sperm was 10.4% (Martin et al. 1987). There are problems with this line of 

reasoning. Firstly the oocytes are from women who are undergoing IVF and must 

have fertility problems, whereas the men do not. Secondly, the method for analysing 

the chromosome complements in sperm is very technically demanding (Rudak et al. 

1978), there have been few studies, and those that have been conducted have only 

been on normal males. Moreover superovulation of women undergoing IVF, has been 

shown in the past, to increase the number of chromosome abnormalities (Boué and 

Boué, 1973). Consequently higher numbers of abnormal oocytes can be expected.

There have been many studies carried out on decondensed sperm heads using FISH. 

Chevret et al. 1994 used chromosome X and Y specific probes to investigate 10,638
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interphase spermatozoa from the same donor for sex chromosome aneuploidy. They 

had 99% hybridisation efficiency and found 49.3% of sperm were haploid for the X 

chromosome and 49.22% haploid for the Y. Disomy for the sex chromosomes was 

detected; XX (0.05%), YY (0.05%) and XY (0.42%) giving a total of 0.52%. As an 

autosomal probe was not included in the study it is not known whether the disomy is 

due to chromosome non-disjunction or diploidy.

There have now been FISH studies on decondensed sperm heads for all the 

chromosomes (reviewed in Blanco et al. 1996). The percentage of disomy typically 

ranges between. 0 to 0.5%. Whilst FISH analysis is much quicker and technically less 

demanding than karyotyping sperm, it only provides simultaneous information on at 

most 3 chromosomes.

1.2.4. Cytogenetic studies in reproductive failure.

1.2.4.1. Infertility.

There have been a number of cytogenetic studies on patients with infertility problems.

In the main the studies have been on patients attending fertility clinics. Faed et a l , 

1979 analysed chromosomes from 348 men attending a male subfertility clinic, and 

found 13 males (3.7%) with a chromosomal abnormality. These abnormalities were 

mainly structural (10 out of 13), consisting of balanced translocations, inversions and 

robertsonian translocations. Only one individual with Klinefelter syndrome was 

observed. In contrast, Chandleyer a/ (1975) who studied 1599 men attending a 

subfertility clinic, found Klinefelter syndrome to be the most common abnormality.

In recent studies, no individuals with Klinefelter syndrome were detected. This may 

reflect identification of these indiviuals at an earlier stage of infertility investigation.

In one such study, Lange et al. (1993) karyotyped 72 couples awaiting IVF and found 

that 17% of couples had a chromosomal aberration. The predominant abnormality 

was female sex chromosome aneuploidy i.e. 11 out of 13 probands. These levels of 

chromosomal sex chromosome aneuploidy are much higher than that seen in some 

population studies of live born infants, summarised in table 3. In their 1980 

population study Buckton et al. showed that the frequency of liveborn sex
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chromosome aneuploidies was only slightly higher than structural rearrangements, 

whereas in the study by Lange et a l (1993) gonosomal aneuploidy accounted for 85% 

of abnormalities.

It is not surprising to find sex chromosome aneuploidy implicated in infertility. The 

effect of Turner Syndrome on fertility has already been explained, so has the fact that 

some mosaic individuals do not exhibit the characteristic phenotype. It is possible that 

a mosaic woman may only find out that she is chromosomally abnormal because of 

her infertility.

If there were many of these cases then it would lead to an inaccurate picture of Turner 

Syndrome and infertility, as it is not known how many mosaic women have 

reproduced successfully. Some other gonosomal aneuploidies are not reported to 

affect conception; for example 47,XXX women appear to be fertile, however there is 

an increased risk of SAB and abnormal children. (Dewurst, 1978)

Interestingly, the Lange et a l (1993) study revealed a high number of single cell 

aberrations. The majority of the aberrations found in the 38 individuals with single 

cell aberrations were translocations. As with single cell aneuploidy, there are 

conflicting opinions on the importance of single cell translocations. Ward et a l in 

1980 found the aberrations both in recurrent miscarriage patients and in known fertile 

controls and therefore dismissed any possible association. Higgens and Palmer 

(1987), however suggest that single cell translocations reflect chromosome instability. 

They have shown that the anomalies occur in greater frequencies in cultures from 

habitual aborters than from control groups. Any possible association between single 

cell abnormalities and reduced fertility would be viewed with scepticism due to their 

relatively common appearance in lymphocyte cultures.

I.2.4.2. In Vitro Fertilisation

A larger number of studies have been carried out on spare material from IVF clincs, 

oocytes, sperm and preimplantation embryos. Pellestor (1991) reviewed 14 studies, 

pooling together the chromosome complements of 1500 unfertilised oocytes. This
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showed that 24% of mature oocytes were chromosomally abnormal and that 

aneuploidy was more prevalent (22.8%) than structural aberrations (1.2%).

Zenzes and Casper (1992) reviewed 11 studies of 1120 oocytes that had remained 

unfertilised after insemination and found that 35% were chromosomally abnormal. 

Again aneuploidy was the most prevalent anomaly (25.5%) with larger numbers of 

hypohaploidies than hyperhaploidies.

Interestingly the levels of hyperhaploidies were similar throughout the studies 

whereas hypohaploidies varied, indicating their artefactual nature. In order to correct 

this Zenzes used two times the level of hyperhaploidies for an estimate of 

hypohaploidy, giving a figure of 13.22%. Despite this, when the aneuploidies were 

arranged into chromosomal groups, there appears to be greater numbers than expected 

of monosomy for G group chromosomes. Whereas Groups A and B showed 

considerably less aneuploidy than expected. This may reflect an increased likelihood 

of non-disjunction for the small chromosomes, although the F group chromosomes 

exhibited the expected number of abnormalities, indicating a chromosome specific 

nature.

1.2 4.3. Fetal loss

A large number of cytogenetic studies have been carried out on couples who have 

experienced repeated miscarriage in the last thirty years. Eleven of these are 

summarised in table 6. There is a consensus that 3 to 5% of these couples has a carrier 

of a cytogenetic abnormality who is phenotypically normal. The major types of 

abnormality seen are translocations (3.8%), inversions (0.4 %), sex chromosome 

aneuploidy (0.2%) and supernumerary chromosomes (0.06%) (De Braekeleer and 

Dao 1990).

One problem in comparing different studies is that the author’s definition of habitual 

abortion often varies. Most authors believe that there should have been at least 2 

miscarriages, some that they should occur consecutively (Makino et al. 1990) and 

others that they should be at some point during the reproductive history (Holzgreve et 

al. 1984, Fryns et al. 1984). Moreover, some authors (Bourrouillou et al. 1986,
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Turleau et a l 1979) investigated couples that had only one SAB. These variations in 

the definition of habitual abortion does not seem to affect the level of chromosome 

abnormalities seen.

The size of the study seems make a difference. Bourrouillou et a l (1986), Fryns et a l 

(1984) and Makino e ta l  (1990) analysed between 639 and 2136 couples and had a 

total chromosome abnormality range of 4.31% to 5.0% with translocations being the 

most common. Holzgreve et a l (1984) conducted a smaller study of 144 couples and 

only found 0.7% of couples had a translocation which is much less than the other 

studies. He also found that 4% of his couples had X chromosome hyperdiploidy.

It is interesting to see how much the frequency of X chromosome aneuploidy varies 

(range 0-9%) in these studies. The number of metaphases analysed varied throughout 

the studies. There appears to be no relationship between the number of metaphases 

analysed (range 12- 30) and the percentage of aneuploidy seen. This may indicate 

some reporting bias, perhaps some of the authors decided not to report sex 

chromosome mosaicism, believing it to be due to artef actual chromosome loss.

The largest compilation of data on repeated abortion is from the University of 

Quebec. De Braekeleer and Dao (1990) published data from a large number of pooled 

studies to give information on 22,199 couples. Due to its size this study must be 

assumed to be the most accurate to date. They found 4.7 % of couples included a 

carrier of an abnormality and that translocations and inversions were the only 

abnormalities associated with an increase in pregnancy failure.

Translocations, both reciprocal and Robertsonian, have long been thought to be 

associated with habitual abortion. Before 1973 much higher figures were given for the 

prevalence of translocations. This was due to the limited availability of banding 

techniques, many of the apparent translocations seen by solid staining later were 

found to be polymorphisms (Macdonald eta l 1994).
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Table 6 : The results of eleven cytogenetic studies on multiple miscarriage patients.

Studyÿÿ^ ' Year
Number of 

couples/  ̂
history

_ X 
hypo- 

diploidy
hyper

diploidy
Struct.
Abnor.

Total
Number 
of meta
phases

Control, ’ 
Group

Ward et al 1980 100/2+ 1 0 1 2 25 yes 184 
individs

Holzgreve* 
et al

1984 144/2+ 0 8.3 1.4 11.1 30 no

Hecht et al 1984 145/2+ 8.2 1.4 2.1 17.1 15 yes

Husslein at al 1982 150/2+ 0.7 0 4 4.7 20 no

Michels et al 1982 200/2+ 1.5 1 3.6 6.1 12 no

Turleau et al 1979 413/1 + 0 0 2.3 2.3 16 no

Makino* et al 1990 639/2+ 0.1 0.3 4.5 5 20 no

Fryns et al 1984 1068/2+ 0 0 4.96 5.5 nk no

Portnoi et al 1988 1142/2+ 0.1 0 4.7 4.8 16 no

Bourrouillou 
et al

1986 2136/1 + 0.1 0.1 3.9 4.3 30 no

deBraekeleer 
and Dao

1990 22 199 0 0.2 4.1 4.7 no

Legend.
History = no of SAB
X hypoploidy includes 45,X/46,XX mosaics and 45,X/46,XX/47,XXX
X hyperploidy includes constitutional 47,XXX and 46,XX/47,XXX and cells with more than XXX. 
*= not included in DeBreakeleer’s database.
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Clinical practice may also underestimate the frequency of abnormalities. It is widely 

recognised that analysing 30 cells is sufficient to confidently recognise 10% 

mosaicism (Hook, 1977), however it is standard cytogenetic practice to analyse only 

12 cells, which would not be enough to accurately identify low level mosaicism

It has been suggested that mosaic sex chromosome aneuploidy may be a causal factor 

in couples suffering from repeated miscarriage (Hecht, 1982, Holzgreve et a l 1984, 

Singh et a l , 1980). These authors proposed that errors in mitosis may indicate non 

disjunction problems in meiosis which could result in aneuploid conceptions, or as 

mentioned earlier, the mosaicism could deplete the pool of oocytes increasing the 

likelihood of aneuploid conceptions. Additionally the levels of mosaicism may be 

higher in the gametes than lymphocytes.

In contrast, a number of authors have reported that there is no increased frequency of 

mosaic aneuploidy in multiple aborters compared to the general population (Roessler 

et a l 1989, Reinische et a l 1981, Houser and Pai, 1984). This may be due to these 

groups analysing too few metaphases. If 5% mosaicism were to be important in 

reproductive failure it would be necessary to analyse more than 64 cells to ensure 

accurate recognition.

Some workers in the field may also be suspicious that the chromosomes lost may be 

due to technical artefact. Analysis of large numbers of interphase nuclei using 

Fluorescent in situ Hybridisation (FISH) would be far quicker and would not be 

affected by supposed technical chromosome loss.

It is essential that any bias from the investigator should be removed by the use of 

controls. The controls should be of known fertility and age matched to refute the 

suggestion that sex chromosome aneuploidy with increased age may be a factor. 

Many of these studies do not give sufficient data on controls, for example how many 

controls there were, whether there was age matching and how they were gathered.
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This makes it very difficult to ascertain accurately the role of X chromosome 

aneuploidy in repeated miscarriage.
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1.3. Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis (PGD)

Preimplantation diagnosis offers couples with a risk of genetic disease an alternative 

to pre-natal diagnosis followed by a possible termination of pregnancy. This is 

particularly attractive to couples with religious or moral objections to terminations or 

those carrying an X linked genetic disease, for which is there not yet a molecular test. 

In this latter case the termination of all male pregnancies is an excepted option, even 

though only half would be affected. PGD could be used to sex the embryos, allowing 

female embryos alone to be transferred to the mother. PGD can also be used to sceen 

embryos in vitro, from couples carrying a genetic disease for which there is a 

molecular test. This would stop the need for repeated terminations of affected 

pregnancies. Additionally, couples with infertility due to gonadal mosaicism or 

translocations already undergoing IVF could increase their chance of success by PGD 

(Delhanty, 1994). It is this last group of patients that this project is focused upon

1.3.1. Approaches

Work first started on the feasibility of PGD in the mid 1980's. Three possible 

approaches to PGD could be taken. One was to analyse the first polar body. This 

approach was inefficient due to a risk of fertilisation failure, moreover it would not 

provide information on the sex of resulting embryos.

Another was to biopsy blastocyst stage embryos. Although this gives the opportunity 

to analyse a number of cells, it is difficult to culture embryos to this stage and the 

trophectoderm cells biopsied may have genetically diverged from the inner cell mass.

The most popular approach is to culture the embryos for 3 days and biopsy 

(Handyside et al. 1990) one or two totipotent cells from the 6 to 8 cell embryos. 

Removing a quarter of the cells may appear to be drastic but work by Hardy et al. 

(1990) showed that there is no adverse affect on the development of the embryo.
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Initially the biopsied cells were lysed in lysis buffer and underwent DNA 

amplification by PCR. The first PGD cases were to sex embryos at risk of X linked 

disorders with Y chromosome specific primers (Handyside et a l 1990). Since then 

PCR has been used for PGD of single gene disorders such as cystic fibrosis, Tay 

Sachs, Lesch-Nyhan and G-thalassaemia (Delhanty and Handyside, 1995).

The PCR approach for sexing embryos was later frequently replaced by interphase 

chromosome analysis by FISH. FISH was in its infancy when the first PGD cases 

were attempted and so PCR was used. As FISH became a more common research tool 

many groups decided to use it instead of PCR (Griffin et a l 1992), although a 

minority of groups continued to use PCR. There is no risk of DNA contamination 

with FISH, additionally it allows aneuploidy of other chromosomes to be investigated 

by specific DNA probes and reduces the chance of misdiagnosis due to sex 

chromosomal mosaicism or aneuploidy.

Since the early FISH sexing cases the protocol has become much quicker. Initially the 

embryonic cells were spread on to glass slides using Tarkoswki's method (1990). In 

UCL and the Hammersmith groups this has been replaced by the quicker method of 

Harper et a l (1994). Additionally the indirectly labelled probes first used have been 

replaced by directly labelled probes. The end result is that the sex of an embryo can 

now be detected in two hours from the time of biopsy.

1.3.2. Chromosomal Mosaicism in Embryos

The use of FISH for PGD has revealed that many embryos have aneuploidy and 

mosaicism for the sex chromosomes (Delhanty et a l 1993). As the initial PCR 

detection systems were not quantitative, only the presence or absence of an X and Y 

chromosome could be detected. FISH analysis allowed the identification of aneuploid 

embryos e.g. XO embryos, and analysis of whole spare embryos revealed that the 

embryos may be mosaic. This could lead to the misdiagnosis of a mosaic aneuploid 

embryo as normal.
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In order to investigate aneuploidy in preimplantation embryos from routine IVF 

patients an additional autosomal marker probe was included with the X and Y probes.

A peri-centromeric probe for chromosome 1 was chosen due to its signal intensity and 

because no spontaneous abortions nor liveboms have been observed with trisomy for 

this chromosome. This revealed that 31% of the embryos were chromosomally 

abnormal (Harper et al. 1995). Of these abnormal embryos, 90% exhibited mosaicism 

for the chromosomes tested.

Delhanty e ta l., 1997 used the following classification to describe the embryos;

Normal Embryos

• normal- all nuclei uniformly diploid.

Abnormal Embryos

• Abnormal, non-mosaic- all nuclei uniformly abnormal e.g. XO.

• Abnormal, diploid mosaic- the majority of nuclei are diploid with a few being 

aneuploid, haploid or tetraploid

• Abnormal, abnormal mosaic- the majority of nuclei are abnormal with a few 

apparently normal

• Abnormal, chaotic- nuclei showing randomly different chromosome complements

Analysis of preimplantation embryos from patients undergoing PGD for an X linked 

disorder by Delhanty et al. (1997) identified individuals that produce many chaotic 

embryos whereas other patients rarely produce chaotic embryos. Individuals that 

produce mainly abnormal embryos will of course have a reduced chance of a 

successful pregnancy. This posed the question, are high levels of abnormal and 

mosaic embryos the reason for the poor IVF success of some IVF patients .

Mosaicism has been suspected in preimplantation embryos for sometime. Zenzes and 

Casper (1991) reviewed four karyotyping studies on preimplantation embryos. The 

total number of abnormal embryos ranged from 23% to 40%. The majority of the 

abnormalities were mosaic. Karyotypic analysis of chromosomes provides 

information on each chromosome, but not on every cell of the embryos hence
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mosaicism will be under represented. Additionally the embryos have to be incubated 

in colcemid for up to 24 hours in order to get the maximum number of chromosome 

spreads. The result of this is highly condensed chromosomes which are very difficult 

to count accurately. FISH analysis gives more accurate information on fewer 

chromosomes than karyotype analysis, and it also provides information from all the 

nuclei of preimplantation embryos.

As PGD employs the analysis of one or two nuclei biopsied from preimplantation 

embryos mosaicism poses a serious risk of misdiagnosis. Studies of spare 

preimplantation embryos by Harper et al. (1995) and Delhanty et a l (1997) have not 

detected any embryos containing both XX and XY nuclei. Consequently the risk of 

misdiagnosing the sex of an embryo is minimal. The risk of diagnosing an embryo as 

normal, when it is a mosaic for an abnormal cell line is greater. In order to reduce this 

risk, the UCL and Hammersmith Hospital groups only transfer normal embryos back 

to the mother that have had two biopsied nuclei analysed, when diagnosing 

chromosome anomalies
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1.4. Aims

1.4.1. Multiple Miscarriage study

The aim of this study was to investigate in depth women with a history of multiple 

miscarriage, previously passed as normal by a routine cytogenetic laboratory, to see 

whether they had a low level 45,X mosaicism. This was achieved using a mix of G- 

band analysis and FISH analysis with a chromosome X specific probe. The analysis 

was undertaken 'blind' alongside an age matched control, eliminating any reporting 

bias.

1.4.2. Recurrent IVF failure study.

The aim of this study was to use G-banding to analyse the chromosomes of couples 

who have had 3 unsuccessful attempts at IVF and compare them with couples who 

have had a previous IVF success. Spare preimplantation cleavage stage embryos from 

the recurrent failure patients were also analysed, when possible, by FISH with probes 

for chromosomes 1, X and Y. These embryos then underwent FISH again with probes 

for chromosomes 9 and 18. Studies on embryos from routine IVF patients conducted 

by Dr Harper at the Hammersmith Hospital were used as a control group for 

comparison and discussion.

1.4.3. Preimplantation Diagnosis for carriers of chromosome translocations.

Three patients with the following translocations 46,XX t(12;22), 46,XY t(8;12) and 

46,XY t(5;19) were evaluated for preimplantation diagnosis. Probes either side of the 

breakpoints, which would cover each chromosome segment that could result in a 

viable pregnancy were sought and tested on cultured lymphocytes. In the latter two 

cases the probes were tested on spare embryos generated by a routine IVF cycle.
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Materials and Methods
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For a full list of chemical/media compositions and their company of origin refer to appendix 

1 .

2.1 Sample Preparation

2.1.1 Lymphocyte preparation

2.1.1.1. Culture:

Human blood was taken in lithium/heparin tubes to be used within 72 hours. Peripheral 

lymphocyte cultures were set up in 10 ml sterile plastic tubes using pre-warmed (37°C) 5 

ml Iscoves media, 0.5 ml of PCS, 1% GPS, 0.1 ml of cold PHA and 0.25 ml of blood. 

The culture was incubated at 37°C for 2 days with occasional agitation.

2.1.1.2. Harvest

For extended chromosomes 50 |xl thymidine (30 mg/ml) was added and the culture returned 

to the incubator for 18 hours. This thymidine block was removed by the addition of 50fxl 2- 

deoxycytidine (0.227 mg/ml). Following a further 5 hours incubation, lOOpl colcemid 

(lOpg/ml) was added and the cultures were incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes, preventing 

them from entering anaphase.

In order to obtain good metaphase spreads, cells must be hypotonically swollen. The cells 

were pelleted at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes, the supernatant discarded and the cell pellet 

resuspended in 5 ml of pre-warmed KCl (a 0.075M stock solution was freshly diluted 3:1 

with water). Following 10 minutes incubation at 37°C, the cultures were centrifuged as 

before and the supernatant discarded.

A fixative of 3:1 specially dried Methanol and Acetic Acid was added drop-wise. The tube 

vigorously flicked to froth suspension between each drop, this was essential for good 

suspension of nuclei . After the addition of 10 drops, the volume was made up to
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approximately 4 ml with fixative. The suspension was washed in more fixative until the 

pellet was no longer brown.

2.1.1.3. Slide preparation.

Glass microscope slides were kept in methanol, containing a few drops of concentrated 

HCl, to ensure that the slides were both cold and clean. This aided metaphase spreading as 

the cell suspension was dropped on to them with a plastic fine tipped pipette.

2.1.2 Embryo preparation

2.I.2.I. Oocyte collection and embryo culture

Oocyte collection and embryo culture was completed by the staff at the Hammersmith and 

Royal Masonic hospitals.

2.1.2.2 Embryo spreading and slide preparation

Day 2/3 embryos were washed in PBS and transferred, using mouth pipette, to a small 

drop of spreading solution (0.01 N HCl, 0.1% Tween 20) on a poly-L-lysine coated slide. 

The slide was constantly observed under an inverted microscope and as the embryo dis

aggregated and individual cells lysed. Spreading solution was gently removed and replaced 

to clear the nuclei of cytoplasm. The slides were dried, washed in PBS for 5 mins and 

dehydrated through an ethanol series (5 mins in 70, 90, 100% ethanol and air dried) and 

were then ready to undergo FISH.
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2.2 Chromosome visualisation

2.2.1 Giemsa banding.

At present there are a number of techniques that will differentially stain chromosomes, 

allowing individual chromosomes to be identified. One of the most commonly used 

techniques is G banding, which can be achieved by a number of different methods and 

stains. The Hanks/Leishman’s stain method, described below, was found to give the most 

repeatable results.

Slides to be G banded must be hardened by ageing. This was achieved by leaving at room 

temperature for a week, or more commonly by heating at 90°C for 30 minutes.

The slides were immersed in 5x Hanks BSS (modified with 0.3 g/1 of sodium bicarbonate) 

for 5 to 10 minutes in a coplin jar. Slides were washed in Giemsa buffer (pH 6.8), before 

being immersed in further buffer (pH 6.8) containing 2.8% Bactotrypsin for between 10 

and 60 seconds. The trypsin was removed by washing in 0.9% saline and then the slides 

stained. Leishmans stain was freshly diluted 1 in 5 with water to remove the excess stain 

and analysed, with a coverslip, under xlOO objective. If the banding was good the slides 

were dried and permanently mounted in histoclear and Gurr DePeX.
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2.2.2. DNA probes for Fluorescent in situ hybridisation

2.2.2.1 Probe construction and extraction

All probes used for this study came from external sources. Some were commercially 

available probes, others were kindly donated from a number of different laboratories. A full 

list of probes, their cytogenetic location and laboratory or company of origin, is given in 

appendix 2.

Three types of vectors were used to carry the probe inserts. Plasmids which can carry 

inserts of up to 20 kb and cosmids (insert size up to lOOkb) were both amplified in E.coli 

and harvested in a similar manner (section 2.2.2.3). Yeast artificial chromosomes (YACS) 

were the third type of vector and these can maintain inserts of approaching 1 Mb.

2.2.2.2. E.coli transformation

Occasionally, probes were supplied as extracted plasmid DNA which had to be introduced 

into E.coli. to allow DNA amplification.

Making the bacterial cells competent is the first step of transformation. 10 ml LB cultures 

were inoculated with an E.Coli strain (JM107) and grown overnight at 37°C. From this 

starter culture, 0.2 ml was used to inoculate a 250 ml LB culture which was grown for 3 to 

4 hours at 37°C with agitation. The cells must be at exponential phase, this can be 

confirmed spectrophotometrically, with an OD of 0.2 at 600nm being desirable.

The bacteria were harvested by centrifugation (10 000 rpm, 0°C, for 5 mins.) in cold 

buckets before being resuspended in 125 ml ice cold 50mM CaCl2. Cells were incubated 

on ice for 30 mins, pelleted as before and resuspended in 20 ml of ice cold 50mM CaCl2. 

Cells were incubated on ice for between 4 and 12 hours. For storage, 7 ml of ice cold 

glycerol was added and the cells aliquoted to cold eppendorf tubes and maintained at -70°C.
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Competent cells were thawed on ice for 20 minutes. For each plasmid transformation, 

200p.l of cells were aseptically aliquotted into eppendorf tubes, 0.5p,g of plasmid DNA was 

added and the cells left on ice for 30 minutes. The bacteria were heat shocked for exactly 2 

minutes in a 42°C waterbath and chilled immediately on ice for 2 to 3 minutes. 800p,l of 

fresh LB broth was added to each tube and the bacteria incubated at 37°C for an hour, 

allowing the expression of the plasmid borne antibiotic resistant marker genes.

100 p-1 of transformed E.coli were spread onto selective ampicillin (lOOmg/1) containing LB 

plates and incubated overnight at 37°C. A negative control was run alongside the 

transformation procedure, in which plasmid DNA had been omitted. These controls should 

show no signs of growth on the selective media. Positive transformant colonies were 

restreaked onto fresh LB ampicillin plates, incubated overnight at 37°C. The DNA from 

these cells can now be extracted by mini or maxiprep methods.

2.2.2.3. Cosmid and Plasmid maxipreps

Promega Wizard maxiprep kits were used to isolate the DNA, according to the 

manufacturers instructions.

2.2.2.4. Yac minipreps.

A single yeast colony was used to inoculate 10 ml SD media containing 1% (w/v) casamino 

acids and lOOpg ampicillin. Cultures were incubated at 28°C for 12 or 36 hours.

The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 1000 rpm, for 10 mins, the supernatant 

discarded and the pellet resuspended in 0.5 ml of Yeast Resuspension Buffer (YRB, refer 

to appendix 1) containing 14mM (3-Mercaptoethanol and 15-25 units of Lyticase. The 

suspension was incubated at 37°C until 70 to 80 % of the cells had spheroplasted. 

Spheroplasts were pelleted in eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes (13000 rpm for 1 minute) 

and resuspended in 0.5 ml 50 mM Tris, 20 mM EDTA pH 7.4. After the addition of 50jil
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of 10% SDS the cells were incubated at 65°C for 30 minutes, 200jil of 5 M Potassium 

Acetate was added and the tubes left on ice for one hour.

The tubes were microfuged for 5 minutes and the DNA-rich supernatants transferred to 

clean tubes. An equal volume of isopropanol was added, the tubes gently mixed and left at 

room temperature for 5 mins to allow DNA precipitation. DNA was collected by a brief (10 

sec.) centrifugation and the pellet either air or freeze dried.

The DNA pellet was resuspended in 300 |il of TE (pH 7.4), 15|il of 1 mg/ml pancreatic 

RNase added and incubated at 37“C. Following RNA digestion 30)il of 3M sodium acetate 

was added to the DNA. An equal volume of phenol was added to the sample, vortexed and 

centrifuged for 5 mins. The aqueous phase was transferred to a clean eppendorf and the 

process repeated. The samples then underwent a chloroform extraction, in order to remove 

the phenol. An equal volume of chloroform was added, sample vortexed, spun and the top 

aqueous phase transferred to clean tubes. The cleaned DNA was precipitated by adding two 

volumes of absolute ethanol, the samples were mixed thoroughly and chilled at -70°C for 

10 minutes. DNA was pelleted by microfuging for 10 mins and either freeze drying or air 

drying. DNA was stored in lOOpl of TE at -20°C.

2.2.2.5. Measuring DNA Concentration

Extracted probes need to be labelled with reporter molecules before the FISH procedure can 

be carried out. For this the DNA concentrations must be estimated, this was achieved using 

a Hoefer Fluorimeter which is sensitive up to 500ng/ml. The fluorimeter was blanked with 

2 ml of Hoechst stain in TNE buffer (10|il of 1 mg/ml Hoechst 33258, 100 ml TNE) and 

calibrated using 2 |il of lOOng/p.1 of calf thymus DNA, before the concentrations of DNA 

samples ascertained.
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2.2.2.6. ALU Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

ALU PCR was used to amplify the human DNA sequences housed on the extracted cosmid 

and YAC probes.

The reaction cocktail consisted of 5|il buffer, 5)l i 1 2mM dNTPs, O.Sjil of each primer 

(specific for human ALU sequences) and 0.125 [l\ Taq Polymerase. lOOng of probe DNA 

was added as PCR template, the reaction mixture volume made up to 50|il with dH2Ü and 

overlaid with paraffin. The PCR mixtures were first denatured at 96°C for 10 minutes, 

before undergoing 30 cycles of dénaturation ( 96°C for 1 minute), annealing (40°C for 30 

seconds) and extension (72°C for 6 minutes).Finally the DNA underwent an extension 

stage of 10 minutes at 72°C. The resulting amplified probes were stored at -20°C.

2.2.2.7. Indirect labelling of probes.

Isolated YAC or cosmid probes could be labelled by nick translation with either biotin or 

digoxigenin. Commercially available kits were used, according to manufacturers 

instructions, to label with biotin (Gibco) and digoxigenin (Boehringer Mannheim). Both 

nick translation kits labelled between 0.2 and 2|ig of probe DNA.

2.2.2.S. Direct labelling

It is possible to incorporate fluorescently conjugated dUTP into the probe by nick 

translation, resulting in a directly labelled probe. The advantage being that secondary 

detection steps are not required during the FISH procedure. However, as there is no signal 

amplification, direct labelling was only used for a-satellite probes.

Labelling was carried out at 15° C in a 50|il reaction. The following reagents were added to 

ice-cold eppendorfs: 5pi lOx nick translation buffer, 5pl 0.1 M DTT, 4 pi nucleotide mix 

(0.5mM dATP, dGTP, dCTP and 0.1 mM dTTP), 3pl of ImM label (Fluoro Green or
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Fluoro Red, by Amersham International), l|ig probe DNA and the volume made up to 42|il 

with filtered bi-distilled water. Twenty units of DNA polymerase and 5|il DNase 1 

(lp.g/ml) were added to start the reaction. The reaction mix was incubated at 16“C for 1 

hour. A further 5p.l of DNase 1 was added and the reaction allowed to continue for another 

hour. The reaction was terminated with 5p.l of 0.5M EDTA, 1% SDS.

2.2.2.9. Probe precipitation and in situ suppression

Large probes, such as YACs and cosmids, contain repetitive sequences which can bind 

non-specifically to repetitive sequences found throughout the genome. To ensure 

successful and specific FISH, it is necessary to prehybridise probe DNA with placental 

Cot-1 DNA. This prehybridisation anneals the unlabelled placental DNA to the non-specific 

repetitive sequences of the probe, thereby blanketing out these sites and ensuring target 

specificity.

To l)LLg of probe, 50 pi of 50x mass Cot-1 DNA (Img/ml), 5pi of lOpg/ml salmon sperm 

DNA, 18pl of 3M sodium acetate and 1 ml of ice cold 100% ethanol were added The 

mixture was either incubated overnight at -20°C or for one hour at -70°C and then 

resuspended in 25pl of cosmix ( 65% formamide/2 xSSC/10% dextran sulphate).

As a  satellite probes are themselves repetitive DNA, the addition of Cot-1 DNA is highly 

undesirable. They were labelled and precipitated as above in the absence of the Cot-1 DNA. 

If the probes were to be used for multicolour FISH they were resuspended in 25pl of 60% 

formamide/ 2x SSC.
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2.2.3. Fluorescent in situ hybridisation

2.2.3.1. Pre-hybridisation slide treatment

Slides were prepared as described earlier (section 2.1.1.3) and dehydrated through an 

alcohol series (5mins in each of 70%, 90% and 100% and air dried). For optimum probe 

hybridisation, the chromosomal DNA has to be clean of RNA and protein. This was 

initially achieved using RNase and Proteinase K (Pinkel et a l 1985) but was superseded by 

treatment with pepsin in a low concentration HCl buffer (Harper and Coonen, 1994).

After the slides were treated at 37°C for 20 minutes with 50 ml 0.0IN HCl, 0.5 ml pepsin 

(lOmg/ml), they were washed briefly with deionised water and then PBS. The slides 

underwent another fixation step in paraformaldehyde at 4 °C for 10 minutes, washed in 

PBS and deionised water and dehydrated by a further alcohol series (3 mins in each).

2.2.3.2. Dénaturation

The dénaturation procedure varied, depending on the type of probe. However, the 

dénaturation mixtures should have a final composition of 60 or 65% formamide, 10% 

dextran sulphate in 2x SSC and either 10-40ng of a-satellite probe DNA or 200ng of Y AC/ 

cosmid DNA.

a -  satellite probes and paints require no competitive hybridisation and so are always co

denatured with chromosomal DNA. For multicolour FISH the following were added to an 

eppendorf: Ijil of each probe, 4jil 60% formamide/ 2x SSC and 5 (il of 60% formamide/ 

2xSSC/ 20% dextran sulphate. The mixture was pipetted on to a 22mm diameter coverslip 

which was placed on to a pretreated slide, sealed with cow gum and denatured at 75°C for 3 

to 5 minutes.
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YACs and cosmids do need competitive hybridisation. Due to the excess of cot-1 DNA 

this was normally instant, allowing the probe and chromosomal DNA to cohybridise.

These probes were normally resuspended in cosmix. For single FISH 5|l i 1 of cosmix and 

5|il of probe were pipetted onto a 22mm diameter coverslip and sealed on to a pre-treated 

slide as before. For dual FISH 5|il of each probe were pipetted on to the coverslip. The 

slide was sealed and denatured as before (at 75°C for 5 minutes).

In some cases the cohybridisation did not successfully suppress the DNA repeats and the 

slides and probes had to be denatured separately. The probes were denatured in eppendorfs 

for 5 mins at 75°C and preannealed at 37°C for 30 minutes, allowing competition to occur. 

Chromosomal DNA was denatured at 75°C for 5 minutes with 200|l i 1 of 60% 

formamide/2xSSC under large coverslips. The slides were plunged in to ice cold 70% 

ethanol for 3 minutes and then the dehydration series was completed as normal. The probes 

were pipetted onto coverslips, placed on the slides and sealed with cow gum.

2.2.3.3. Hybridisation

Hybridisation typically required overnight incubation at 37°C in a moist humidity chamber, 

however directly labelled a-satellite probes needed only 40 minutes hybridisation. 

Furthermore, as no secondary detection steps were required for the detection of directly 

labelled probes, the entire FISH experiment took only 4 hours and was termed "rapid 

FISH".

2.2.3.4. Post Hybridisation washes 

Rapid FISH

Directly labelled probes were washed in the dark. The coverslips were removed by 

immersion in the first wash of prewarmed 60% formamide/ 2xSSC (42°C for 5 minutes). 

The slides were immersed in 2xSSC at 42°C for 5 minutes and washed twice for five
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minutes in 4xSSC/0.05% Tween 20 at room temperature. The slides were dehydrated 

through an alcohol series (2 minutes in each), air dried and mounted in lOfxl of antifade (1 

ml vectorshield/ 6|il DAPI). The slides were now ready to be analysed under a U.V. 

microscope.

Indirect FISH

Any partially bound probe was removed by post hybridisation washing. Three 5 minute 

washes in 50% formamide/2xSSC at 42°C, were followed by three 5 minute washes in 

2xSSC also at 42°C. The slides were further washed at room temperature in TNT for 5 

minutes and then blocked at 37°C for 20 minutes with 100|il TNB in a humidity chamber.

In order to detect biotin and/or digoxigenin the following was added to each slide under a 

coverslip; lOOpI of TNB containing O.Spl of FITC conjugated avidin and/or 0.1 pi of 

mouse anti-digoxigenin antibody. The slides were incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes in a 

moist chamber, the coverslips were removed and slides washed three times for 5 minutes in 

TNT, agitation helps to remove unbound molecules.

The next layer added to each slide under a coverslip was lOOpl of TNB containing Ipl of 

biotinylated anti avidin antibody and/or 1 pi of rabbit anti mouse antibody conjugated to 

rhodamine. Incubation and washes were as before.

The final layer contained lOOpl of TNB with 0.5 pi of FITC conjugated avidin and 0.1 pi 

of goat anti rabbit conjugated to rhodamine. Incubation was as before, followed by one 5 

minute wash in TNT, then two 5 minute washes in PBS. The slides were dehydrated and 

mounted in antifade and analysed by fluorescence microscope. The cells were visualised 

and captured with a Ziess Axioscope microscope, Pinkel #1 filter set. Photometries CCD 

camera and a Vysis smartcapture system.
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2.3 Study Protocol

2.3.1. Multiple miscarriage study

Blood samples from couples suffering from three or more miscarriages were referred by a 

number of hospitals to the routine cytogenetic laboratory of UCLH for chromosome 

evaluation. The blood samples were cultured and G banded. Twelve metaphase spreads 

were routinely analysed by the laboratory to ascertain whether there were any structural 

rearrangements or constitutional aneuploidy. If a 45,X cell was observed, 100 cells were 

screened to determine the extent of the mosaicism. Females with more than 5% XO cells 

were excluded from this study. After this analysis fixed supernatants from suitable patients 

were given for this study.

As analysing twelve cells is not enough to rule out the possibility of low level 45 ,X 

mosaicism it was decided, for this study, to analyse 40 more G banded metaphase spreads 

for each partner, noting any single cell structural rearrangements. This brought the total 

number of cells analysed by G banding to 50, a further 460 interphase cells were screened 

from the women alone using FISH with a chromosome X specific probe.

2.3.1.a Multiple miscarriage Study Controls

The controls were supernatant samples from men and women who have been analysed for 

reasons other than recurrent miscarriage, e.g. ovum or sperm donors, or individuals who 

were analysed because of a cytogenetic family history. Control slides underwent G banding 

and FISH analysis with their patient counterpart and then were masked and coded by 

another member of the laboratory before analysis. The female controls were age matched if 

the age of the patient was known and the age difference was not greater than 5 years, 

moreover if an exact match was not possible it was preferrable for the control woman to be
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older than the patient. The controls were not matched for any other criteria, e.g. smoking 

habits etc.

2.3.2. Recurrent IVF failure study

These patients were recruited from the I.V.F. clinics at the Hammersmith and Masonic 

Hospitals because they have had three failed I.V.F. attempts, and were undergoing a fourth 

cycle. Lymphocyte chromosomes were analysed by G banding from both partners, where 

possible. Ten cells were analysed for structural abnormalities. If a hyperhaploid or a 45,X 

cell was seen, a further 30 to 40 cells were analysed. If it was not possible to confirm or 

exclude this apparent mosaicism, then the number of cells screened was increased to 500 

using the appropriate alphoid probe and an age matched control.

When permission was given, spare embryos were spread and underwent multicolour rapid 

FISH with a  satellite probes for chromosomes 1, X and Y. In a number of cases re-FISH 

was attempted with probes for chromosomes 9 and 18, but with poor results.

2.3.2.a I.V.F. Study Controls

A control group of I.V.F. patients who have had a child with I.V.F. and were trying for 

another were also recruited for this study. They were G banded as above and if any 

hyperhaploid or 45,X cells were found, underwent further analysis and FISH. Due to their 

previous success many of these patients opted to have their spare embryos frozen, so it was 

impossible to obtain enough samples for comparison with the recurrent failure group. 

Fortunately previous studies into spare embryos obtained from I.V.F. patients of an 

unselected group have been conducted by this lab and this data is used for comparison 

(Delhanty et al. 1997 & Harpergr aZ. 1995).
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Results
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3.0.1 Study Nomenclature

Three studies were carried out, two of which involved the cytogenetic analysis of both 

patients and controls. As names cannot be used a code was developed to describe the 

individuals involved in these studies. Participants in the multiple miscarriage study 

were distinguished by the prefix MM and in the recurrent IVF failure study by the 

prefix IVF. Individuals were then numbered in each of the studies, with the couples 

coming first, followed by the single females e.g. in the multiple miscarriage study the 

couples were numbered from MMl to MM 13 and the single females MM 14 to 20.

In order to separate the males and females in the couples the letters m and f were used 

e.g. couple 1 in the multiple miscarriage study was MM-ml and MM-fl. Patient 

couples were then denoted by the letter P e.g. MM-Pml / MM-Pfl are patient couple 

1 in the multiple miscarriage study and a C was used for control couples e.g. MM- 

Cml / MM-Cfl. Members of the IVF study were numbered similarly 1, e.g. IVF-Pml 

and IVF-Pfl.
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3.1. Multiple Miscarriage Study

3.1.1. Description of results.

Thirteen couples and seven females suffering from three or more miscarriages were 

analysed for sex chromosome mosaicism. Twelve women and twelve men with 

known fertility were also analysed, as a control group. Three of the control women 

underwent full investigation twice giving 15 full "investigations"(MM-Cfl = MM-Cf2, 

MM-Cf3= MM-Cf 14, MM-Cf4= MM-Cfl5).

The full analysis data are shown in table 7. Due to the size of this table, different 

aspects of the data are summarised in tables 8, 9 and 10. Forty G-banded metaphase 

cells from both males and females were analysed microscopically and over 450 

interphase nuclei from the women alone were analysed by FISH, whenever possible. 

As the study was based on archival suspensions which had been stored at -20°C for 

several years, there were occasional problems with suspension quality which could 

affect the swelling of metaphase cells and the efficiency of G-banding. This meant 

that in some cases much of the suspension was used to obtain analysable G-band 

slides, resulting in a dearth of suspension for the FISH study.

It was also difficult to obtain a similar number of control and patient samples. The 

majority of the control samples are from either sperm or oocyte donors, with proven 

fertility. Other control samples were from fertile colleagues. Initially it was attempted 

to have one control pair for each couple. It was later necessary to have one female 

control for 2 female patients. All slides were encoded and the female patients were 

age matched with their controls (where possible) to minimise the effect of age related 

aneuploidy (Guttenbach eta l  1995), the males were not age matched.
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Table 7: G-band and FISH analysis from multiple miscarriage patients and fertile controls.
40 G-banded cells were analysed from both males and females and up to 460 nuclei were analysed from females alone using FISH

ANALYSIS APE ,  ̂ G -B A N D  R E SU L T S  
7 No of cells analysed 

normal abnormal total

F IS H  RESl^LTS:^ _  ̂ ... i 
No of nuclei analysed  ̂ t > p- value 

XXX(%) #XX(%)<^XO(%)^*i\otal
Couple 1
M M -Pm l nk 
M M -Cml nk 
M M -Pfl 36

M M -Cfl 36

39 45,XY,-I3 40 
39 45JCKr20 40
39 45JC X rlO  .43

40 no abnormal cells 40

4(0.9) 421 35(7.6) 460
(91.5) p=0.0770 

5(1.1) 426 29(6.3) 460
(92.6)

Couple 2
MM-Pm2 34 
MM-Cm2 nk

MM-Pf2 31 

MM-Cf2 36

37 45,XY,-18 45,XY,-16 44,XY,-6,-19 40 
35 45,XY,-16 45,XY,-22 45,XY,-1 40

46, XY,del Bp
46,X Y del( 1 )(q 4 1 ->qter)4-frag 

32 44,X,-9,-X 44,XX,-14,-16 36 
45,XX,-15 45,XX-,7

38 45,XX,-2 45,XX,-15 40

6(1.3) 404 40(9) 450
(89.7) p=0.0007 

13(2.7) 448 18(3.8) 479 
(93.5)

Couple 3
MM-Pm3 nk 
MM-Cm3 nk 
M M -PB nk

MM-Cf3 nk

37 45,XY-1 49,XXY,4-8,-hl8 39
37 45,XY,-1 45,XY,-2 45,XY,-9 40
38 41,X 46,XXX-,21 40

39 44,XX,-6,-8 40

6(1.3) 414 31(6.9) 451
(91.8) p=0.0699 

3(1.4) 208 10(4.5) 221 
(94.1)

P= patient C= control m= male f=female nk = not known
FISH analysis was with a biotinylated probe specific for the centromere of chromosome X.
The p value was obtained by comparing the numbers of XX and XO nuclei from the female patient with those of the female control using the Fisher 
exact test. A P value less than 0.05 is significantly different and is shown in bold.
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Table 7: G-band and FISH analysis from multiple miscarriage patients and fertile controls (continued).
40 G-banded cells were analysed from both males and females and up to 460 nuclei were analysed from females alone using FISH

A N ^ p i S

y ^

AGE

normal

G-BAND RESULTS 
J'# \  Z" No of cells analysed 

"1 abnormal total

FISH RESULTS 
No of nuclei analysed 

XXX (%) XX (%) X0%9g) 3
p- value 

total A’- -
Couple 4
MM-Pm4 31 31 45,XY,-20 32 - - - — —

MM-Cm4 29 40 no abnormal cells 40 - - - — —

MM-Pf4 35 33 45,XX,-11 45,XX,-2 35 9(2.1) 416(94.5) 15(3.4) 440
p=0.0551

MM-Cf4 35 38 45,XX,-3 44,XX,-4,-14 40 9(2) 428 (92.8) 24 (5.2) 461
Couple 5
MM-Pm5 nk 38 45,XY,-10 40 - - - -

44,XY-5, t(14q;14q)
MM-Cm5 nk 35 45 XY,-22 36 - - - -

MM-Pf5 41 40 no abnormal cells 40 5(1.1) 413(92.2) 30 (6.7) 448
p=0.0337

MM-Cf5 43 37 43,XX 45,X 40 3 (0.7) 402 (89.9) 42 (9.4) 447
45,XX,-22

Couple 6
MM-Pm6 nk 23 42,XY,-4,-6,-10,-22 24 - - - -

MM-Cm6 nk 9 banding quality too poor to analyse 9 - - - -

MM-Pf6 29 39 45,XX,-19 40 4 (0.9) 420 (93.8) 24 (5.3) 448
p=0.0316

MM-Cf6 29 0 banding quality too poor to analyse 0 5(1.1) 436 (95.8) 14(3.1) 455

Legend
P= patient C= control m=male f=female nk -  not known
FISH analysis was with a biotinylated probe specific for the centromere of chromosome X.
The p value was obtained by comparing the numbers of XX and XO nuclei from the female patient with those of the female control using the Fisher 
exact test. A P value less than 0.05 is significantly different and is shown in bold.
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Table 7: G-band and FISH analysis from multiple miscarriage patients and fertile controls.
40 G-banded cells were analysed from both males and females and up to 460 nuclei were analysed from females alone using FISH

A N ALY SIS^^A G E 
GROUP,^- No of cells analysed 

normal - ; abnormal * total

FISHRESULTS^^ .
No of nuclei analysed p- value

XXX { % y ¥ ) X X  ( %)  XO (%){ total \
Couple 7
MM -Pm7 nk 
MM-Cm7 nk 
MM-Pf7 40

MM-Cf7 39

39 44,XY,-20,-22 40 
38 44,XY,-3,-18 39 
35 44,XX-,2I,-22 36

0 banding quality too poor to analyse 0

8(2.7) 263 (89.5) 23(7.8) 294
p=0.0868

5(1) 450(92.4) 32(6.6) 487
Couple 8
MM-PmS 30 
MM-Cm8 nk 
MM-PfS 25

MM-CfS 29

0 banding quality too poor to analyse 0 
39 42,XY,-2,-6,-18,-20 40 
38 46,XX,t(lp;I0q) 45,XX,-3 40

0 All 40 cells 46,XX,t(3;13) 40

3 (0.6) 436 (90.5) 43 (8.9) 482
p=0.022

3(0.7) 412(93.4) 26(5.9) 441
Couple 9
MM-Pm9 nk 
MM-Cm9 nk 
MM-Pf9 nk

M M-Cf9 nk

0 banding quality too poor to analyse 0 
0 banding quality too poor to analyse 0 
0 banding quality too poor to analyse 0

0 banding quality too poor to analyse 0

3(0.7) 426(93.2) 28(6.1) 457
p=0.0838

3(0.7) 419(92.1) 33(7.2) 455
Couple 10
M M -PmlO 41 
MM -CmlO 57 
M M -Pfl 0 32

M M -Cfl 0 33

38 44,X,-10,-Y 39 
33 45,X 45,X 35 
38 46,XX,-l,+mar 44,XX,-15,-18 42 

43,XX,-1,-I0,-18 43,XX,-9,-l 1,-16 
36 45,XX,-20 45,XX,-17 40 

45,XX,-5 45,XX,-16

5(1.1) 437(95) 18(3.9) 460
p=0.0578

5(1.1) 429(92.7) 26(5.6) 460

Legend as shown above
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Table 7: G-band and FISH analysis from multiple miscarriage patients and fertile controls.
40 G-banded cells were analysed from both males and females and up to 460 nuclei were analysed from females alone using FISH

ANALYSIS. 
GROUP, ,

/  A , normal

G-BAND RESULTS 
No of cells analysed 

abnormal

FISH RESULTS 
No of nuclei analysed 

XXX (%) yXX(%) X0*(%)"
'4k- % 

total
p- value

Couple 11
MM-Pml 1 37 36 46,XY,+ 16,-15 45,XY,-19 40 - - - - -

45,XY,-20
46,XY,t(l;5)(q22;q35.2)

MM-Cml 1 32 39 no abnormal cells 39 - - - - -

MM-Pfl 1 37 36 45,XX,-14 45,XX,-2I 40 11(2.4) 423 (91.7) 27 (5.9) 461
44,XX,-8,-ll 46,XX,t(9;19) p=0.0950

MM-Cfl 1 42 37 47,XX,-k8 45,XX,-13 40 10(2.1) 433 (92.9) 23 (5) 466
44,XX,-10,-22

Couple 12
MM-Pml 2 38 38 45,XY,-5 44,XY-6,-15 40 - _ - _ _

MM-Cml 2 32 38 45,XY,-19 45,XX,-21 40 - _ _ _ _

MM-Pfl 2 29 39 43,XX,-5,-5,-11,-13,4-mar 40 2 (0.4) 432 (93.9) 26 (5.7) 460
p=0.1013

MM-Cfl 2 32 38 45,XX,-12 44,XX,-20,-21 40 7(1.5) 431 (93.7) 22 (4.8) 460
Couple 13
MM-Pml 3 36 40 no abnormal cells 40 - _ - - _

MM-Cml 2 32 38 45,XY,-19 45,XX,-21 40 - _ _ _ _

MM-Pfl 3 29 37 45,XX,-6 47,XX,+2l 40 3 (0.6) 423(92) 34 (7.4) 460
44,XX,-5,-13 p=0.1131

MM-Cfl 2 32 38 45,XX,-I2 44,XX,-20,-21 40 7(1.5) 431 (93.7) 22 (4.8) 460

Legend shown above
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Table 7: G-band and FISH analysis from multiple miscarriage patients and fertile controls.
40 G-banded cells were analysed from both males and females and up to 460 nuclei were analysed from females alone using FISH

ANALYSIS
G R O U P gm S

AGE G-BAND RESULTS 
. ^  ̂  No of cells analysed 
normal ' \ , abnormal total

FISH RESULTS 
No of nuclei analysed ,

XXX (%)^^xx^(%l:^;<xo (%):, total
p- value

4-

Female 14
MM-Pfl 4

M M -Cfl 1

40

42

32

37

45,XX,-6 45,XX,-6 45,XX,-16 
45,XX,-17 45,XX,-19 45,XX,-20 
45,XX-20 48,XX,+19,+20 
47,XX,+8 45,XX,-13 
44,XX,-I0,-22

40

40

6(1.3)

10(2.1)

432 (93.9)

433 (92.9)

22 (4.8) 

23 (5)

460

466

p=0.1202

Female 15
M M -Pfl 5

35 35 45,XX,-10
45,XXX,-l,-8
47,XX,+r(mar)

44,XX,-9,-l4

47,XX,+r(mar)

40 7(1.5) 406 (88.2) 47(10.2) 460
p=0.0035

Female 16
MM -Pfl 6

36 38 45,XX,-I4 43,XX,-6,-13,-22 40 0 435 (94.6) 25 (5.4) 460 p=0.1125

Female 17
M M -Pfl 7

34 37 45,XX,-17
48,XX,+4,+20

45,XX,-14 40 4 (0.9) 418(90.9) 38 (8.2) 460 p=0.0315

M M -Cfl 3* 36 34 45,XX,-10
45,XX,-19
46,XX,-21,+m ar

45,XX,-17
45,XX,-2I
49,XX,+3,4-9,+18

40 5(1.1) 429 (93.3) 26 (6.2) 460

Female 18
M M -Pfl 8 
M M -C fl4

nk

nk

0

39

banding quality too poor to analyse 

44,XX,-6,-8

0

40

6(1.3)

5(1.1)

412(91.6)

416(92.7)

32 (7.1) 

28 (6.2)

450

449
p=0.0922

Female 19
M M -Pfl 9

38 38 45,X 45,X 40 4 (0.9) 420 (93.8) 24 (5.3) 448
p=0.0684

MM-Cf2 36 38 45,XX,-2 45,XX,-15 40 13 (2.7) 448 (93.5) 18(3.8) 479
Female 20
MM-Pf20

nk 0 38 cells 46,XX,inv8(p21.2p23).
45,X,inv8(p21.2p23)
47,XXX,inv8(p21.2p23)

40 11 (2.4) 401 (88.3) 47(10.3) 459
p=0.0017

M M -Cfl 5 35 38 45,XX,-2 44,XX,-4,-14 40 6(1.3) 424 (93.4) 24 (5.2) 454

Legend as shown above

The same age- matched female control (*) was used for statistical comparison of patients FI 5, FI 6 and F17. 
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3.1.2. G-band results

The G banded data from table 7 has been summarised in table 8. The chromosome 

abnormalities were divided into autosomal abnormalities; hypodiploidy, 

hyperdiploidy, structural abnormalities and sex chromosome aneuploidy. A cell was 

put into one category only, for example a 44,X,-9,-X cell would be scored as sex 

chromosome aneuploidy only, even though there is also another monosomy present. 

A cell was scored as hyperdiploid if the extra chromosome (in a similar state of 

condensation) was integrated into the metaphase spread. Gonosomal aneuploidy 

included all cells which have a numerical abnormality of the sex chromosomes.

Table 8; Summary of G-band analysis from table 7 with percentages for each group in

parentheses.

Group Mean
Age

Total
number of 
metaphases

Normal
cells

Autosomal 
Hypo Hyper 
-diploidy -diploidy

Structur
-ally
abn.

Sex
chromo
some
abn.

Females
Patients* 34 671 624 (93) 31 (4.6) 6 (0.9) 2 (0.3) 8(1.2)
Controls^ 35 440 414

(94.1)
23 (5.2) 2 (0.5) 0 I (0.2)

Statistical
difference

p<0.1

Males
Patients nk 414 396

(95.7)
13(3.1) 1(0.2) 2 (0.5) 2 (0.5)

Controls nk 398 382(96) 12(3) 0 2 (0.5) 2 (0.5)

Totals 1923 1816
(94.5)

79 (4.1) 9 (0.4) 6 (0.3) 13 (0.7)

Legend
nk = not known. Abn. = abnormalities.
The number of gonosomal cells from female patients and controls were compared
using the student t-test to test for significant difference.

*= 38 abnormal cells from MM-Pf20 were not included due to a constitutional
inversion.

40 abnormal cells from MM-Cf8 werenot included due to a constitutional 
translocation.
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Autosomal hypodiploidy was the most common chromosomal abnormality seen 

(range 3- 5.2%). In most cases where there was more than one hypodiploid nucleus in 

an individual, the loss was not chromosome specific, but two female patients and one 

female control had two or more cells with the same missing chromosome. In 

particular one of the female patients was observed to have two 45,XX,-6 cells and two 

45,XX,-20 cells (MM-Pfl 4). Although potentially interesting this was probably due to 

technical loss of chromosomes from the metaphase spreads and just a remarkable 

coincidence. The hypodiploid cells observed from the other individuals were quite 

random with regard to the chromosomes lost and would also be due to technical loss. 

There was little difference between patients and controls in the number of hypodiploid 

cells seen. However, the women exhibited more hypodiploidy than males.

Sex chromosome aneuploidy was the second most common abnormality. Thirteen 

such cells were observed from nine people, listed in table 9. In both men and women, 

gonosomal hypodiploidy was more common than hyperdiploidy. Some age related 

loss of the X chromosome was expected in older female patients and control women 

(Guttenbach et a l  1995), which was why the controls were age matched. Two of the 

women (table 9) with gonosomal aneuploidy were older than their respective means, 

by 4 years (MM-Pfl 9) and 8 years (MM-Cf5) respectively, possibly accounting for 

the 45,X nuclei. Unfortunately the age of MM-Pf3 was not known. She had two 

aneuploid cells, one had a 46,XXX,-21 constitution, whereas the other was missing 5 

chromosomes and would most likely be due to technical loss.
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Table 9: Ceils with sex chromosome aneuploidy observed during G-band analysis, 
compared with FISH analysis on interphase nuclei.

Code Name Year of birth/ 
Age . .

G-band result P;:yaiue from 
FISH analysis

Females
MM-Pf2 1966 31 44,X-9,-X 0.0007
MM-Pf3 nk 46,XXX,-21 

41,X
0.0699

MM-PfI5 1962 35 46,XXX,-8 0.0035
MM-Pfl 9 1959 38 45,X 45,X 0.0684
MM-PfZO 1962 35 47,XXX 45,X 0.0017
MM-Cf5 1954 43 45,X 0.0337
Males
MM-Pm3 nk 49,XXY,+18,+18 na
MM-PmlO 1956 41 44,X-10,-Y na
MM-Cml0 1940 57 45,X 45,X na

Legend
FISH analysis used a centromeric chromosome X specific biotinylated probe. The 
number of XX and XO cells were compared from patients and their specific controls 
using the Fisher exact test. Significant results (p values of less than 0.05) are in bold 
na= not applicable

The ages of the three remaining women patients in table 9 (MM-Pf2, MM-Pfl5, MM- 

Pf20) were close to the mean age and their cells had significantly (p<0.05) more XO 

nuclei than their controls after FISH analysis. MM-Pf20 exhibited 45,X / 46,XX/ 

47,XXX cells, characteristic of some Turner mosaic patients. She additionally had a 

constitutional paracentric inversion of 8p (figure 4B) previously identified by G- 

banding. This was confirmed by FISH analysis with the cosmid K38. This probe 

hybridises to 8p21, as seen for one of the chromosomes in figure 4A, the probe 

hybridised to 8p23 on the other chromosome, clearly demonstrating an inversion of 

8p21 to 8p23.

MM-Pfl 5 and MM-Pf2 both exhibited autosomal hypodiploidy in addition to the 

gonosomal aneuploidy in the same cells. The cell from MM-Pf2 (44,X,-9,-X) could be 

explained by loss of chromosomes due to the spreading technique. The cell from MM- 

Pfl 5 (45,XXX,-8) is harder to explain due to the additional X chromosome.
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The numbers of cells with gonosomal aneuploidy on metaphase analysis were pooled 

for each group and the female patient group was compared with the female control 

group. The student t-test was used to test whether the groups were significantly 

different, this resulted in a weak difference of p=<0.1 (with 30 degrees of freedom ).

Two males also had sex chromosome hypodiploidy. The cell observed from the male 

patient MM-PmlO could be explained by technical loss as there was also a 

chromosome 10 missing. As the male control (57 years old) from patient 10 had two 

cells both missing the Y chromosome (two 45,X ) it is perhaps less likely to be due to 

technical loss, and more probably due to an age related loss. This has been shown to 

occur in males, though to a lesser extent than females, by Guttenbach et al (1995).

Hyperdiploidies and single cells with structural abnormalities were seen in similar 

numbers in both patients and controls cells. Two women with constitutional structural 

abnormalities were omitted from table 8. One was a patient MM-Pf20 who was 

known to have a paracentric inversion for the short arm of chromosome 8 

(46,XX,inv(p21.2;p23), figure 4) before the commencement of this study. The other 

woman was a control for couple 8 (MM-Cf8), who was a previously undetected 

carrier of a 46,XX,t(3;13) balanced translocation. As both these cases were 

constitutional they were left out of table 8 so that the incidence of single cell 

structural abnormalities could be seen.

There were 6 cells with a structural abnormality. Two were in female patients, two in 

male patients and two in a male control. Five were reciprocal translocations, whereas 

one abnormality was detected due to a deletion from 8p. This may be a translocation 

in which the other chromosome has not been detected or it may be a simple deletion 

of the telomere.
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Figure 4: Cytogenetic investigation into MM-Pf20, a 45,X/46,XX/47,XXX 
mosaic who also has a paracentric inversion (inv8p(p21.2;p23))

Fig 4A: FISH investigation with a biotinylated cosmid K38, which maps to 8p21, 
demonstrates the inversion in the 8 short arm. The positions of the normal 
chromosome (8pnormal) and the inverted chromosome (8pinv) are shown 

______________ in the metaphase spread and have been enlarged._________
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Fig 4B: A karyotype of a g-banded 47,XXX inv8(p21.2;p23) cell from MM-Pf20
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Hyperdiploid cells occurred only in the women; 5 cells were observed from 4 patients 

and 2 from 2 control women. In one control woman (MM-Cfl 1) there was a 

47,XX,+8 cell and in the other control woman a 49,XX,+3,+9,+18 cell. The first may 

be an indicator of mosaicism for chromosome 8, but as this woman has had 2 normal 

children it does not appear to have affected her fertility. The latter cell, as it involves 

three chromosomes could be due to gain from another nucleus.

Two of the 5 hyperdiploid cells observed in the female patients involved two 

chromosomes (48,XX,+19,+20 and 48,XX,+4,+20) and may be due to an artefactual 

gain from another cell, although care had been taken to exclude obvious examples.

The remaining three hyperdiploid cells were in 2 women. One woman had a 

47,XX+21 cell and the second woman (MM-Pfl5) had two cells with the same 

unidentifiable ring marker (47,XX,+r(mar)), which may have contributed to this 

patient’s recurrent miscarriage.

3.1.3. FISH results.

The aim was to screen at least 450 cells from patients and controls using pBamXS, a 

biotin labelled probe for the centromere of chromosome X. This would bring the total 

number of cells analysed to 500 (includes 10 cells analysed by diagnostic cytogenetics 

and 40 cells by G-banding). When control samples from colleagues were used, at least 

460 cells had Jo be screened to take the total number up to 500 cells. In table 7 the 

number of XXX, XX, XO cells scored are listed and the percentage of abnormal cells 

per individual shown.

The scoring criteria for FISH on the interphase nuclei was very important,; it was an 

adaptation of the criteria used by Hopman in 1988 on solid tumors:

1. Damaged or overlapping nuclei were not included.

2. If two signals were within a signal’s width of each other they were scored as a XO 

i.e. a split signal due to DNA replication.

3. If two signals were more than a signal’s width apart they were scored as XX.
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The slides were encoded and then analysed blind reducing investigator bias.

Table 10: Summary of FISH results on interphase nuclei using an X centromeric

probe.

Group Number of 
Patients ^

XXX XX XO Total

Female Patients 20
Total number of 
cells

103 8252 609 8964

Mean 5.15 412.6 30.45 448.2
Percentage Mean 1.15% 92.06% 6.79%

Female Controls 15
Total number of 
cells

87 6191 377 6655

Mean 5.8 412.7 25.13 443.63
Percentage Mean 1.3% 93.08% 5.52%

Overall there were more XX nuclei and fewer XO nuclei in the controls than the 

patients. As background fluorescence and hybridisation efficiency can vary for each 

FISH experiment, it was important to compare the numbers of XX and XO nuclei 

from patients and their specific controls to ascertain whether they were significantly 

different. The numbers of XXX cells varied to a much lesser degree and consequently 

were not included in the statistical analysis. The test for significance was a 

computerised version of the Fisher exact test created by Dr Engels from the Genetics 

Department at the University of Wisconsin. Due to overlapping signals and 

hybridisation failure any sample would be expected to have a small number of XO 

nuclei. Consequently if p was less than 0.05 it was regarded as significant and it was 

concluded that the woman was a probable 45,X/ 46,XX mosaic.

There were six female patients and one female control with significant values 

(p<0.05). Three of these patients were very significant with a p value of less than 

0.005. These were MM-Pf2 (p=0.0007), MM-Pfl5 (p=0.0035) and MM-Pf20 

(p=0.0017). These women also exhibited one or more cells with gonosomal 

aneuploidy (listed in table 9) during the G band analysis. MM-Pf20 also had a high 

number of XXX cells (11 cells) on FISH analysis and was probably a 45,X/ 46,XX/
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47,XXX mosaic. MM-Pfl 5 and MM-Pf2 had fewer XXX cells (just 7 and 6 

respectively) and may not have a 47,XXX cell line. Interestingly, MM-Pfl5 had two 

hyperdiploid metaphases with the same ring marker. This marker may have originated 

from the X chromosome. However, due to the near average number of XXX cells 

seen in MM-Pfl 5 and assuming the marker must have an intact centromere, then this 

is unlikely.

Three patients (MM-Pf6, MM-Pf8 and MM-pfl7) and one control woman (MM-Cf5) 

had p values less than 0.05, but more than 0.01. There were no G-banded metaphase 

cells detected with sex chromosome aneuploidy from these women. All of the patients 

were equal to, or younger than the mean patient age of 34; MM-pfl7 (34 years old), 

MM-Pf6 (29 years old) and MM-Pf8 (25 years old), consequently it is unlikely the XO 

cells would be due to age related aneuploidy. The control woman MM-Cf5 was, at 43 

years old the oldest member of the study. She had 9% XO nuclei, the third highest of 

the study. The high number of XO cells may have been in part be due to age related 

aneuploidy.

When the FISH results are pooled, the mean number and mean percentage of XO 

nuclei is higher in the patient group than the control (table 10). The percentage of XX 

nuclei was plotted against the percentage of XO nuclei for both the control and patient 

groups with interesting results (see fig. 5). The majority of the control samples and 

half of the patient samples were clustered between 92% to 94% of XX nuclei and 4% 

to 7% of XO. This suggested that values of up to 7% XO nuclei were probably due to 

overlapping signals, hybridisation failure or observation errors.

There were 9 patients and only two control women with more than 7% of XO nuclei.

It is unlikely that higher numbers of XO nuclei in patients was due to scoring error as 

more control samples in this category would also be expected. These patients are 

likely to be exhibiting an additional 45,X cell line. The probability of 9 out 20 patients 

having 7% or more XO cells and 2 out of 15 controls having more than 7% XO cells
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was compared using the Fischer exact te st. This resulted in a p value of 0.04. This is 

below 0.05 and therefore is significant.

When age was plotted against the percentage of XO nuclei, in fig 6, there was a 

decrease in XX nuclei in the control group with increasing age (p= 0.02, regression 

coefficient {r}= -0.78) and consequently an increase in XO cells. An approximate line 

of best fit has been drawn for clarity. The patient group does not show an age related 

increase, although, it appears that as in the previous graph, half of the patient sample 

associates with the control women and shows some age related X loss. The remaining 

patients, who are suspected of being mosaics, have high numbers of XO nuclei and are 

under the mean age, and consequently show age independent levels of XO cells.

The numbers of XXX cells also increases with age in both patients and controls 

(p=0.032, r=0.46), with the correlation being stronger in the patients (p=0.074, r= 

0.46) than the controls (p=0.354, r= 0.24)

These two plots show that there is an age related background of XO cells. Fertile 

women only occasionally have more than 7% of XO cells and this is age related. 

Nearly half of the multiple miscarriage women had more than 1% XO cells and this 

appears to occur independently of age.
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Fig 5: D istribution of XX and XO nuclei in women patients and controls 
as determined by FISH analysis
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Figure 5: demonstrates 2 distinct populations of individuals with respect to the 
number of XO versus XX cells, (divided by the possible cut-off line). The first 
consists of non mosaic multiple miscarriage and control patients. The second is 
mainly multiple miscarriage patients who exhibit possible mosaicism.

Fig 6 :The effect of increasing age on the levels of XO cells 
as determined by FISH analysis
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Figure 6: Line A is a line of best fit demonstrating age independent incidence of XO 

cells. Line B is a line of best fit exhibiting the age dependence XO of cells. Only 

patients whose age was known was plotted.
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The results of the FISH analysis from the female patient group and the control group 

were compared, to test whether multiple miscarriage women have significantly more 

XO nuclei than control women. The number of XO cells were divided by the number 

of XX cells to calculate the ratio (R). The mean and the variance of the ratios from the 

patient group were compared to the control group using a two-sample T-test. The 

groups were significantly different with a p value less than 0.05 (p=0.022 with 34 

degree of freedom). Interestingly, the comparison of ratios from the patients and their 

specific controls by the paired T-test resulted in a slight increase in significance 

(p=0.015 with 19 degrees of freedom).
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3.1.4. Summary of results

Thirteen couples and seven female patients, together with twelve control women and 

twelve control men were analysed for X chromosome mosaicism. Three of the control 

women underwent full investigation twice giving 15 full "investigations".

In total 17,620 cells were screened, 15,619 by FISH and 2001 by G-banding. The G- 

band analysis showed that five female patients had one or more cells with sex 

chromosome aneuploidy compared with only one control female. Interestingly two 

male patients and two male controls also had cells with sex chromosome aneuploidy. 

When the numbers of metaphase cells with gonosomal aneuploidy from the patient 

and control groups were pooled and compared there was a weakly significant 

difference of p=<0.1 (with 30 degrees of freedom).

Statistical analysis of the FISH results identified that six of the female patients (MM- 

Pf2, MM-Pf6, MM-Pf8, MM-Pfl5, MM-Pfl7, MM-Pf20) had significantly different 

numbers of XO and XX (p=<0.05) from their controls. Control MM-Cf5 had 

significantly different numbers of XO and XX nuclei compared with her patient. When 

the number of XO cells were plotted against the number of XX cells from patients and 

controls two groups emerged. The first non-mosaic group consisted of 11 patients and 

thirteen controls. The second group (possible mosaics) contained nine patients and 

two controls. The FISH results from the patients were statistically compared to the 

FISH results from the controls in three different ways. The ratio of XO/XX cells from 

both groups were tested in both a paired and unpaired manner, and both had a p value 

of less than 0.05. The number of individuals with 7% or more XO cells from the 

patient and control groups were also compared and found to be significantly different 

(p<0.05).

Overall analysis of the data indicates that possibly almost a half of multiple 

miscarriage patients in this study may have an increased incidence of cells with a 

single X chromosome and that this is independent of maternal age.
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3.2. Recurrent In Vitro Fertilisation Failure study

3.2.1. Number of samples successfully tested

Twenty two couples and twenty seven females who have had 3 or more failed IVF 

attempts were investigated for chromosome abnormalities. Blood samples were 

available from the 22 couples and 21 of the females. Spare preimplantation embryos 

were obtained from 9 of these patients and from a further 7 patients from whom blood 

samples were unavailable.

The control group consisted of patients who have had previous successful IVF cycles 

and were undergoing another IVF cycle. There were 10 couples and five females who 

were analysed cytogenetically, but no spare embryos were available from this group.

3.2.2. G-band results

All blood samples underwent cytogenetic investigation. Ten metaphase spreads were 

analysed per individual. If mosaicism for an abnormal cell line was suspected this 

number was increased to 50. The results for the patient group are shown in table 11 

and the control group in table 12. These tables are summarised in table 13.



Table 11: Results o f G-band analysis on lymphocytes for recurrent IVF failure

patients.
Index , 

number-
Age Normal V Abnormal cells

A*

Cause of 
infertility 
/no of 
cycle*

Parity. ,

IVF-Pm l
IVF-Pfl

nk
37

10
10

no abnormal cells 
no abnormal cells

Tubal
8

0 births 
2 pregs; 
M/M

IVF-Pm2
IVF-Pf2

39
36

10
9

no abnormal cells 
45,XX,-3

unexplained
7

0 births 
0 pregs

IVF-Pm3
IVF-Pf3

49
44

10
9

no abnormal cells 
45,XX,-6

Tubal
6

0 births 
0 pregs

IVF-Pm4
IVF-Pf4*

nk
41

10
6

no abnormal cells 
45,XX,-19

Tubal
8

0 births 
0 pregs

IVF-Pm5
IVF-Pf5*

32
35

5
44

44,X,-17,-Y
45,XX,-21 44,XX,-6,-14 
47,XXX 48,XX,+3,+ll 
47,XX,+11 48,XX,+9,+ll 
47,XX,+11

Tubal+PCO
3

0 births 
2 pregs; 
IVPe

IVF-Pm6
IVF-Pf6

nk
nk

9
9

43,Y,-7,-15,-X
45,XX,-19

nk nk
nk

IVF-Pm7
IVF-Pf7

nk
45

10
48

no abnormal cells 
47,XX,-t-18 47,XX,+18

Tubal
7

0 births
1 pregs; 
t

IVF-PmS
IVF-Pf8*

35
35

28
10

47,XY,+6 47,XY,+7
no abnormal cells

Tubal
7

0 births 
3 pregs; 
bo/sb/M

IVF-Pm9
IVF-Pf9*

nk
36

9
8

45,XY,-10,-18,+M 
45,XX-,22 45,XX,-22

Tubal
7

0 births 
2 pregs; 
e/nk

IVF-PmlO 

IVF-Pfl 0*

33

39

7

10

45,XY,-20 45,XY,-2 
45,X,-Y
no abnormal cells

Tubal+
hypoplasia
6

0 births

3 pregs;
e/e/M

IVF-Pm l 1 
IVF-Pfll

nk
39

10
9

no abnormal cells 
45,XX,-15 45,X

unexplained
5

0 births 
3 pregs; 
t/t/t

IVF-Pm l 2 

IVF-Pfl 2*

nk

37

42

10

45,XY,-5 45,XY,-5 
47,XY,+6 47,XY,+6 
45,XY,-3
44,XY,-14,-21 45,XY,-9
no abnormal cells

tubal

5

0 births

1 pregs; 
bo

Legend
P= patients m = male f = female *= provided embryos
bold entry = interesting result nk = not known PCO = Polcystic ovary

Parity- pregs= failed pregnancies
M =miscarriage

bo= blighted ovum e=ectopic
sb= still bom t=termination
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Table 11 continued

Index
number.

Age, Normal 
cells ?

Abnormal cells

% ;  , i ,

Cause of 
infertility

cycle

Parity

IVF-Pml 3 

IVF-Pfl 3

nk

38

47

8

47,XY,+ 12; 45,XX,-22 
45,XY,-18 
45,XX,-9 47,XX,-
l,4-lp,4-lq

nk nk

IVF-Pml 4 

IVF-Pfl4

nk

35

7

10

45,XY,-19; 43,XY,-6,-15,-
21
46,XY,t(7;14)(cen;cen) 
no abnormal cells

unexplained

6

0 births 

0 pregs
IVF-Pml 5 
IVF-Pfl 5

nk
41

8
7

48,XY,+17,+22 45,XY,-5
44,XX,-8,-22
43,XX,-5,-18,-21
46,XX,-(15ql3->ter)

nk nk

IVF-Pml 6 
IVF-Pfl 6*

nk
37

10
10

no abnormal cells 
no abnormal cells

tubal
5

0 births
1 preg;bo

IVF-Pml 7 
IVF-Pfl 7*

nk
35

10
8

no abnormal cells 
45,XX,-21 45,XX,-4

unexplained
5

0 births 
2 pregs; 
e/bo

IVF-Pml 8 
IVF-Pfl 8*

nk
32

10
10

no abnormal cells 
no abnormal cells

unexplained
8

0 births 
0 pregs

IVF-Pml 9 

IVF-Pfl 9*

nk

42

8

10

45,XY,-7
47,XY,-18,+18p,+ 18q
no abnormal cells

tubal

6

0 births

1 pregs;e
IVF-Pm20
IVF-Pf20*

nk
40

10
7

no abnormal cells
poor culture, no abnormal
cells

tubal-Hpco
7

0 births
1 pregs ;e

IVF-Pm21

IVF-Pf21

nk

38

9

9

47,XY,-H21

45,XX,-17

unexplained
+pco
6

0 births

2 pregs; 
M/M

IVF-Pm22

IVF-Pf22

nk

33

10

10

no abnormal cells 

no abnormal cells

endo
metriosis 
1 attempt at 
this clinic

0 births 

0 pregs

IVF-Pf23 nk 8 45,XX,-9 45,XX,-20 nk nk

IVF-Pf24 42 9 45,XX,-17 nk
4

nk

IVF-Pf25 42 10 no abnormal cells unexplained 
4-pco/ 3

0 births 
0 pregs

IVF-Pf26 35 43 45,X 48,XXXX;
45,XX,-16 45,XX,-13
45,XX,-21 45,XX3 
40,XX 43,XX
46,XX,dic (7;12)t(7;12)

5 nk

Legend as before.
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Table 11 continued

Index
number

Age Normal
ceils

 ̂  ̂ T fTy 

'

Abnormal cells Cause of 
infertility 
/no of 
cycle

Parity

IVF-Pf27 37 10 no abnormal cells nk/ 2 nk
IVF-Pf28 34 10 no abnormal cells pco/ 11 0 births 

2 pregs
IVF-Pf29 nk 10 no abnormal cells nk nk
IVF-Pf30 43 9 44,XX,-3,-5 unexplained

75
0 births 
0 pregs

IVF-PGl 43 10 47,XXX 45,XX,-19 
45,XX,-9

nk/5 nk

IVF-Pf32 nk 10 no abnormal cells nk nk
IVF-Pf33 nk 38 47,XXX 45,XX-6 

46,XX,t(2;9)(cen;cen)
nk/5 nk

IVF-Pf34 * 40 10 no abnormal cells tubaP 7 0 births
1 pregs; t

IVF-Pf35* 38 no blood tubal 75 0 births 
4 pregs;
t/W e/e

IVF-Pf36* 38 no blood unexplained
4

0 births
1 pregs; M

IVF-Pf37* 32 no blood pco/
nk

0 births
1 pregs; M

IVF-Pf38 40 9 47„XX,-12,+ 12p,+ 12q tubal/ 6 0 births
1 pregs; t

IVF-Pf39* 32 44 47,XXX 45,XX,-2 
45,XX,-10 45,XX,-22 
45,XX-,21

tubaP 5 nk

IVF-Pf40* 45 10 no abnormal cells nk nk
IVF-Pf41* 42 no blood endo

metriosis/ 4
0 births 
Opreg

IVF-Pf42 36 10 no abnormal cells unexplained
78

0 births 
Opreg

rVF-Pf43 nk 29 47,XXX nk nk
IVF-Pf44 nk 39 47,XX,+21 45,XX,-15

45,XX,-18
47,XX,-9,+9p,+9q

tubaP 4 nk

IVF-Pf45 nk 10 no abnormal cells tubal / 6 0 births 
Opreg

IVF-Pf46* 35 10 no abnormal cells tubal + pco/ 
5

0 births 
Opreg

IVF-Pf47 42 36 45,XX,-16 45,X
48,XXXX
46^%Xr)X

tubal 78 0 births 
Opreg

IVF-Pf48* 42 no blood tubal 0 births 
4 preg; 
M/M/M/e

IVF-Pf49* 37 no blood tubal 77 0 births
1 preg; e

Legend as before.
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Table: 12 G-band results for control group.

Index;*, 
, numbef ?

Age Normal
cells

Abnormal cells
' ;

Cause of 
infertility 
/no of 
cycle

Parity

IVF-Cm l
IVF-Cfl

nk
35

10
8

no abnormal cells 
47,XX,-k4 47,XX,+15

tubal +pco 
8

1 birth
2 pregs; e/e

IVF-Cm2
IVF-Cf2

nk
34

9
10

46,XY,-9
no abnormal cells

tubal
3

2 birth 
0 pregs

IVF-Cm3
IVF-Cf3

nk
39

9
49

42,XY,-14,-16,-20,-20 
45,X 44,XX,-8-,14

tubal
2

1 birth
2 pregs; 
e/e

IVF-Cm4
IVF-Cf4

38
35

9
9

45,XY,-18,t(l;16)
45,XX,-21

tubal
5

1 birth
2 pregs; e/e

IVF-CmS
IVF-Cf5

nk
41

9
9

44,XY,-l,-8
45,XX,-4

nk
3

1 birth
2 pregs; nk

IVF-Cm6
IVF-Cf6

nk
35

10
9

no abnormal cells 
45,XX,-6

nk 2 birth 
2 pregs; nk

IVF-Cm7
IVF-Cf7

nk
nk

9
10

46,XY,-8,+M
no abnormal cells

nk 1 birth 
1 pregs; e

IVF-Cm8

IVF-Cf8

nk

31

7

10

45,XY,+3,-13,-20 
45,XY,t(13q;15q) 
45,XY,-19
no abnormal cells

nk 1 birth 

3 pregs; nk
IVF-Cm9

IVF-Cf9

46

29

9

8

45,Y,-X
47,XY,-5,+M,+5pter-
>ql3.2
44,X,-17

tubal

2

1 birth 

0 pregs;
IVF-CmlO

IVF-Cfl 0 36

32

10

47,XXY 44,X,-5,-Y
47,X, (deI)Y,+M 45,XY,-4
48,XY,+1,+21 45,XY,-11 
44,XY,-12,-21 
46,XY,insl4q
no abnormal cells

tubal

3

2 birth

0 pregs;
IV F-Cfl 1 34 38 46,XX,dell2(q24.1-

>qter),ins 12(pl3.2) 
44,XX,-14,-15 47,XX,-kl6 
43,X X ,-5,-14,-15

unexplained
/4

1 birth 
0 pregs

IVF-Cfl 2 44 4 45,XX,-19 45,XX,-21 unexplained
/nk

nk

IVF-Cfl3 45 45 45,XX,-5,-7 45,XX,-16
47,XXX 45,XX,-13; 
45,XX 14; 47,XX t(9;18) 
4-M

unexplaine
-d/4

1 birth 
0 pregs

IVF-Cfl4 39 9 45,X nk/ 2 1 birth 
1 pregs; e

f5 nk 10 no abnormal cells nk nk

Legend as before.
C= control
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Table 13: Summary of the G-band analysis.

Group Mean
Age.:

Total ' 
No cells

Normal
cells

Autosomal ' " 
Hypo- Hyper 
diploldy ' -dlploidÿÜ

Struct
ural
Abnor
malities

Gono
somal
Aneu-

Females
Patients 3&8 701 642

(91.6)
35(5) 7(1) 6 (0.9) 11 (1.5)

Controls 35.9 258 237
(91.9)

13(5) 2 (0.8) 2 (0 .8) 4(1.5)

Males
Patients 37.6 315 289

(91.7)
17 (5.4) 5(1/)) 1(03) 3(1)

Controls nk 131 114(87) 7 (5.3) 2(1.5) 4(3T) 4(3.1)

Totals 1405 1282
(91.22)

72
(5.12)

16(1.14) 13 (0.92) 22(1.5)

Legend
Percentages are in parenthesis

Table 13 shows very little difference between groups, apart from the control males 

which have the most abnormalities. As with the multiple miscarriage study, autosomal 

hypodiploidy was the most common abnormality followed by gonosomal aneuploidy, 

autosomal hyperdiploidy and then autosomal structural abnormalities. The levels of 

autosomal hyperdiploidy, sex chromosome aneuploidy and autosomal structural 

abnormalities in this IVF group are higher than those seen in the multiple miscarriage 

study (table 8).

The levels of autosomal hypodiploidy are similar to those of the previous study and 

are probably due to technical loss.

Interestingly, sex chromosome aneuploidy for the female patient and control groups 

was at a similar level to that of the multiple miscarriage (MM) patients (1.2%), and is 

more than the MM controls (0.2%). Unlike the MM study, hyperdiploidy for the X 

chromosome was more common than hypodiploidy and unusually two of the female
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patients (patients IVF-Pf26 and IVF-Pf47) each had a 48,XXXX cell. The metaphase 

from patient IVF-Pf47 is shown in figure 7.

FISH analysis was carried out with a chromosome X specific probe on the following 

female patients; IVF-Pf26, IV F -P fll and IVF-Pf47 and controls IVF-Cf3 and IV F- 

C fl2 . IVF-Cf3 had one 45,X cell and consequently was undergoing investigation, 

whereas IV F-C fl 2 had not shown any sex chromosome aneuploidy and was used as 

the comparison sample for the Fisher exact test.

Table 14 : FISH analysis of interphase nuclei from females with gonosomally 

aneuploid cells using a DNA probe specific for the X chromosome .

Name Age s*-*XX cells XO cells Total
number of % 
cells

p- value

IVF-Pf26 35 13(2/0 500 (92.4) 28 (5.2) 541 p= 0.104
IVF-Pfl 1 39 1 0 (2) 477(95/0 13(2.6) 500 p= 0.007
IVF-Pf47 nk 8 ( 1.6) 448 (89.6) 44(8.8) 500 p= 0.0155
IVF-Cf3 39 12 (2/0 466(93^0 22 (4.4) 500 p= 0.079
Comparison
Sample
IVF-Cfl 2 44 12(2.4) 460(92) 28 (5.6) 500

Legend.
Percentages are in parenthesis, 

bold entries have significant p- value

The levels of XXX cells were slightly higher than previous FISH studies (table 7) but 

sim ilar in all 5 women. FISH analysis showed the patient IVF-Pf26 and the control 

IVF-Cf3 to have similar numbers of XO nuclei as the comparison sample. Patient IV F- 

P fl 1 had significantly less XO nuclei than IV F-C fl 2. It was shown in the m ultiple 

m iscarriage study that 4 to 6% XO nuclei are to be expected in fertile individuals 

when using this probe, and so these women are all probably normal with respect to 

their XO nuclei com plem ent. IVF-Pf47 had significantly more XO cells than IV F- 

C fl 2. W ith 8.8% XO nuclei it is probable that she is a low level Turner mosaic.
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Figure 7; A 48,XXXX metaphase cell from IVF-Pf47
with the X chromosomes highlighted with arrows
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There were 16 autosomal hyperdiploid cells observed from 11 people. Four cells 

were seen in the control group from two men and two women, whereas in the patient 

group, 7 cells came from 3 women and 5 cells came from 4 men. Two of the female 

patients and one of the male patients were particularly interesting.

The sample from IVF-Pf5 had 44 normal cells, two 47,XX,+11 cells, a 

47,XX,+3,+ l l ,  a 47,XX,+9,+ll, a 47,XXX cell, a 44,XX,-6,-14 and a 45,XX,-21. 

This strongly suggests the presence of an additional 47,XX,+11 cell line. One of the 

47,XX,+11 cells is shown in figure 8. Female patient (IVF-Pf7) had 48 normal cells 

with two 47,XX,+18 cells.

IVF-Pml2 had 42 normal cells, two 47,XY+6 cells, two 45,XY,-5 cells, a 45,XY,-3 

cell, a 45,XY,-9 cell and a 44,XY,-14,-21 cell. It is unlikely that he would have 

mosaicism for two abnormal unconnected cell lines and may be due to mitotic 

instability.

The possible mosaicism was investigated by FISH analysis using centromeric DNA 

probes for chromosomes 11 and 18. A female control IVF-Cf4 was used as a 

comparison sample for the chromosome 11 probe and the female control IVF-Cfl 2 

was used as a comparison for the chromosome 18 probe. The results of the analysis 

are shown below in table 15.
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Figure 8: A 47,XX+11 metaphase cell from IVF-Pf5 with the
chromosomes 11 identified by arrows.

•V

■
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Table 15: FISH analysis of interphase nuclei from two possible autosomal mosaics.

Name Date of 
Birth

1 signal 2 signals 3 signals Total

chromosome 
11 probe
IVF-Pf5 23/6/62 20 (4.6) 400 (92) 15 (3.4) 435

IVF-Cf4 9/10/62 47(11.3) 350 (84.1) 19 (4.6) 416
chromosome 
18 probe
1VF-Pm7 9/9/52 27 (5.4) 451 (90.6) 20 (4) 498
IVF-Cfl 2 3/5/53 37 (7.4) 432 (86.4) 31 (6.2) 500

Legend
Percentages are in parenthesis.

In both fem ale patients the num bers of cells with 3 signals were sim ilar to their 

comparison samples. The control 1VF-Cf4 had a high number of cells with only one 

signal, which may have been due to it being a relatively poor sample, with cytoplasm 

surrounding the nuclei. This could interfere with probe hybridisation and signal 

amplification. The observation of two 47,XX,+ 18 cells in patient 1VF-Pm7 may have 

been a chance occurrence, explaining the negative FISH result. It is very unlikely that 

the four cells observed with an extra chromosome 11 could have occurred by chance, 

which is why the negative FISH  result is surprising. It is possible that there is 

mosaicism for a 47,XX,+ 11 cell line, but at such a low level that it is indistinguishable 

from the background level of triple signal cells produced by the FISH procedure.

There were 13 cells with structural abnormalities, seven were in the patient group 

and 6 were in the control group. In the control group they were mainly translocations 

(4 out of 6) whereas in the patient group there were mainly breaks at the centromere 

resulting in two free lying chromosome arms (4 out of 7).

In sum m ary, one probable Turner m osaic woman (1VF-Pf47) and two possible 

autosom al m osaics were detected. There w ere no constitutional abnorm alities 

detected.
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3.2.3. Embryo Results.

After transfer to the mother of suitable embryos, spare embryos were used for 

research with the consent of the patient. Fifty five embryos were obtained from 15 

patients with repetitive IVF failure, 48 of which were analysable. The embryos 

underwent three colour FISH with probes for chromosome 1, (labelled 50:50 in 

Fluoro red and green to give yellow), the X chromosome (Fluoro green) and the Y 

chromosome (Fluoro red). The embryos then underwent a round of FISH with probes 

for chromosome 9 (Fluoro green) and chromosome 18 (Fluoro red).

Based on the results from the first round of FISH, 48 embryos were classified into 

groups suggested by Delhanty etal. (1997), shown in table 16. These were:-

normal- all cells normal for the chromosomes tested. Embryos with one signal 

missing from one cell, which could be due to overlapping signals or hybridisation 

failures, were classed as normal. A cell with one extra signal was classed as abnormal. 

Unlike lymphocytes split signals are very rarely seen in preimplantation embryos 

because there is no 0 2  phase.

abnormal- cells uniformly abnormal i.e., the embryo is aneuploid, haploid or 

polyploid.

diploid mosaic- the majority of nuclei were diploid with a few being aneuploid, 

haploid or tetraploid.

abnormal mosaic- the majority of nuclei were abnormal with a few normal nuclei i.e. 

the embryo was originally abnormal

chaotic- where the nuclei have randomly different chromosome complements.
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The second round of FISH was in the main unsuccessful. The difficulty was in finding 

the nuclei, as the DAPI stained nuclei were typically very faint after the second round 

of FISH. It was also common for the nuclei to sustain damage or to be destroyed and 

there was an increase in background fluorescence. For this reason , the cytogenetic 

classification was based on the first FISH analysis. Figure 9 is an example of a normal 

male em bryo (embryo 2 from patient IVF-Pf8) captured after each round of FISH. 

The yellow marks on the nuclei after the second round of FISH are a good example of 

the background produced after re-FISH. It was very rare for 1, X or Y signals not to 

be w ashed off by the second round of FISH. Even so, with poor cell m orphology, 

weak signals and high background it was difficult to confidently score the nuclei for 

chrom osomes 9 and 18.

The em bryo grading system of I to IV is based on the morphological appearance of 

the embryos (Puissant et al. 1987). Grade I signifies round, similar sized cells, with no 

fragm entation and a sim ilar cell division rate for each of the cells (Krapez, 1997), 

shown in figure 10. The grades increase with increasing cellular fragm entation to 

grade IV. The em bryos were graded and the num ber of cells counted by the 

em bryologists at the Hammersmith and Royal Masonic Hospitals.

Figure 10: Examples of the four embryo grades, taken from Krapez 1997

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4

The num ber of cells counted did not always correspond to the num ber o f nuclei. 

D espite extrem e caution, nuclei w ere occasionally  lost during the spreading 

technique. Cells could also be binucleate or anucleate. The binucleate cells had 

presum ably finished telophase and were about to undergo cytokinesis when spread.
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accounting for one cell and two nuclei. Anucleate cells may be due to an error in 

cytokinesis, resulting in a binucleate cell and an anucleate cell.

Grades III and IV are characterised by fragmentation of a proportion of the cells. 

When fragmentation was evident in Grade I and II embryos, it was recorded (denoted 

by frags in table 16). This could also lead to more nuclei being observed after 

spreading than expected. The fragmented cells can contain micronuclei and hence 

chromosomes, making an otherwise normal embryo appear to be abnormal. Deep pits 

were also observed on the surface of the embryos, (denoted vacs in table 16), and 

fluorescence could be trapped in these pits giving very large artificial signals. It was 

possible to resolve which were the actual signals by varying the fluorescent dye 

specific filter blocks, under direct visualisation.
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Figure 9: A male embryo normal for the chromosomes investigated; 
1,9,18,X and Y. (Embryo 2 from IVF-Pf/mS).

1st FISH Re- FISH

Legend:
White = Chromosome 1 
Green = Chromosome X 
Red = Chromosome Y

Green = Chromosome 9 
Red = Chromosome 18

Backiiround

Nucleus A: 1,1,X,Y Nucleus A: 9,9,18,18

#

Nucleus B: 1,1,X,Y Nucleus B: 9,9,18,18

#

#

Nucleus C: destroyed in 
reFISH

Nucleus C: 1,1,X,Y
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Table 16: FISH analysis of day 3 post fertilisation spare embryos from recurrent IVF

Patient/embryo 
number and 
grade ! -

FISH with 1,X,Y- 
probes-
individual cells

REFISH 
with 9,18 
probes

Embryo
Category

Comment

y ),
IVF-P5
7 embryos 
Grade >11.5

FISH failed due to 
age of samples

- -

IVF-P8 - - -
Em b.l -3 cells 
3pro nucleate 
Grade unknown

1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,X,Y,Y

9,9,18,18
9,0,18,0

diploid
mosaic

abnormal 
fert.by 2 
sperm

Emb.2 -3 cells 
Grade unknown

1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y

1,1,X,Y 9.9.18.18
9.9.18.18 /n/f

normal -

Emb. 3 - 5  cells 
Grade unknown

1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y,Y

1.1,X,Y
1.1,x ,o

FAILED diploid
mosaic.

Y mitotic 
non
disjunction

IVF-P9
Emb.2 - 3 cells 
frags

1,1,X,Y 1,0,X,Y 
1,0,X,X,Y,Y

FAILED chaotic -

Emb.4 - 2 cells 
frags

1,1,X,Y 1,0,X,Y FAILED normal -

IVF-PIO
Emb. 1 0 - 5  cells 
frags
Grade unknown

1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,X,Y

1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y

FAILED diploid
mosaic

normal
male/XXY
mosaic

Emb. 1 1 - 6  cells 
frags/ vacs 
Grade unknown

1, 1,x ,x
1.0,X,0
1.1,x ,o  
1,1,0,0 
1,0,X,X

1.0,X,X
1.0,X,0

1.1.0.0 
1,0,X,X

FAILED chaotic 1 cell
appears
normal

IVF-P12
Emb.9 -2 cells. 
Cells damaged in 
FISH

1,1,X,Y
l,l,0 ,Y (cell broken)

FAILED normal

Emb.3 - 4 cells 1. 1,x ,x
1.1,X,X

1. 1,x ,x
1.1,X,0

nf nf
0,9,18,0
9,9,9,18,18,18

normal based on 
first n S H

IVF-P16
Emb.7 - 6 cells 
Grade II.5+ frags 
lost 4 cells

1,1,XY 1,1,X,Y FAILED normal

Emb. 10 - 4 cells 
Grade II.5-I- frags 
lost 2 cells

1, 1,x ,x 0,0,X,0 FAILED normal abnormal
nucleus
possibly
fragmented.

Legend
Emb= embryo nk = not known vacs = pitting on surface of the nucleus
nf = not found All embryos had 2 pro nuclei unless stated.
frags = fragm ents o f nuclei, indicates a w orsening in em bryo grade from
em bryologists initial analysis. All grade III and IV em bryos show extensive
fragmentation.
bold entries have both X,X and X,Y nuclei in the same embryo
The num ber of cells were counted by Hammersmith hospital embryologists and may
occasionally differ after FISH analysis.
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Table 16 continued.
Patien^
embryo
number and t  
grade

FISH -1,1,X,Y 

6 % .

REFISH . 
9,18

'A

Embryo
Category

â . ; : ;

Comment

?  S '- '-  -,

IVF-P17
Emb. 4- 2 cells 
Grade HI frags

I,1,0,Y  1,1,X,Y FAILED normal -

Emb. 5- 4 cells 
Grade II.5*

1.1,X,Y 1,1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y 1,1,X,Y

FAILED normal -

IVF-P18 -
Emb. 2- 3 cells 
Grade nk

1.1,X ,0 1,1,X,X
1.1,x , x

FAILED normal -

Emb. 3- 4 cells 
Grade nk

1,0,0, Y 1,0,0, Y
1.1.1,X,X,Y
1.1.1,X,X,Y

FAILED abnormal
mosaic

triploid/
haploid

Emb. 4- 4 cells 
Grade nk

1.1.1,X,X,X
1.1.1,X,X,X
1.1.1,X,X
1.1,x , x

FAILED abnormal
mosaic

triploid/
diploid

IVF-P19
Emb. 5-5 cells 
Grade III

1.1,X,X, 1,1,X,X
1.1,X ,X 1,1,X,Y
1. 1,x , x

FAILED diploid
mosaic

1.1,X,X/
1.1,X,Y
chimera

Emb. 9-5 cells 
Grade >11.5 frags, 
vacs

1.1,X,0 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1. 1,x ,x ,

FAILED normal

Emb. 12-6 cells 
Grade II -t- cumulus 
cells*

1.1,X,Y 1,1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y 1,1,X,X*
1.1,X,X* 1,1,X,X*

FAILED normal
male

cumulus
cell
contam in
ation

1VF-P20
Emb. 6- 4 cells 
Grade III

CELL A = l ,1,1,1 
,X,X,X,Y,Y,Y,Y. 
CELL B broken=
1.1.1.1,X,Y,Y.
CELL C = l ,1,1,1,
1.1.1.1.1.1.1,X,X,X, 
X,Y,Y,Y,Y.
Cell D= 1,1,1,1,1,
1.1.1.1.1,X,X,X,X,X, 
Y,Y,Y,Y.

FAILED chaotic severely
abnormal
chaotic

Emb. 9- 6 cells 
Grade II frags

1.1,X,Y 1,1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y, 1,0,0, Y
1.1,X,X,Y 1,1,X,0
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X ,x ,

FAILED diploid
mosaic

i , i , x ,x /
1,LX,Y
chimera 
with X non
disjunction

Emb. 14- 4 cells 
Grade III

1.1.1.1,X,X,Y,Y,
1.1.1.1,X,X,Y,Y,
1.0,X,0 1,1,X,Y
1.1,X,0 l,l,X .O

FAILED abnormal
mosaic

tetraploid/ 
diploid and 
X,0 mosaic

*= cumulus cells surrounded the embryo and their nuclei are easily distinguished from  
embryonic nuclei (blastomeres)
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Table 16 continued.
Patient/^ . 
embryo #̂̂ 4— 
number and ̂  
grade ,

FISH -1;1,X,Y REFISH t  

'  ‘

Embryo
.9?Agory

Comment
.

IVF-P36
Emb.5 - 6 cells 
Grade 1.5 
2 cells lost

1,1,X ,Y  1,1,X,Y
1,1,0,Y 1,1,0,0

FAILED diploid
mosaic

normal 
male/ X 
monosomy

Emb.7 - 7 cells 
Grade 11+ frags 
1 cell lost

1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y,Y,Y
1.1,X,Y,Y 1,1,0, Y
1,1,0,0 1,1,0,0

FAILED chaotic Only 1 cell
appears
normal

Emb 11 -7 cells 
Grade II

1.1,X,Y 1,1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y 1,1,X,Y
1.0,X,X,Y
1.1,X,X,Y 1,1,0, Y

FAILED diploid
mosaic

normal
m ale/X X Y
mosaic

Emb 13 -14 cells 
Grade II.5+ frags

1,0„0,Y 1,1,0,Y
1.0,X,Y 1,0,X,Y
1.1,X,0 1,0,X,0 
0,0,0,Y
1.1.0,Y,Y,Y
1.0,X,Y,Y,Y
1.0.0,Y,Y
1.0,X,Y,Y
1.1,X,X,Y 
1,0,X,X,Y 
0,0,X,X,Y

FAILED chaotic no cells
appear
normal

IVF-P39
Emb. 1 -4 cells 
Grade II frags

1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,0,X

0,9,0,18 9,9,18,0 
0,0,0,0 9,9,0,18 
9,9,18,18 0,0,0,0

normal Based on 
1st FISH

Emb. 5 -5 cells 
Grade >11 frags

1 ,1 ,X,x
1,1,0,0 1,0,0,0

9,0,18,0
0,0,0,0 9,0,18,0

chaotic possibly 2
fragmented
nuclei

Emb. 7 - 7  cells 
Grade >11

1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,0,0
1,1,0,0 1,1,0,0,

9.9.18.18 9,9,0,0
9.9.18.18 9,9,18,0 
0,0,0,0 9,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0 nuclei lost

diploid
mosaic

normal 
female/ 
nullisomy 
X mosaic

Emb. 13 -6 cells 
3pn
Grade >11

1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,x,x

FAILED normal

IVF-P41
Emb. 2 - 4  cells 
Grade IV

1.0.0, Y 1,0,0, Y
1.1.0.0 0,0,X,X,Y

0,0,0,0 9,0,0,0
9 .0 .0 .0
9.0.18.0

chaotic possibly all
nuclei
fragmented

Emb. 3 - 7  cells 
Grade IV

1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1.1,X,X 1,1,0,0
1.1,X,0 1,1,X,0

9,9,18,18 nf
9.0.0.0 0,0,0,0
9.0.18.18 0,0,0,0

chaotic 1 cell
appears
normal

Emb. 18 -6 cells 
Grade IV

1,1,X,X 1,1,X,0 
0,0,X,X 1,1,0,0
1,1,0, 0 1,1,0,0

9.0.18.0 0,0,0,0 
0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0
9.0.0.0 9^,18,18

chaotic no normal 
cells

Legend as before
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Table 16 continued.
Patient/f t. 
embryo 
number and
grade ^

"sc
m m

REFISH
9,18

z K

Embryo
Category

Comment

IVF-P46
Emb. 1-15 cells 
Grade >11.5

1,X,X
1,X,X
1,X,X
1,X,X
1,X,X
1,X,X
0,X,X
1,X,0

1.1,X,X
1.1,X,X
1.1,X,X
1.1,X,X
1.1,x,x
1.1,x,x
1.1,x,o

FAILED diploid
mosaic

normal 
female/ XO 
mosaic

Emb. 7-17 cells 
Grade III frags

1,X,Y
1,X,Y
1,X,Y
1,X,0

1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y
1.1,X,Y
1.1,X ,0

FAILED diploid
mosaic

normal 
male/ XO 
mosaic

Emb. 12-15 cells 
Grade <111 
poor lysis

1,X,X,
1,X,X

Y FAILED diploid
mosaic

X X Y /X X
mosaic

Emb. 18-12 cells 
Grade >11.5

1.1,X,X,X
1.1,X,X,X
1.1,X,X,X
1.1,X,X,X
1.1,X,X,X
1.1,X,X
0,X,0 1,0,X,0
0,X,0 1,0,X,0
0,X,X 1,1,x , x

FAILED abnormal
mosaic

triploid/
diploid/
haploid
mosaic

Emb. 19-8 cells 
Grade >11

0 .0 .0  1,1,X,X
1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1,X,X 1,1,X,X

FAILED normal

Emb.23-10 cells 
Grade <11.5

1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X 
1,1 ,X,0 (damaged 
cell)

F A I L E D normal

Emb.24-12 cells 
Grade II.5

1.1.1.1,X,X,Y,Y
1.1.1.1,X,X,Y,Y

1.1.1,X,X,Y,Y
1.1.1,X,X,Y,Y
1.1.1,X,X,Y,Y
1.1.1,X,X,Y,Y,Y
1.1,X,X,X,Y,Y 
1,X,X,Y,Y

1.1,X,x 1,1,x,x
1.1,X ,X  1,1,X ,X

FAILED chaotic no cumulus 
cell
contam in
ation.
chimeric

Legend as before.
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Table 16 continued.
Patient/' 
embryo \  ^ 
number and 
grade * /

FISH

. 4 " #
' ,/

REFISH ’ 
9 ,i8 < r

Embryo
Cat^ory

Comment

IVF-P48
Emb. 1 - 6 cells 
Grade II.5 vacs

1.1,X,X 1,1,x ,x
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1.1,X,X,X
1,1,0,0 1,1,0,0
1.1,X,0 1,1,X,0 
1,0,X,0

FAILED chaotic 4 cells 
appear 
normal

Emb. 2 - 4  cells 
Grade 1.5

1.1,X,X I,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,0
1,0,0,0 1,1,0,0

FAILED chaotic 3 cells 
appear 
normal

Emb. 5 -8  cells 
Grade >11 vacs

1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X I,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,0,X,X
1.1,X,0 1,1,X,0
1.1,x,0

FAILED diploid
mosaic

normal 
female/ XO 
mosaic

Emb. 1 0 - 5  cells 
Grade II frags/ vacs

1,1,X,Y I,1,X,Y
1.1.0.0 1,1,1,X,0
1.0.0.0

FAILED chaotic 2 cells 
appear 
normal

Emb. 1 3 - 6  cells 
Grade III vacs

1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
o,o,x,x o,o,x,x
1.1,X,X,X 1,0,0,0
1,0,0,0 1,0,0,0 
1,1,0,0 1,1,0,0

FAILED chaotic 2 cells 
appear 
normal

IVF-P49
Emb.l -4 cells 
Grade >11

1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X

FAILED normal -

Emb. 7 -4 cells 
Grade II.5 frags

1.1,X,Y I,I,X,Y
1.1,X,Y 1,1,X,Y

FAILED normal -

Emb. 8 -4 cells 
Grade >11 frags

1.1,X,X 1,1,X,X
1.1,X,X, 1,0,X,0 
0,1,X,0 1,1,0,0,

FAILED normal possibly
fragmented
nuclei

Legend as before.
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Table 17 summarises the embryo data, listing embryo quality and classification. Only 

37.5% of the embryos were normal, followed by diploid mosaics (29.1%), then 

chaotic dividing embryos (25%). All the diploid mosaic embryos had an additional 

chromosomally aneuploid abnormal cell line rather than an additional abnormal 

ploidy cell line. Whereas 3 out of 4 abnormal mosaics had ploidy error e.g. embryo 18 

(IVF-Pf46) had a triploid and a haploid cell line in addition to its diploid line. There 

was only one embryo known to be abnormally fertilised by pronuclei analysis, this 

was embryo 1 from IVF-P8.

Table 17: Classification of embryos based on FISH results.

Embryo
Grade

Normal 
Embryos #

Diploid
Mosaic
Embryos

Abnormal 
Embryos  ̂
(non- 
mosaic)

Abnormal
Mosaic^
Embryos

Chaotic
Embryos

Totals
»

I 0 1 0 0 1 2
n 12 5 0 1 6 24
m 1 3 0 1 2 7
IV 0 0 0 0 3 3
not known 5 2 0 2 2 11
Abnormal
Fertilisati
on

1 1

Total 18
(37.5%)

12 (25%) 0 4 (8.3%) 14
(29.2%)

48

Legend
Percentages are in parenthesis.

Five embryos had both XX and XY nuclei, from 3 patients (embryos 5 and 12 from 

IVF-P19, embryo 9 from IVF-P20 and embryos 12 and 24 from IVF-Pf46) which 

have been classified as diploid mosaics or chaotic. The XX nuclei in embryo 12 from 

IVF-P19 are probably cumulus cells. Cumulus cells should be washed off the 

embryos after egg retrieval, sometimes they do remain but can be easily seen during 

embryo spreading and after FISH as the nuclei are much smaller and DAPI bright 

than blastomeres.
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The nuclei from embryo 5 (IVF-P19) are all characteristic blastomere nuclei (shown 

in figure 11). Figure 12 shows the nuclei from embryo 9 (IVF-P20). These also all 

appear to be from blastomeres.

Chaotically dividing embryos were the second most common group (29.1%). All of

the chromosomes tested were involved. A particularly abnormal example has been

shown in figure 13 (Embryo 6 from IVF-P20). Nucleus C has 10 signals for

chromosome 1, 4 signals for the X chromosome and 4 for the Y chromosome.

Fourteen chaotic embryos were observed from eight females. Six of these females had

other diploid and abnormal mosaic embryos. Only two patients with chaotic embryos

had additional normal embryos (see table 18).
Table 18; Type of embryos seen from each patient

Patient , W 
number

.Normal Diploid  ̂
Mosaic

Abnormal
Mosaic

Chaotic

IVF-P8 1 2 - -

IVF-P9 1 - - 1
IVF-PIO - I - 1
IVF-P12 2 - - -

IVF-P16n 2 - - -

IVF-P17n 2 - - -

IVF-P18 1 - 2 -

IYF-P19 2 1 - -

IVF-F20 - I I 1
- 2 - 2

IYF-PB9 2 1 - 1
IVF-Pf4I - - - 3
IVF-Pf46 2 3 1 1

- - - 4
IYF-P49n 3 - - -

Total
15 patients

18 12 4 14

Legend
n = Normal embryos only
Bold entries = patients with chaotic and normal embryos 
Italic entries = patients with chaotic and no normal embryos 
Normal = no chaotic embryos present
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Figure 11: A XX/XY chimaeric embryo (Embryo 5 from IVF-P19),

Legend:
White = Chromosome 1 
Green = Chromosome X 
Red = Chromosome Y

Nucleus A: 1,1,X,X Nucleus B: 1,1,X,X

Nucleus C: 1,1,X,Y Nucleus D: 1,1,X,X

Nucleus E: 1,1,X,X
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Figure 12: Embryo 9 from IVF-P20, a XX/XY chimaera with mitotic 
non-disjunction of the X chromosome.

Legend:
White = Chromosome 1 
Green = Chromosome X 
Red = Chromosome Y

Nucleus A: 1,1,X,Y Nucleus B: 1,1,X,0 Nucleus C: 1,1,X,X

Nucleus D: 1,1,X,Y Nucleus E: 1,1,X,X Nucleus F: 1,1,X,X

Nucleus 0: 1,1,X,Y Nucleus H: 1,1,X,X,Y Nucleus I: 1,0,0,Y
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Figure 13: Embryo 6 from IVF-P20, an extreme example of a chaotic
embryo.

Legend;
White = Chromosome 1 Ch. = Chromosome 
Green = Chromosome X 
Red = Chromosome Y
Signals that are difficult to interpret have been annotated, as has filter bleed 
through due to high signal intensity. This can make a strong red signal have a 
white centre.

Y / X  o \  erlaj) appears  w bile.

( l i . X

( h. Y
Filter bleed throuab appears w bit

Nucleus A: ch.l x 4, ch.X x 3, ch.Y x 4. Nucleus B (damaged): ch.l x 4, ch.X x 1, 
ch.Y X 2.

C l u  X

# *  # #
*  I *

Ch. \
S o m e  b leed  tbrouiib.

Ch. I

Nucleus C: ch.l x 10, ch.X x 4, ch.Y x 4. Nucleus D: ch.l x 10, ch.X x 5, ch.Y x 4.
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As there were no aneuploid embryos observed with the same abnormality in all 

nuclei, there were no meiotic errors. Due to all the abnormal embryos being mosaic or 

chaotic, the errors must have been post-zygotic. There were 4 abnormal mosaic 

embryos, which may have been triploid or tetraploid in origin. Two embryos (embryo 

18 from IVF-Pf46 and embryo 3 from IVF-P18) were either caused by non

disjunction of both chromosomes 1 and X or were haploid/triploid (embryo 3) or 

haploid/diploid/triploid mosaics (embryo 18). Embryo 4 from IVF-P18 may be a 

triploid/diploid mosaic except for one 1,1,1,X,X cell. This may have two overlapping 

X chromosomes.

3.2.4. Summary of embryo results

In summary there were 18 normal embryos, 12 diploid mosaic embryos, no embryos 

with constitutional aneuploidy, 4 abnormal mosaics and 12 chaotic embryos. Three 

patients had normal embryos only, 2 patients had normal and chaotic embryos and 6 

had chaotic and mosaic embryos. The remaining 4 patients had normal and mosaic 

embryos. In all 62.5% of the embryos were chromosomally abnormal, this is double 

the rate that is typically found in fertilised preimplantation human embryos with 

normal appearance (Harper e ta l  1995).
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3.3.1 Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis Study.

Three couples were studied to assess their suitability for preimplantation genetic 

diagnosis (PGD). All of the couples included a carrier of a reciprocal translocation. 

DNA probes which would hybridise to the unbalanced chromosomal derivatives of the 

translocation were sought and evaluated by FISH. The probes were applied to 

lymphocyte suspensions from the affected individual and when possible on spare 

preimplantation embryos. In order for the probes to be suitable for a diagnosis, they 

must give good unambiguous signals which are bright enough to be seen under 

fluorescence microscopy, without the aid of digital capture systems. A full clinical 

preimplantation genetic diagnosis has not yet been carried out for any of the couples.

3.3.2. Preimplantation Diagnosis Case 1 (PD 1)

This woman was referred by the Hammersmith Hospital. She carries a 

46,XX,t(12;22)(q24.32;ql2.3) translocation, which was first indicated when she had a 

mentally and physically malformed boy. An ideogram of the translocation is shown in 

figure 14 and her karyotype is shown in figure 15. The translocation involves the light 

G-band regions at the telomeres, which made detection difficult. When DNA paints for 

chromosomes 12 and 22 were used with FISH, the translocation is much more obvious 

(fig 15a and 15b). The son had two normal chromosomes 22 and a derivative 22 

(47,XY,+der 22(22pter->22ql2.3::12q24.32 ->12qter); a G-banded metaphase cell is 

shown in figure 16.

Six Y AC probes and a commercial probe (DiGeorge probe, cytocell) were tested for 

chromosome 22. Two YACS, 37A and lOB were mapped proximal to the breakpoint 

(22ql2.1) and four (3A9, B19, A26 and A27) were contiguous and distal to the 

breakpoint (22ql3.2). The proximal probes were not contiguous, although they were 

very close. These probes could be observed on metaphase chromosomes, but were not 

bright in interphase nuclei. Similarly the contig was not bright in interphase.
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Figure 14: An ideogram of the mother from PDl with a 46,XX,t(12;22)(q24.32;ql2.3)
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A commercial probe for the DiGeorge (Cytocell) region of chromosome 22 (22ql 1.2) 

with an internal telomeric control probe was then evaluated. The DiGeorge probe was 

for the Tuple I repeat and was directly labelled with FITC, whereas the telomeric probe 

was directly labelled with Cy 3. The probes gave good signals on metaphase 

chromosomes (fig 17), highlighting the two normal chromosome 22 and the derivative 

chromosome 22. The performance on interphase cells was inconsistent, with the 

majority of signals being diffuse. The breakpoint in this case is just distal to the 

DiGeorge area, for which many probes have been produced. Unfortunately, the 

majority are cosmids, which often produce diffuse signal and are unsuitable for this 

work.
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Figl5 : Cytogenetic analysis of the carrier of a chromosome 12;22 translocation, (PDl).

15b FISH with a chromosome 22 specific paint, 15cFISH with a chromosome 12 specific paint, 
showing derivative chromosomes 12 and 22 showing derivative chromosomes 12 and 22
and a normal chromosome 22. and a normal chromosome 12.

i t II ii

«à >4 ' #  ë  i i  à à

r  V it
15a A G-banded karoytype with the translocated segments identifie by arrows.
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Figure 16: A mctaphasc cell from the affected son of PDl 
47,XY+der 22(22pter->22ql23::12q24.32->12qter)

derivative chromosome 22
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Figure 17: A metaphase cultured lymphocyte spread from the affected son of 
PD 1 exhibiting a derivative chromosome 22 following FISH with a 

commercial di George syndrome probe.

Legend:
Red = A control probe supplied in the kit, a Cy 3 labelled chromosome 22q 

telomeric probe.
Green = FITC labelled probe for the di George region (chromosome 22ql 1).

D e n \  ati\  c c h r o m o s o m e  22
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3.3.3. Preim plantation Diagnosis Case 2 (PD 2)

The carrier of the translocation in this couple was a 35 year old male who was referred

by the Midland Fertility Services. During the preliminary work for treatment with ICSI

it was noted that his sperm was immotile. The couple underwent cytogenetic

investigation and a 46,XY,t(8;12)(p22;q23) translocation was discovered , an ideogram

of which is shown in figure 18 and the karyotype is shown in figure 19.
Figure 18: An ideogram of the 46,XY,t(8;12)(p22;q23)

der.8
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Position of probes.
O =Telomeric commerical cosmid for chromosome 8 (dig)
A=YAC 859
♦  =Commerical centromeric probe for chromosome 8 (biotin)
❖ =Centromeric probe for chromosome 12 (50 fluorored:50fluorogreen) 

— =Marks position of breakpoint
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Figure 19: A G-banded karyotype of PD2 with the translocated 
segments identified by arrows, 46,XY,t(8;12)(p22;q23).
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Two commercial probes were found to be satisfactory on cultured lymphocytes from 

the male carrier. These were a biotinylated a-satellite probe for the centromere of 

chromosome 8 (Oncor) and a digoxigenin labelled Bp (Oncor) telomeric probe. After the 

first round of ICSI, 5 spare embryos underwent FISH with these probes and a directly 

labelled a- satellite probe for chromosome 12 (labelled 50:50 in fluoro red and green 

(Amersham). Due to the telomeric 8p probe being a cosmid, the interphase signal was 

faint and diffuse, so it could not be confidently scored. Another probe was sought for 

the 8p telomere. A Y AC probe (YAC 859) was obtained from the Human Genome 

Mapping Project (HGMP) for the telomere of 8p and tested on the cultured lymphocyte 

suspension (figure 20). After the first round of FISH (with probes for chromosome 8, 

12 centromeres and 8p telomere) the embryos underwent another round of FISH 

(reFISH) with YAC 859. In contrast to the reFISH experiments discussed in table 16 

which used probes for chromosome 9 and 18, reFISH with YAC 859 worked well. As 

before, no signal from the first round of FISH persisted through the reFISH, nuclei 

were DAPI faint and morphology was poor, however, confident scoring was possible.

A pachytene diagram was drawn so that the segregation patterns could be identified. 

This is shown in figure 21.

In all 3 embryos for which results were obtained, all nuclei were randomly abnormal, 

consequently all the embryos were classed as chaotic. These results are tabulated (table 

19) along with the possible chromosome complements of the nuclei; embryo 4 is shown 

in figure 22. Every embryo would be expected to start with at least a normal 

chromosome 8 and 12 from the egg. This was not the case in embryo 5, there is a 

normal 8 in each of the two nuclei, but apparently no normal chromosome 12.
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Figure 20: FISH with biotinylated YAC 859 on lymphocytes from the 
male translocation carrier, PD2, demonstrating the 8; 12 translocation.

Legend:
Green = Biotinylated YAC 860 for the telomere of chromosome 8p 

detected by FITC.

n o r m a l  c h r o m o s o m e  
8 p  (cr

dc r i \  a i i \  e 
*  ^  c h r o m o s o m e  12
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Figure 21 : Schematic diagram of possible pachytene 
segregation patterns for PID 2

Derivative chromosome 8 Normal chromosome 12

c c
Normal chromosome 8 Derivative chromosome 12

Legend.
Green = Biotinylated 8 centromeric probe 
Red = Digoxigenin 8 p telomeric probe 
Yellow = 50% Spectrum red: 50% spectrum green 

directly labelled 12 centromeric probe

Below are shown theoretical biopsied embryonic nuclei for each of the segregation 
patterns. It was assumed that the oocyte chromosome complement was normal

Embryo 1 Embryo 2

Alternate segregation

Normal ch.8(x2) 
Normal ch.l2(x2)

Normal chs.8(xl ) and 12(xl) 
Derivative chs.8(xl) and 12(xl)

Adjacent-1 Segregation

Normal chs. 8(xl) and 12(x2) 
Derivative ch. 8

Normal chs. 8(x2) and 12(xl) 
Derivative ch. 12
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Embryo 1 Embryo 2

Adjacent-2 Segregation

Normal chs. 8(x2) and 12 (xl) 
Derivative ch. 8

Normal chs. 8(xl) and 12(x2) 
Derivative ch. 12

3:1 Segregation

Normal chs. 8(x2) and 12(x2) 
Derivative ch. 8

Normal chs. 8(xl) and 12(xl) 
Derivative ch. 12

Normal chs. 8(x2) and 12(xl) 
Derivative chs. 8(xl) and 12(xl)

Normal chs. 8(xl) and 12(x2) 
No derivative chromosomes

Normal chs. 8(x2) and 12(x2) 
Derivative ch. 12(xl)

Normal chs. 8(xl) and 12(xl) 
Derivative ch. 8

Normal chs. 8(xl) and 12(x2) 
Derivative chs. 8(xl) andl2(xl)

Normal chs. 8(x2) and 12(xl) 
No derivative chromosomes
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Figure 22: Embryo 4 from PD2 following FISH with probes for 8 
centromere, 8p telomere and 12 centromere.

Legend:
White = Chromosome 12
Green = Chromosome 8 centromere
Red = Chromosome 8p telomere (Oncor probe)
In nucleus A only two 2 red signals could be seen under a fluorescent 
microscope and was scored accordingly.

Nucleus A: 8c,8c,8t,8t Nucleus B: 8c,8t,12c

Nucleus C:12c Nucleus D: 8c,8c,8c, 8t, 12c, 12c

Sperm nucleus 8c,8t
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Table 19 Results of FISH analysis with a chromosome 8 centromeric probe (biotin), 
chromosome 12 centromeric probe (fluorored/green), Bp telomeric cosmid 

(digoxigenin) and YAC 859 (biotin) on the spare embryos from PD2.

2"d fish
with Spter. 
YAC

Embryo/ 
Number of 
pronuclei

I sT f i s H Interpretation

Embryo 2 -3PN 
-4 cells.
Nucleus A 8c, 8t, 12c, 12c 8t, 0 Either ch 8, chl2, chl2 or 

der 8, der 12, ch i2.
Nucleus B 8c,8c,8c,8c,8t,8t, 

12c, 12c, 12c
8t, 8t Either ch8,ch8,der8,der8, 

chl2,chl2,chl2. or 
der8 ,der8 ,der 8 ,der8, 
derl2,derl2,chl2. or 
ch8,der8,der8,der8, 
derl2,chl2,chl2

Nucleus C 8c,8t,8t 8t, 8t ch8 and either 8p fragment 
or 12c or 8p failure

Nucleus D 8c,8c,8c,12 8t, 8t Either ch8,ch8,der8,chl2 
or ch8,der8,der8,derl2.

Embryo 4 -2PN-4 
cells
Nucleus A 8c,8c,8t,8t 8t, 8t ch8,ch8.
Nucleus B 8c,8t,12c 8t, 0 Either ch8,chl2 or 

der8,derl2
Nucleus C 12c 0 , 0 chl2
Nucleus D 8c,8c,8c,8t,12c, 

12c
8t,0 Either

ch8,der8,der8,chl2,chl2
or
der8,der8,der8,derl2,chl2

Embryo 5 -2PN- 
2 cells
Nucleus A 8c,8t,12c,12c 8t,8t,8t ch8,derl2,derl2
Nucleus B 8c,12c 8t,8t ch8,derl2

Legend
t = Telomere, 
c = Centromere.
ch = normal chromosome. ch8 = 8c(lgreen) + 8p (Ired); chl2 = 12c (1 white) 
der = derivative chromosome: der 8 = 8c(l green); der 12 = 12c (1 white) +8p(lred)

The three analysed embryos did not exhibit the expected chromosome complements 

resulting from the translocation. In embryo 5 the maternal oocyte must have been 

missing a chromosome 12, due to derivative chromosome 12 only being present. From 

the previous study (recurrent IVF failure study) it was not uncommon to observe 

mosaic and chaotic embryos and so some abnormalities which could not be explained
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by the segregation patterns were to be expected. As none of the embryos analysed 

produced the expected patterns, the results from this couple are not encouraging. In 

support of this, the ICSI cycle resulted in one biochemical pregnancy, which failed.
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3.3.4. Preimplantation Diagnosis Case 3 (PD 3)

Again it was the male in this couple that carried the translocation and it was detected 

immediately prior to ICSI treatment. The translocation was inherited from his mother 

and resulted in lowered sperm counts of 5-8x 10^/ml. The translocation was a whole 

arm translocation involving chromosomes 5 and 19. Unfortunately it was not possible 

to obtain a blood sample, however an ideogram of the translocation based on the 

cytogenetic report from the Nottingham Nurture Clinic is shown below in figure 23.

Figure 23 Ideogram of the whole arm translocation 46,XY t(5;19)(5qlO;19qlO)

from PD 3
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Following ICSI treatment, seven spare embryos were obtained for spreading, all of 

which were grade III or worse. The embryos were ready before any probes were 

evaluated. For optimal results the embryos should undergo FISH within two weeks. If 

left for longer the embryo morphology deteriorates and the FISH efficiency is much 

lower.

Seven YAC probes were tested on normal lymphocytes, 5 of which were from a contig 

for the APC gene on chromosome 5q (2HED6, 19AA9, 9HA11, 37GG3 and 37HGU).

All these APC probes had very low DNA yields after miniprepping, suggesting a loss 

of the inserts. The two remaining probes YAC 860 (chromosome 5q34) and YAC 657 

(5p) gave good yields. Biotinylated YAC 860 gave a very bright signal after FISH, but 

YAC 657 did not produce any signal. No YAC probes were available for chromosome 

19 but as it is one of the smallest chromosomes a commercial paint probe (Cytocell) 

was tested to determine whether it would be discrete enough to be scored in interphase.

It was quite diffuse and cross-hybridised to the centromere of chromosome 5 and 

consequently was unsuitable.

FISH with the YAC 860 probe was used to analyse the chromosome content in the 

spare embryos. The results are shown below in table 20. As some of the embryos gave 

no signals it is not clear whether there were no copies of chromosome 5 present or 

whether the probe failed to hybridise due to the age of the embryo. In order to obtain 

the maximum amount of information from the embryos, for example whether they were 

chaotic, the embryos underwent another round of FISH with a- satellite probes for 

chromosome 6 (biotin) and chromosome 18 (digoxigenin), performed by a colleague, 

Clare Conn, the results of which are also shown in table 18.

Results were obtained for 5 of the 7 tested embryos for chromosomes 6 and 18 and for 

chromosome 5q in 4 cases. It is clear that all 5 embryos were chromosomally abnormal 

and would not have been viable. The choice of probes for chromosomes 6 and 18 for 

the reprobing was solely on the basis of probes that were likely to work. The extent of 

abnormality revealed was completely unexpected.
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Table 20: Results of FISH with YAC 860, specific for 5q and centromeric probes for 

chromosome 6 and 18 on spare embryos from PD 3.

Embryo,no and,no of . EISH result REFISH result Interpretation 
for embryo

Embryo 1-4 cells
Nucleus A 5q, 5q 6,6,6,18,18,18 Normal ch. 5q 

Trisomy ch.6 
Trisomy ch. 18

Nucleus B 5q, 5q 6,6,6,18,18,18
Nucleus C 5q, 5q 6,6,6,18,18,18
Nucleus D 5q, 5q 6,6,6,18,18,18
Embryo 2-4 cells 
^fragments
Nucleus A 5q,5q 6,6,18,18 Probably initially 

normal for ch.5 
but became 
mosaic 
for 5q-.
Normal chs. 6 
and 18

Nucleus B 5q,0 6,6,18,18

Nucleus C 5q,0 6,6,18,18
Nucleus D 0,0 6,6,18,18

Embryo 3-poss 4 cells, 
mostly fragments
Nucleus A 5q,5q,5q,5q 6,6,18,18 4x ch. 5q 

normal chs. 6 and 
18.

Nucleus B 5q,5q,5q,5q 6,6,18,18

Embryo 4 -1 cell and 
approx. 25 cumulus cells

The blastomere had 
no signals

Embryo 5-4 cells and frags no signals
Embryo 6-2 cells

Nucleus A no signals 6,0,18,0 monosomy for 
ch.6
mitotic non
disjunction of ch. 
18

Nucleus B no signals 6,0,18,18,18

Embryo 7-4 cells 4- frags poor lysis

Nucleus A 5q,0 6,6,18,18 monosomy for 
5q-
normal chs. 6 and 
18.

Nucleus B 5q,0 6,6,18,18

Legend.
ch. = chromosome.

The results from the probe for 5q suggested that embryo 1 was normal for that 

chromosome, whereas the results of the a- satellite probes suggested a doubly trisomie 

or possibly a triploid embryo. Embryos 2 and 7 appear to be normal from the a- 

satellite probes but are monosomie or mosaic for 5q. As one of the nuclei in embryo 2
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had two 5q signals and it was normal for 6 and 18, it may be that there was poor 

hybridisation efficiency for 5q and that this was a normal embryo. To summarise, all 

the embryos were abnormal, but unlike PD 2 there was no evidence of chaotically 

dividing embryos. Two of the embryos were mosaics and four were chromosomally 

abnormal due to apparent meiotic errors.

3.3.5. Summary of Results.

Three couples with reciprocal translocations were studied for the feasibility of 

preimplantation diagnosis. DNA probes which were proximal to and distal to the 

breakpoints were sought, to cover all possible forms of chromosomal imbalance. Blood 

was obtained from the first couple (PD 1) and seven probes tested with poor results. 

Parental bloods and 5 spare embryos were obtained from the second couple (PD 2) and 

four probes were tested with good results. Seven spare embryos were obtained from 

the final couple (PD 3), but unfortunately no blood samples were obtained. Two probes 

were tested, only one of which was satisfactory. The centromeric localisation of the 

breakpoint in the third couple creates a need for 4 colour FISH analysis.
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Discussion
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4.1 Multiple Miscarriage (MM) study.

This study was initiated due to observations made by the UCLH diagnostic 

cytogenetic laboratory. In three years (1994, 1995, 1996) a total of 242 women were 

referred for cytogenetic analysis due to multiple miscarriages (data shown in appendix 

III). From G-band analysis of cultured peripheral lymphocytes, four women were 

diagnosed as Turner mosaics, with a range of 45,X cells from cells from 4% to 10%. 

Seven women had more than 50 cells analysed due to the presence of one 45,X cell, 

but were classified as normal. Two women were carriers of balanced translocations. 

Forty one women who had volunteered to be ovum donors were also analysed, with 

no apparent abnormalities. As these mosaic women were detected from the analysis of 

only 12 cells it is highly probable that a number of women with low level mosaicism 

were evading detection. Therefore for this study samples from 13 couples and 7 

females (who had previously been classified as normal in the above cytogenetic 

investigation) were further analysed using a combination of G-banding and FISH 

analysis. In this way, it was hypothesised, analysis of greater cell numbers would 

pinpoint any additional patients with low levels of mosaicism. Sample from 

individuals with proven fertility were used as controls.

4.1.1. G-band analysis.

Overall G-band analysis showed there to be little difference in the number of 

autosomally aneuploid cells and structurally abnormal cells between patients and 

controls. There was slightly more hypodiploidy in the females (4.6 -5.2%) than in the 

males (3 - 3.1%). This could possibly be explained by the work of Wheeler et a l 

(1986), who showed that synthetic oestrogens can inhibit or perturb spindle formation 

in cultured cell lines, and cause increased levels of aneuploidy. Guttenbach et a l 

(1995) suggested that sex hormonal levels may influence aneuploidy in vivo. The 

number of single structurally abnormal cells was similar for all groups. This concurs 

with the work of Ward et a l  (1980) who found similar levels of chromosome
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aberrations in both recurrent miscarriage patients and fertile control groups. However, 

studies by Lange e ta l  (1993) and Higgens and Palmer (1987) found increased 

numbers of single cell translocations in cells from patients suffering from 

reproductive problems than from those of fertile controls. Therefore, although the 

MM study presented in section 3.1 found no correlation between single cell structural 

abnormalities and recurrent miscarriage, there is still much controversy over the roles 

of non-constitutional aberrations in reproductive failure.

One female patient did have two cells with an unidentified ring marker (MM-Pfl5). 

Unfortunately after FISH and G-band analysis there was no cell suspension available 

for further examination. As there were only 1.5% XXX cells observed by FISH 

analysis and assuming the marker has an intact centromere it is unlikely that it is of 

chromosome X origin. This marker would cause trisomy for its centromere of origin. 

During meiotic pachytene a trivalent would be formed. It is very likely that this would 

segregate unequally, resulting in aneuploid gametes. Either, the two normal 

chromosomes could segregate together in anaphase I causing disomy, with the marker 

alone segregating to the other spindle pole. Or the segregation of both a normal 

chromosome and the marker to one pole would result in a single normal chromosome 

at the other pole. It is also possible that the marker could be pulled into two separate 

chromatids, resulting in an abnormal genetic complement at both poles.

Gonosomally aneuploid cells were detected by G-banding from 9 individuals, three of 

whom were male (table 9). It is difficult to classify the women as Turner mosaics 

using these results alone. For example two of the women each had a cell with an extra 

X chromosome, but these cells also had monosomy for an autosome (MM-Pf3 and 

MM-Pfl5), raising questions about the integrity of the metaphase spreads. Sometimes 

when these results are coupled with the FISH analysis there is a conflict. For instance, 

one woman (MM-Pfl9) had two 45,X cells and yet there was no significant difference 

in her number of XX and XO nuclei (scored by FISH) when compared with levels 

from her control (MM-Cfl5). Moreover, comparison of the number of female patients
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with gonosomally abnormal cells (as detected by G-banding) with the number of 

female controls with gonosomally abnormal cells showed only a weak difference 

(p<0.1). This contrasts with the same comparison based on FISH analysis which gave 

a strongly significant result (p<0.05).

In conclusion, the G-band analysis was useful for identifying constitutional 

abnormalities. Due to the relatively low numbers of cells screened by G-band 

analysis, and the loss of chromosomes from metaphase spreads during slide making, 

G-band analysis appeared not to be suitable for reliably identifying low level 

mosaicism.

4.1.2. FISH analysis

Hook calculated (1977) that 500 cells must be analysed to detect 1% mosaicism with 

95% certainty. This would be very time consuming by analysis of G-banded 

metaphase cells alone and so FISH analysis was implemented. FISH analysis is far 

more rapid and allows the screening of interphase cells, consequently the problem of 

chromosome loss from metaphase cells due to spreading is irrelevant. Although it has 

to be remembered that there are still technical problems such as signal overlap, signal 

duplication and fluctuations in hybridisation efficiency.

This approach identified six patients and one control that had significantly different 

numbers of XX and XO nuclei from their specific controls or patient (p<0.05). One of 

these women MM-Pfl5 has already been discussed due the observation of two cells 

with an unidentifiable ring marker. The presence of 10.2% XO nuclei may also have 

played a role in causing this woman's multiple miscarriages. The majority of these 

women had more than 7% XO nuclei, whereas patient MM-Pf6 had only 5.9%. 

Although MM-Pf6 had significantly more XO nuclei than her specific control, the 

percentage of XO nuclei observed was below the mean percentage of XO nuclei for 

patient group (6.8%) and was similar to that of the control group mean (5.5%).
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When the number of XO nuclei was plotted against the number of XX nuclei from the 

20 patients and 15 controls (figure 5) it became apparent that there were two groups. 

It appears that the majority of controls and half of the patients have between 1 to 7% 

XO cells. These XO levels result from signal overlap, hybridisation failure and normal 

levels of spontaneous X-loss. Above this level are nine patients and two controls who 

show elevated XO numbers. This clustering affect could be useful for quickly 

identifying potential mosaics, although caution must be taken with this approach as 

poor hybridisation efficiency may cause artifactually high numbers of XO cells for 

both the control and the patient. Moreover, the incidence of XO cells in the patient 

group is not age related (figure 6) whereas the control group does show age related 

loss. It is probable that there is age related monosomy occurring in the patient group 

but it is masked by the individuals identified as mosaics. Interestingly the numbers of 

XXX cells are also age related.

4.1.3. Age related aneuploidy

Guttenbach et a l (1995) investigated age related aneuploidy in cultured lymphocytes 

from males and females using FISH analysis. One thousand interphase lymphocyte 

nuclei from males were probed for Y chromosomes using biotinylated pHY2.1, 

detected with avidin-FITC. Similarly one thousand female lymphocyte nuclei were 

probed for X chromosomes using biotinylated pXBR which was detected with 

streptavidin-horseradish-peroxidase. The possibility that culturing the lymphocytes 

may have an affect on aneuploidy was investigated by analysing and comparing 

uncultured lymphocytes isolated by ficoll gradient with cultured lymphocytes. This 

showed no apparent difference. Analysis of 138 males ranging from 0 to 85 years old 

showed a good correlation between age and loss of the Y chromosome. Levels of Y 

loss were 0.03% for 0 to 5 years old climbing to 1% for 85 years old. Females showed 

higher numbers of hypodiploid nuclei. From 0 to 50 years there was no significant 

increase in the numbers of XO cells, (range 1.5% to 3%). However, after menopause
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there was a significant increase in the numbers of XO cells which ranged between 4% 

to 5%.

The FISH analysis in this multiple miscarriage study (section 3.1) used a different 

probe for X chromosome detection (pBamX5 and avidin-FITC detection). The basal 

levels of XO cells found here are higher than those observed by Guttenbach et a l 

(range 3% to 10%). The higher levels from the MM study may in part be due to 

mosaicism. However the MM control group also exhibited higher XO levels (mean = 

5.5%) than those found by Guttenbach (range 1.5% to 3%). Another explanation may 

be that the FISH technique is more sensitive or that the two studies use different 

scoring strategies for overlapping and fused signals. Guttenbach used the size of the 

signal to decide whether there was an overlap, if it was larger than the signals in 

surrounding cells it was scored as two signals. Whereas in the MM study, an approach 

was used which accounted for split signals and did not rely on signal size.

There have been few published studies using FISH to screen multiple miscarriage 

patients. One such study was by Grass et a l (1996) who screened 300 cells per 

individual from 31 patients and 25 controls. When the number of cells with two 

signals were pooled for each group and compared there was no significant difference.

The author may not have found a significant result for three reasons. Firstly this group 

did not describe their scoring criteria, but this may have affected their results by being 

too stringent. More likely it was due to the pooling and comparison of the number of 

XX nuclei only. If the ratio of XO to XX nuclei were pooled and compared then it is 

highly probable that a significant result would be found. As both XX and XO cells 

were scored it seems reasonable to use both of these parameters in a statistical test. It 

is feasible that either the study by Grass et al or the MM study described in this thesis 

analysed a non-representative group of patients, although the risk of this occurring is 

small. Studies in which small numbers of individuals are analysed are statistically 

valid as they should be an analysis of a randomly selected group of individuals from a 

much larger population. Although it is difficult to calculate the number of women
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affected by multiple miscarriage in the general population, based on a prevalence of 

0.34 calculated by Huisjes (1984) then nearly a million women may be affected by 

multiple miscarriage in the United Kingdom. Therefore studies involving 20 to a 

hundred patients are likely to have little difference in statistical significance 

(Professor Joliffe, personal communication).

4.1.4. Future experiments and conclusions

This study has shown that nine patients, of the twenty investigated in depth, have low 

level mosaicism for an XO cell line. The mosaicism in the patient group is not age 

related and there are significantly more patients with mosaicism than controls. 

Together with the original cytogenetic demonstration of low level mosaicism in 4 

women out of 242 referred for multiple miscarriage, this data reinforces the view that 

the minor cell line is a causal factor in a subset of multiple miscarriage patients.

Low level mosaicism for an XO cell line in lymphocytes may reflect higher levels of 

mosaicism in the ovaries. A possible mechanism comes from the observation that 

oocytes with nullisomy for the X chromosome are likely to undergo atresia and be 

destroyed (Singh and Carr, 1966). If many oocytes are destroyed then the ovary will 

be artificially aged resulting in precocious menopause. In women (over 35 years old) 

with normal fertility there is an increase in oocytes with non-disjunctional errors 

which raises the risk of miscarriage. Mosaic women may show this increase earlier. 

Additionally Hunt et al. (1995) have shown that during meiosis the X chromosome 

univalent can perturb spindle formation and lead to aneuploidy of other chromosomes. 

This disruption could reduce the numbers of normal ova formed.

It would be interesting to characterise the extent of mosaicism in the individuals 

identified by FISH. As the FISH analysis can be carried out on interphase cells, 

different cell types could be tested without the need to culture. If cells from tissues 

that are derived from similar fetal lineages to the ova (e.g. buccal cells) can be tested 

then it may be possible to determine the proportion of oocytes are affected. The
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accuracy of this approach could be tested by the analysis of ovarian and other tissue 

from aborted fetuses with 45,X mosaicism.

Screening multiple miscarriage patients with FISH has revealed an unexpectedly high 

number of previously undetected low level mosaics. The background level of XO 

nuclei in fertile controls due to hybridisation failure, overlapping signals and normal 

age related aneuploidy could be reduced by the use of two chromosome X specific 

probes. This would decrease the number of cells scored as XO due to signal overlap. 

The background levels will vary with the probe and FISH method used, so matched 

fertile controls are essential. Initially the direct statistical comparison of patients and 

their specific age matched controls can be used for defining mosaicism. Once a 

number of patients and controls have been analysed then a graphical approach (e.g. 

figure 5) may provide a more accurate definition of mosaicism. Having detected 

mosaicism the patient could be offered preimplantation diagnosis of a limited range of 

aneuploidies. This may improve the chance of success by transferring embryos which 

are at least normal for the chromosomes tested.
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4.2 Recurrent IVF failure study

4.2.1.G-band analysis

Constitutional chromosomal analysis revealed little overall difference between 

women suffering from recurrent IVF failure and those with IVF success (table 13). 

Interestingly the levels of abnormal cells are greater than those seen in the multiple 

miscarriage study (table 7). As the peripheral lymphocyte culture methods and media 

were the same for the two studies it is possible the hormonal state of the patient at 

time of blood collection may account for this difference. This was contradicted by the 

male control group having the highest percentage of abnormal cells. The control 

group for this study does have fertility problems and this may be reflected in greater 

numbers of abnormal cells than the MM control group.

Two women (IVF-Pf5, IVF-Pf7.) from the patient group had interesting cytogenetic 

results. They had 2 or more cells with hyperploidy for chromosome 11 (IVF-Pf5) and 

chromosome 18 (IVF-Pf7) respectively, suggesting an additional mosaic trisomie cell 

line. Interphase FISH analysis with the appropriate a-satellite probe did not confirm 

this, there was little difference between the number of trisomie cells in the patients 

and a control sample. This leads to a difficult question, how many cells with the same 

abnormality need to be observed by G-banding to enable a confident diagnosis of 

mosaicism?.

4.2.2. Mosaicism in peripheral lymphocyte cultures

When analysing PEL cultures with G-banding sporadic metaphase spreads can be 

observed with missing or extra chromosomes and occasionally with structural 

abnormalities. Moreover it is within the realms of chance for two cells to have the 

same de novo replication abnormality in a culture of millions of cells. It becomes 

more improbable for these two cells to be both undergoing mitotic division at the 

same time and to be observed together when a relatively small number of cells are
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analysed e.g. 50 cells. Either there is a large number of cells with the same 

abnormality or the same chromosome has been lost or gained artefactually.

Analysing different cell types can indicate how prevalent a suspected mosaic cell line 

is and when it originated, based on when cell lineages diverged in embryonic or fetal 

development. However, the analysis of PEL cultures alone does may not detect 

mosaicism present in other cell types or organs e.g. the ovaries. An attractive method 

to confirm whether the cell line exists in vivo or is an in vitro artefact, is to screen 

large numbers of interphase cells with FISH using an appropriate probe. As the 

multiple miscarriage study has shown, background levels of around 5% for cells with 

one and three signals can be expected. Obviously this will vary with different probes, 

but from the investigation of the suspected mosaic trisomy 11 and 18 patients this 

background also appears to apply to screening for the autosomes. The number of cells 

wrongly scored can be reduced by using two probes for the same chromosome, and 

by using a complete set of filters. If a probe was being detected with a FITC filter 

alone some overlying fluorescent debris could appear to be a signal. However, debris 

usually fluoresces under a DAPI, FITC and TRITC filters and can be easily 

distinguished.

4.2.3. Analysis of preimplantation embryos.

As explained in the results, embryos were only available for research from patients 

who had suffered recurrent IVF failure. The control group (i.e. those individuals that 

had a successful IVF attempt and were trying for another) were more inclined to 

cryopreserve non implanted embryos. Consequently control values for chromosome 

patterns in embryos were sought from previously published in-house studies. Two 

studies from the Galton Laboratory, in conjunction with the Hammersmith Hospital, 

were selected, as these studies used the same IVF protocol, spreading technique, 

DNA probes and FISH procedure. The first (Harper et al. 1995) used 69 normally 

fertilised embryos from 35 routine IVF patients. Thirty four of the embryos from 18
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patients were analysed using probes for chromosomes X and Y, whereas 35 embryos 

from 17 patients were analysed for with probes for chromosomes 1 and 17.

The second study (Delhanty et al. 1997) was on seven fertile patients. These patients 

had undergone several cycles of preimplantation embryo sexing to avoid X linked 

genetic disease. Ninety three embryos underwent FISH analysis with probes for 

chromosomes 1, X and Y. Three of the patients underwent a total of 7 cycles between 

them and did not exhibit any chaotic embryos. The remaining 4 women underwent a 

total of 7 cycles and there were 24 chaotic embryos. The results of both studies are 

shown below in table 21.

Table 21: Comparison of the studies on preimplantation embryos by Harper et al.

1995, Delhanty et al. 1997 and the recurrent IVF failure study.

Group/Grade Normal# Diploid
Mosaic

Abnormal Abnormal
Mosaic

Chaotic Total

Harper et al. 
1995
X and Y 29 (85) 5(15) 0 0 0 34
1 and 17 19 (54) 10 (29) 2(6) 0 4(11) 35

Total 48 (69) 15 (22) 2(3) 0 4(6) 69

Delhanty et 
al. 1997 
1, X and Y
Group A 
3 patients

24
(61.5)

13(33.3) 1 (2.6) 1 (2.6) 0 39

Group B 
4 patients

21
(38.9)

5 (9.3) 3 (5.5) 1 (1.9) 24 (44.4) 54

Total 45 (48) 18(19) 4(4) 2(2) 24 (26) 93

Recurrent 
IVF failure 
study

Total 18
(37.5)

12 (25) 0 4(8.3) 14 (29.2) 48

Legend
Percentages are in parenthesis.
Group A= patients with no chaotic embryos. 
Group B = patients with chaotic embryos.
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The number of normal embryos from Group A of Delhanty’s study (61.5%) was 

similar to the number seen in the study by Harper et al. (69%) The percentage of 

normal embryos from Group B (38.9%) was much lower due to a large number of 

chaotic embryos (44.4%). The results of group B skewed the combined results of 

Delhanty’s study, making the total number of normal embryos observed in fertile 

patients to be lower than that of Harper’s study of infertile patients. The number of 

embryos with diploid mosaicism, constitutional abnormality and abnormal mosaicism 

were similar in Delhanty and Harper’s study. The number of chaotic embryos was 4 

times greater in Delhanty’s study due to group B. The study of patients with recurrent 

IVF failure (section 3.2) revealed considerably more abnormal embryos than either 

study. This was due to greater numbers of diploid mosaic and abnormal mosaic 

embryos. The number of chaotic embryos in the recurrent IVF study was similar to 

the total number of chaotic embryos observed in Delhanty’s study.

Re-FISH of the embryos with probes for chromosomes 9 and 18 proved to be 

unsuccessful. Embryos that had undergone FISH twice were much fainter when 

stained with DAPI and consequently were very hard to find. Frequently, the nuclei 

were severely damaged during re-FISH, consequently this method was very 

unreliable.

In conclusion, there were no constitutional abnormalities found using G band analysis 

in either the recurrent IVF patients or the control group. Analysis of spare 

preimplantation embryos revealed considerably more chromosomally abnormal 

embryos than previous studies of embryos from fertile and infertile women. The 

greater number of abnormal embryos seen in the recurrent IVF failure study was 

attributable to high numbers of diploid mosaic and chaotic embryos which is likely to 

be a strong contributing factor to the repeated implantation failure. The obvious 

question is what causes an embryo to become mosaic or chaotic?. Due to the presence 

of multiple different cell lines, or many different nuclei, an intuitive answer is that it 

is due to a lack of fidelity in cell division during early embryogenesis.
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4.2.4. Cell division cycle (cdc) checkpoints.

Replication fidelity is controlled at a number of checkpoints through the cell cycle by 

cell division cycle (cdc) complexes. These checkpoints measure whether the cell is 

progressing normally through the cycle and block those that are not, until they are 

either repaired or destroyed. These checkpoints are diverse, measuring many factors 

including DNA damage, completion of DNA synthesis and kinetochore attachment.

Mitotic cells normally leave Gi and enter S phase due to cell division kinases (cdk).

If the DNA is damaged replication is delayed. P53 levels increase after damage, 

inducing a cdk called WAFl which is a potent inhibitor of the cdk complex necessary 

for S phase initiation.

Having completed S phase cells pass through G2 . In order to enter M phase p3 4 ^dc2 

(Gould and Nurse, 1989) needs to be dephosphorylated by cdc 25 (Russell and Nurse, 

1986). Activated p3 4 cdc2 complexes with cyclin B to form the M-phase promoting 

factor (MPF). If there is any DNA damage then Weel and Mikl can inactivate MPF 

by phosphorylating

Once having entered metaphase kinetochore attachment to the microtubulin spindle 

and microtubulin depolarisation are monitored. A single unattached kinetochore can 

delay the onset of anaphase in tissue cultured cells (Rieder, 1994) stopping cell 

division. A monoclonal antibody has been raised which can detect a protein which 

coats unattached kinetochores (3F3/2) (Nicklas and Koch, 1969). If tension is applied 

to the spindle 3f3/2 staining intensity decreases and anaphase resumes.

In meiosis similar checkpoints can be observed. The MPF complex is needed to 

initiate the G2 /M 1 transition. Once the chromosomes are at their most condensed, 

oocyte transcription ceases (Knowland and Graham, 1972) until the embryonic 

genome is activated, which for mice is the 2 cell stage (Worrad et al. 1993) and for 

human is the 6 to 8 cell stage (Braude et al. 1988). For the completion of meiosis, 

maintenance of the unfertilised egg and early embryonic division stored reserves of
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mRNA are relied on. These mRNAs are synthesised in the oocyte, are deadenylated 

(Haurte et al., 1992) and stored as dormant messages. The first cell divisions in the 

preimplantation embryos are to increase the cell number, producing totipotent cells.

As this is done on maternal mRNA there is no need for embryonic transcription. 

Consequently there are no gap phases until the embryonic genome is activated. This 

would increase the chance of re-replication, i.e. a cell could have two S phases before 

division accounting for some ploidy errors.

The MPF complex must be present in the chaotic preimplantation embryos in order to 

allow division. It may be that the mRNA for the complex which senses kinetochore 

attachment may have been inactivated or degraded during storage. Staining with 

3F3/2 would show whether the protein detecting unbound kinetochores are present 

and if so how many unattached chromosomes are present.

When the embryonic genome becomes fully operational and the cdc checkpoints are 

restored this may lead to the developmental arrest of cleavage stage embryos. 

Observations have been made during this study of numerous embryonic cell 

fragments, some containing chromosomes. This possibly reflects apoptotic 

eradication of abnormal cells. Similar aberrant cell removal has been observed in 

Drosophila. Nuclei in Drosophila embryos divide syncytially at the surface of the egg. 

Cells which develop spindle abnormalities fall to the centre of the egg, removing 

them from the developing embryo (Sullivan e ta l 1993).

A failure of cell division cycle control could play a role in the creation of mosaic or 

chaotic embryos. Perhaps partial breakdown gives rise to mosaicism, whereas a 

complete failure produces chaotic embryos. Expression of the cdcs in these embryos 

could be checked by indirect immunofluorescent detection of appropriate monoclonal 

antibodies in conjunction with FISH. Alternatively, recent advances (Wijgerde et a l, 

1995) in the detection of primary RNA transcripts could be utilised. This system uses 

biotinylated or digoxigenin RNA probes generated by in vitro transcription of intronic 

sequences which have been cloned in to the plasmid pGEMT (Promega). The
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procedure for RNA FISH is not dissimilar to normal DNA FISH and so it is 

conceivable that a method for simultaneous detection of DNA and RNA could be 

found. This would supply information on copy number of particular chromosomes 

coupled with evidence for cdc transcription activity.

4.2.5. Embryos with XX and XY nuclei.

In neither of the studies by Harper et al. (1995) and Delhanty et a l (1997) were there 

any examples of a single embryo with both XX and XY nuclei observed. In this study 

5 such embryos were observed from 3 patients (embryos 5 and 12 from IVF-P19, 

embryos 12 and 24 from IVF-Pf46 and embryo 9 from IVF-P20). This poses a 

problem for sexing PGD, if only two blastomeres are biopsied from an 8 cell embryo 

which has both XX and XY cells then there is a danger of misdiagnosis. It may be 

that the XX/XY embryos seen in this study are peculiar only to these patients and 

possibly contributing to their continued IVF failure.

It is possible to hypothesise how the XX/XY embryos might arise. As already stated 

embryo 12 from IVF-P19 has been contaminated by cumulus cells. Cumulus cell 

contamination of a male embryo is the most likely cause of witnessing XX and XY 

cells in the same embryo. However, cumulus nuclei can be easily distinguished from 

blastomere nuclei, being smaller and more DAPI bright. The other 4 embryos only 

contained large blastomere nuclei, therefore embryo 12 from IVF-P19 was the only 

embryo with cumulus contamination.

Embryo 24 from IVF-Pf46 is mainly tetraploid (1,1,1,1X,X,Y,Y), the four 1,1,X,X 

nuclei seen may be ‘haploid’ derivatives. If this were the case four 1,1,X,Y nuclei 

should also be expected As the embryo was graded II.5 some fragmentation has 

occurred, it is possible that the 1,1,X,Y cells fragmented. Embryo 9 from IVF-P20 

has a single 1,1,X,X,Y nucleus, three 1,1,X,X nuclei and three 1,1,X,Y nuclei. This 

may be the result of non-disjunction of an embryo with a 1,1,X,X,Y created from 

either a 1,X,X egg or a 1,X,Y sperm.
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Embryo 5 from IVF-P19 is more difficult to explain, it has four 1,1,X,X nuclei and 

one 1,1,X,Y nucleus. It was recorded as having 5 cells observed inside the zona 

pellucida before spreading. The nuclei are all of a similar size and morphology, both 

observations strongly suggest that the XX cells are not due to contamination from 

cumulus cells. It may be that the embryo is similar to a case reported by Strain et a l 

(1995) of a parthogenetic chimera. They reported a boy with a karyotype of 46,XX in 

peripheral blood lymphocytes (>3000 analysed by FISH) and was 46,XY in a 

fibroblast sample (>500 cells analysed by FISH). It was proposed (model 1) that the 

egg was activated after the extrusion of the first polar body. The sperm fertilised the 

activated egg, but remained dormant until the haploid parthenogenetic cell of the egg 

completed its first mitotic division. Then it is possible for the sperm to combine with 

one of the haploid cell, resulting in a diploid cell. In order for there to be a 46,XX cell 

line the remaining haploid cell must undergo diploïdisation. Strain investigated the 

origin of the X chromosome using microsatellite polymorphisms and found all X 

chromosomes to be identical. Additionally the maternal autosomes were identical in 

at least one locus in the XX and XY cells, supporting their model.

Strain’s work was reviewed by Surani (1995), who proposed two additional models 

which would give XX and XY cells. In the second model (model 2) fertilisation 

occurs normally, with a Y bearing sperm, the second polar body is extruded, but it if 

it is unusually large it could exist as a gynogenetic blastomere. Diploïdisation would 

result in a 46,XX/46,XY individual. Another model (model 3) is that oocyte 

activation is followed by immediate cleavage, resulting in two haploid blastomeres, 

one of which undergoes diploïdisation and the other is fertilised. These two models 

would not result in the same maternal genome in the normal and uniparental 

blastomeres and so are not applicable for Strain’s case.

It was not possible to investigate the origins of the genotypes and consequently which 

of the models may be applicable in the case of embryo 5. As the oocyte was not 

recorded as being abnormal before fertilisation, model 3 is unlikely as it requires the
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oocyte to cleave before fertilisation. Either of the remaining two models can be used 

to explain embryo 5.

4.2.6. Conclusions and further experiments

In conclusion this study has shown there to be little difference between the 

constitutional karyotypes of patient and control samples indicating that constitutional 

chromosome abnormalities are not responsible for repeated IVF failure in the patients. 

It has shown that recurrent IVF failure patients have higher frequencies of mitotically 

abnormal embryos than average patients. Such embryonic abnormalities would 

reduced their ability to implant, accounting for the recurrent IVF failure in at least a 

proportion of the patients.

Analysis of the spare embryos would be advisable from recurrent failure patients with 

a view to possible screening of embryos in future cycles by preimplantation 

diagnosis. This has been carried out by Gianaroli et a l 1997, who attempted PGD on 

infertile patients with high maternal age, repeated IVF failure and mosaic karyotypes 

using DNA probes for chromosomes X, Y, 13, 18 and 21. Overall 57% of embryos 

from patients with recurrent IVF failure were abnormal. They found that the 

percentage of abnormal embryos was directly proportional to the number of failed 

IVF attempts. Moreover the increase in abnormalities was attributable to polyploidy 

and mosaicism. In total 28 women from all three groups had one or more normal 

embryos transferred, resulting in four clinical pregnancies, which they say is an 

implantation rate of 10% per normal embryo. As Gianaroli et a l found similar 

percentages of abnormal embryos as the recurrent IVF study described in this thesis, 

it is not unreasonable to suggest that PGD of the IVF study patients may result in 

similar levels of implantation and pregnancies.
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4.3. Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis.

PGD has been very successful for screening the sex of preimplantation embryos at 

risk from severe X linked disorders (sexing PGD), with the births of many unaffected 

females. There have been no reports in the literature of a birth of a child resulting 

from screening of preimplantation embryos for the unbalanced products produced by 

a parental translocation (translocation PGD). This is due to the levels of selection 

involved. In sexing PGD, in theory half of the embryos screened will be unsuitable 

for transfer to the mother. Whereas in translocation PGD there are three possible 

segregation patterns, only one of which would result in a normal or balanced embryo, 

assuming random meiotic segregation. With mosaicism and non-disjunction the 

number of embryos suitable for transfer to the mother is much less than one in three.

Probes were sought and evaluated for PGD for three couples with balanced 

translocation. The suitability of six Y AC probes and a commercial DiGeorge probe 

for PGD of couple PDl were evaluated on cultured peripheral lymphocytes. The 

commercial probe gave the best results although they were not consistent enough for 

a diagnosis. Since the work for this thesis was completed a second commercial probe 

(Vysis) for this region has been successfully tested (by Clare Conn). Of the three 

couples investigated for the suitability of PGD, a complete set probes were only 

available for couple (PD2). These were centromeric probes for chromosomes 8 

(Oncor) and 12 and a probe for the telomere of the short arm from chromosome 8 

(YAC 859). Three spare embryos were analysed, none of which fitted the expected 

segregation patterns. Post zygotic errors had occurred and all the embryos were 

classed as chaotic. This highlights how post zygotic errors can reduce the chance of a 

successful diagnosis. Observations made by Delhanty et a l (1997) on spare embryos 

from sexing PGD indicate that there is a strong possibility for a recurrence of chaotic 

embryos in any subsequent cycle. If this is the case the couple may have to undergo a 

number of PGD cycles before a normal embryo is detected.
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There was only one suitable probe found for couple PD3. This probe indicated that 

one of the embryos was normal for chromosome 5q. Further analysis with a probes 

for chromosome 6 and 18 indicated the embryo to be trisomie for both of these 

chromosomes. As the embryos were aged before the FISH some of the possible 

information was lost. What can be determined is that mosaicism was not above 

average and that there were no chaotic embryos. If appropriate probes were to be 

found this couple may have a reasonable chance of success.

In conclusion, PGD can offer an alternative to prenatal diagnosis and subsequent 

termination of a cytogenetically abnormal fetus. At present, only three probes can be 

used at one time due to the scarcity of distinguishable fluorochromes. In a reciprocal 

translocation there are two breakpoints and consequently four chromosome segments 

of interest. The use of three probes allows the detection of three out of the four 

segments, which is acceptable, except in the case of reciprocal exchange at the 

centromere, which presents a need for four colour FISH. In this study three colour 

FISH was obtained by using FITC, rhodamine and a ratio of 1:1 of each to give 

yellow/white. It is possible to use 2:1 green to red and 1:2 green to red to give four 

colours. However, it would be very difficult to distinguish these colours without the 

aid of digital capture systems, which is not advisable for single cell diagnosis, and 

consequently another fluorochrome is required.

The recurrent IVF study has shown it is essential that two blastomeres are biopsied to 

reduce the chance of misdiagnosis due to hybridisation failure, mosaicism or chaotic 

embryos. Segregation pattern analysis has shown there is only 1 normal and 1 

balanced embryo pattern in the six possible segregants. Cohen et a l (1992) and 

Gardener and Sutherland (1989) have suggested that the breakpoints influence which 

segregation patterns are most likely. However, at the present time these predictions 

are not particularly accurate. With information gained from a growing number of 

PGD cycles these predication may become more accurate. It must be remembered that 

PGD cannot improve the meiotic production of normal embryos, it can however
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ensure that chromosomally balanced embryos are selected from those generated 

during an IVF cycle. Upon transfer to the mother, these normal embryos will have the 

best chance of success.
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5. Conclusions 

5.1. Multiple Miscarriage Patients

The G-banding study of patients with multiple miscarriages has shown a weak 

statistical correlation between the patient group and gonosomal aneuploidy using G 

band analysis. In contrast, FISH analysis showed a strong correlation between the 

patient group and gonosomal aneuploidy. The FISH analysis also showed age related 

loss of the X chromosome in control women and in non-mosaic patients.

On the results of this study, it appears that there is a significant number of women 

with mosaicism for X chromosome aneuploidy who are misdiagnosed as normal by 

standard diagnostic cytogenetics. If any cells with X chromosome aneuploidy are 

detected by G banding, multiple miscarriage patients should ideally be analysed in 

more depth using a FISH based approach.

5.2. Recurrent IVF failure patients

The recurrent IVF failure study showed little difference in constitutional karyotype 

between women with IVF success and those with recurrent IVF failure. However, it 

did show that the recurrent IVF failure group had a considerably higher percentage of 

abnormal embryos than other previous in-house studies. Screening of spare embryos 

could identify couples that produce predominantly chaotic embryos. In some cases 

the recurrent failure to conceive may be caused by the consistent production of 

chaotic embryos during each IVF cycle. Future work into whether cell cycle 

checkpoints are functional in these chaotic embryos could lead to an explanation for 

the poor fidelity of cell division. Preimplantation embryo screening using FISH could 

be employed to select for chromosomally normal embryos and increase their chances 

of success in future IVF cycles.
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5.3. Prospective Preimplantation Diagnosis Patients

The evaluation of DNA probes for their suitability for PGD for translocation carriers 

is labour intensive with current methods and few probes are entirely suitable. 

Although suitable the probes were available for couple 2, the high number of chaotic 

embryos observed during this IVF cycle gave cause for concern. This highlights that 

high levels of chaotic or mosaic embryos can further reduce the chance of PGD 

success for translocation carrier patients.

5.4. The role of chromosome abnormalities in reproduction

Opitz et al. calculated in 1979 that nearly 70% of embryos are lost during 

implantation and pregnancy in fertile individuals. The studies presented in this thesis 

of individuals with poor reproductive success suggest that a large number of embryos 

are abnormal due to post zygotic errors. Post zygotic errors would decrease an 

embryo’s ability to implant or survive in utero, perhaps accounting for some of the 

embryonic loss calculated by Opitz et a l . It may be that some couples are genetically 

predisposed to producing embryos prone to post zygotic errors.

Studies of parental chromosomes from couples with recurrent IVF failure and 

multiple miscarriages, revealed no constitutional abnormalities. This is not surprising 

as the women from the multiple miscarriage study had already been screened by a 

cytogenetics laboratory. Additionally, couples with male factor infertility 

(oligospermia is linked to cytogenetic abnormalities) were not included in the 

recurrent IVF failure study. An extreme effect of constitutional translocations is 

demonstrated by the patients studied for preimplantation genetic diagnosis. In two of 

these couples the males carried the chromosome translocation. In both cases the 

sperm count was diminished and in one case the sperm were immotile. In all 3 cases 

constitutional abnormalities lead to errors in meiosis causing partially aneuploid 

gametes, which produced embryos that have a decreased ability to, implant or 

survive.
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Studies on multiple miscarriage patients revealed that nearly half had low level 

mosaicism for an XO cell line. An individual with mosaicism may produce a 

population of chromosomally abnormal progenitor germ cells and subsequently 

abnormal gametes, but other mechanisms are more likely. In women, oocytes with 

monosomy X undergo atresia and are destroyed, which may in turn shorten the 

reproductive life span and lead to an earlier than expected increase in meiotic non

disjunction. Univalent chromosomes have also been shown to perturb other 

chromosomes during meiosis (Hunt, et a l 1995) which will result in aneuploidy for 

other chromosomes.

In summary, up to 70% of embryos produced by fertile couples will fail to yield a 

live-born infant. This is in part due to meiotic errors and also due to high levels of 

post zygotic errors. Women with recurrent IVF failure produce embryos with more 

post zygotic errors than successful IVF patients or those with proven fertility. 

Additionally, women suffering from multiple miscarriages may be low level 

gonosomal mosaics which leads to an increase in meiotic errors. These heightened 

meiotic and post zygotic errors may, in large part, be responsible for diminished 

reproductive success in humans.
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Appendices

ADDendicies jgQ



Appendix 1: Reagents and Solutions.
Unless stated, all chemicals and reagents were supplied by Sigma or BDH (Poole,
Dorset) and are of Analar grade.

Standard Buffers

2 X SSC.
0.033M trisodium citrate 
0.33M NaCl
Adjusted to pH7 with IM citric acid

TE (pH7.5)
lOmM Tris-Cl 
ImMEDTA

TNE (pH8)
lOmM Tris-Cl 
ImMEDTA 
0.2M NaCl

TNT (pH8)
lOmM Tris-Cl 
150mM NaCl 
0.05% (v/v) Tween 20

Nick translation buffer
0.5M Tris-Cl (ph7.5)
0 .1M M gS O 4

Im M D T T
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Reagents for Peripheral Blood Lymphocyte Culture
Iscove’s/10% FCS/GPS/PHA

17ml Iscove’s modified Dulbeccos (Sigma)
2ml FCS (Gibco)
200|il PHA (Gibco)
34|il GPS antibiotics (Gibco)

(GPS=glutamine (200mM), penicillin (300mg/ml), streptomycin (500mg/ml))

Alu-PCR Solutions
50 |il Alu PGR reactions consisted of: 

lOX PGR buffer 
2mM dNTPs 
1 unit Taq (Promega) 
lOOng YAC DNA
0.5pl Primer CLl (TCC CAA AGT GCT GGG ATT ACA)
0.5|il Primer C12 (CTG GAG TCC AGC CTG GG)

G-Banding
Hanks Balanced Salt solution 

0.8% (w/v) NaCl 
0.02% (w/v) KCl 
0.115% (w/v) NaiHPO^
0.02% (w/v) KH2PO4 

0.0015% (w/v) Phenol red (Ig/ml)
Bactotrypsin was supplied by Difco

Fluorescent Detection Systems
The following reagents were supplied by Vector Labs:

FITC conjugated avidin 
Biotin anti-avidin 
Rabbit anti-mouse TRITC 
Goat anti-rabbit TRITC 
Vectashield.

The following reagents were supplied by Sigma:
Mouse anti-digoxigenin 
DAPI
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Yeast cultivation and reagents for YAC extraction
SD

0.67% (w/v/) Yeast nitrogen base (without amino acids) (Difco)
2% (w/v) Glucose
1% (w/v) Casamino acids (Difco)

YRB
1.2M Sorbitol 
10mm Tris-Cl (pH7.5)
20mMEDTA

LB (Luria-Bertani) bacterial growth medium
l%(w/v) Bactotryptone (Difco)
0.5%(w/v) Bactoyeast extract (Difco) 
l%(w/v) NaCl

2% (w/v) Bacteriological Agar (Difco) was added for solid medium Plasmid selection 
was achieved by the addition of ampicillin (100|ig/ml)
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Appendix 2- Probes used for FISH in this thesis

Probe

i'

Type of ;# 
probe

Cytogenet!
c ;t 
Location

Source/Reference Section in 
thesis

K38 cosmid 8p21 Galton Laboratory 3.1.2
pBamX5 a -  satellite, 

plasmid
X centromere Willard gfaA 1983 3.1.3

11 a -  satellite a -  satellite, 
plasmid

11
centromere

Oncor 3.2.2

L1.84 a - satellite, 
plasmid

18
centromere

Dr Coonen, 
Uni of Leiden

3.2.2.

p U C l.7 7 a -  satellite, 
plasmid

1 centromere Cooke and Hindley 
1979

3.2.3.

CCMP9.27 cosmid 9 peri- 
centromeric

Galton Laboratory 3.2.3.

cY98 a -  satellite, 
plasmid

Y hetero
chromatin 
region

Dr Wolfe 
Galton Laboratory

3.2.3.

37A YAC 22ql2.1 CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.2
lOB YAC 22ql2.1 CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.2
3A9 YAC 22ql3 .2 Dr Scambler, ICH 3.3.2
B19 YAC 22ql3.2 Dr Scambler, ICH 3.3.2
A26 YAC 22ql3.2 Dr Scambler, ICH 3.3.2
A27 YAC 22ql3.2 Dr Scambler, ICH 3.3.2
de George 
probe

cosmid 22qll.2 Cyotcell 3.3.2

centromere 8 a - satellite, 
plasmid

centromere 8 Oncor 3.3.3

telomere 8p cosmid telomere 8p Oncor 3.3.3
pal2H 8 a -  satellite, 

plasmid

centromere
12

Dr Coonen, 
Uni of Leiden

3.3.3

859 YAC telomere 8p CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.3
2HED6 YAC 5q34 CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.4.
19AA9 YAC 5q34 CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.4.
9HA11 YAC 5q34 CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.4.
37GG3 YAC 5q34 CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.4.
37HG U YAC 5q34 CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.4.
860 YAC 5q34 CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.4.
657 YAC 5q34 CEPH library/HGMP 3.3.4.

Legend

ICH = Institute of Child Health
CEPH library/HGMP, probes can be requested from this library using the MRC- 
HGM P home page on the world wide web.
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Appendix 3- G-band analysis of Multiple Miscarriage couples, Sperm 
donors and Ovum donors from 1994 to 1996 by UCLH diagnostic

cytogenetic laboratory

Patients . / Normal
Individuals

AbnormaL, < Individuals i

'  i i  ■

Possible
^Mosaics
gr.

Females 229 6 in total
45,X 4%/46,XX 90%, XXX 6%
45,X/ 46,XX
45,X 10%/46,XX 90%
45,X/ 46,XX
46,XX,t(4;15)(q26;ql3) 
45,XXt(13;21)(q21;q21)

7

Males 198 4 in total
46,XY,-13,+t(13;Y)(13qter-

13pl2::Y ql2-
qter)
45,XY,t(14;21)(q21;q21)
46,XY,t(5;21)(q22;q22) 
46,XY,t(l;4)(q23;q25)

POC/ Fetus 12 6 in total
47,XY,+ 18 
45,XX,t(13;14)
48,XX,+ 16,+21 
45,XX,t(14;14)(qlO;qlO) 
47,XY,+ 15
69,XXY

Al/Ovum
donors
Females 41 - -

Males 91 1 (47,XXY) -

Legend
Possible mosaics have been classified as normal by the laboratory, but over 50 cells 

have been counted due to the presence of an XO cell.

AI= Artifical insemination donor

POC/Fetus = tissues taken and cultured from the miscarriage
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